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Throughout this thesis, I present experiments that were conducted in close collaboration 
with the Optoboys: Huub Terra and Bastiaan Bruinsma, and several of our trainees, 
most notably Lotte Razenberg and Vinicius Borges. In this statement, I will clarify my 
personal contribution to each chapter.
Chapter 2
The experiments featured in this chapter had already commenced once I joined the project. 
I assisted in behavioral training and recording of rats, as well as stereotaxic surgeries to 
induce virus expression. I also gave conceptual input to the manuscript.
Chapter 3
This project started out as an internship project for Vinicius Borges. For the better part 
of a year, I trained Vinicius in conducting behavioral experiments, and fiber photometry. 
I performed all stereotaxic surgeries and did a significant portion of the fiber photometry 
recordings, and wrote the data analysis pipeline. I wrote the manuscript, with input from 
Vinicius and Lotte.
Chapter 4
I designed, tested, and validated the CombiCage together with Huub and Bastiaan. I 
provided input on the manuscript, which was ultimately written and submitted by Bastiaan.
Chapter 5
This chapter is the crown jewel of the theses, and the result of several years of work 
by Huub, Bastiaan, our students, and myself. I developed a way to do chronic fiber 
photometry recordings in projection-specific populations, and wrote all the code to guide 
behavioral recordings, and pre-process and analyze all data. Chemogenetic experiments 
were performed by Bastiaan, in vivo electrophysiology by Huub and Tim Heistek. I wrote 





COGNITIVE CONTROL, THE DRIVER OF OUR ACTIONS
Surviving your environment: cognitive control of behavior
Like most Dutch kids, I grew up with ice skating. I got put in ice skating class, obtained 
several ice skating diplomas (obviously, these exist), and years later, I became skilled 
enough to join an actual competition. I vividly remember the nerves whilst trying to 
stand perfectly still, waiting for the gunshot that would set me off into my first official 
competition. I rode well enough, but I was pretty sure I didn’t win. However, to everybody’s 
surprise, after the race I was called to the podium to be awarded the gold medal. This 
probably made the jury realize they must accidentally have swapped two race numbers, 
crushing a 10-year old’s dreams in the process. It took around 15 years before the emphasis 
of the events represented by this memory trace shifted slightly: I became a neuroscientist, 
with a particular interest in how the brain guides attention and how it generally does a 
pretty good job at inhibiting unwanted actions. It turns out that these types of top-down 
control of behavior are particularly useful just before the start of a race. You’ll want to 
start as soon as you hear the gun, but you don’t want the undesirable consequences of 
starting too late (you’ll likely lose the race), or too early (a false start).
Focusing on standing still and making the perfect response to the starting gun are examples 
of goal-directed behavior: Executing an action, based on a previously experienced causal 
relationship between acting and the occurrence of some consequence 1. Your brain makes 
an effort to calculate which actions you will need to take, and how to do so efficiently 
and effectively. This process is called cognitive control, and reflects the entire process of 
top-down regulation of behavior: every way our actions are consciously guided by brain 
activity in a goal-directed manner.
Cognitive control is not only necessary to execute familiar behavior. Acquisition or learning 
of a new behavior also requires active top-down guidance of actions. When starting to 
learn something, you are unskilled and naïve. Through experience, your brain starts to 
build the infrastructure to execute a certain behavior adequately. This usually requires 
more cognitive resources in the beginning. Once the framework is laid and the behavior 
becomes more habitual, it also becomes less cognitively taxing: if you’ve had enough ice-
skating lessons, you hardly need to think about staying upright any more.
Regardless of the behavioral output, top-down cognitive control is generally used as an 
umbrella term that incorporates a number of cognitive constructs necessary to guide or 
learn behavior, such as attention or inhibitory control. Attention allows us to select external 
stimuli that are relevant to our current state, while filtering out other, irrelevant input 2,3. 
In this thesis, however, I will only focus on the visual component of attention, discarding 
other streams of input, such as auditory or olfactory attention. Inhibitory control, on the 
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other hand, can be seen as active suppression of impulsive behavior. While several types 
of impulsive behavior exist, in this thesis I will focus on impulse action, sometimes also 
referred to as “waiting impulsivity”, or the inability to withhold premature motor actions 
4. In general, attention and inhibitory control occur constantly and simultaneously, and 
are at the base of environmentally appropriate behavior (Figure 1). In this book, I explore 
how the brain regulates these cognitive processes.
Figure 1. Cognitive control as behavioral construct. Behavioral subdomains, such as attention and 
inhibitory control, contribute to appropriate cognitive control, which in turn gives rise to proper 
execution or acquisition of behavior.
Assessing cognitive control in an experimental setting
Studying associations between brain activity and well-defined behavior increases our 
understanding about how our brains function. Ultimately, this might allow us to answer 
fundamental questions in neuroscience, such as how or why conscious perception 
emerges from a collection of nerve cells. A somewhat more practical application right 
now, however, is using new knowledge to understand abnormal behavior. Attention and 
inhibitory control are compromised in patients with ADHD or schizophrenia, and can also 
be affected in Parkinson’s Disease or after a stroke. Even though it is often not known how 




different origins, suggesting that these behaviors are likely not governed by a single area 
or functional component of the brain. A proper understanding of how the brain regulates 
these behaviors in healthy subjects will hopefully also provide a better insight into the 
mechanisms of brain disease, allowing medical science to relieve this burden for patients 
and society alike. While technology develops rapidly, allowing brain activity in humans 
to be measured through various combinations of fMRI, MEG or EEG, it currently yields 
information with either poor temporal or poor spatial resolution. Therefore, neuroscience 
has gravitated towards experiments in animals. Studies in rodents and non-human primates 
enable researchers to study neuronal activity and function during behavior 5,6.
Various behavioral paradigms have been developed to assess attention and inhibitory 
control in different species, such as the continuous performance task, or serial reaction 
time tasks. Some have been adapted or created to be specifically used for animal research, 
resulting in widely used behavioral paradigms like the 5-choice serial reaction time task 
(5-CSRTT) 7–9. In this task, animals can initiate trials, which challenge them to respond 
to a visual stimulus that appears in one of 5 holes in an operant cage after a certain time 
window (Figure 2). This time window is generally referred to as the delay period, and 
requires both attention and inhibitory control. Animals can earn rewards by poking their 
nose into the hole that was illuminated. They can also make incorrect responses when 
they poke their nose into a different hole, or omit trials altogether. Correct, incorrect and 
omitted trials are generally seen as a measure of attention. On the other hand, animals 
can also respond too soon, which is called a premature response, and is attributed to 
insufficient inhibitory control. In this thesis, the 5-CSRTT will be our instrument to elicit 
attentional and inhibitory control in rats.
Animals require extensive training to master the 5-CSRTT. They need to learn that they 
are able to initiate a trial, and associate their actions with potential outcomes. 5-CSRTT 
training in rats is a laborious process that can take weeks or even months 9,10. Once 
rats have mastered the actions required for successful task execution, behavior tends 
to become habitual, which means the task requires less cognitive effort 11,12. This shift 
occurs gradually and brain areas generally change in activity when behavior becomes 
habitual 11,13,14. Furthermore, the extensive training required could become problematic 
for chronic neurophysiological recordings or interventions, since studies often depend on 
viral expression that is only reliable for a certain period, or fragile implanted technology 
that can become dysfunctional. Finally, in classical 5-CSRTT studies, animals perform at 
most 100 trials per session 9,15–17. Due to the relative sparseness of incorrect and premature 
responses, it then becomes difficult to aggregate enough error trials to accurately study 
lapses in attention or inhibitory control. All in all, the 5-CSRTT requires users to take 
into account several practical considerations.
13
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Figure 2. The 5-CSRTT for rodents. Animals can initiate a trial, which triggers a delay of varying 
length. After the delay, one of five cue locations (right side of box) is illuminated. Animals have to 
make a timely nose poke into the illuminated hole to earn a reward.
In this thesis, I present several methods to combat these difficulties. When task 
contingencies become unpredictable, animals remain engaged and behavior does not 
become habitual. Therefore, I added a degree of uncertainty to the task, by pseudo-
randomly varying stimulus or delay durations. This increases attentional load and impulsive 
actions, respectively 18–20. Additionally, in chapter 3, I show how brain activity develops 
during 5-CSRTT learning stages, before the behavior required for the task has become 
habitual. To address the issues that arise due to the extensiveness of the learning period, 
I will present a modified, home-cage based 5-CSRTT for rats in chapter 4. Home-cage 
based paradigms have been shown to greatly reduce training time required, and increase 
the number of trials made in mice 21. This provides a solution for both the robustness of 
data reflecting erratic behavior, and concerns about chronic measurements. In addition, 
home-cage based paradigms give animals more housing space, reduce potentially stressful 
interactions between animal and experimenter, and allow for group housing. In the end, 
it appears that common methodological concerns for the 5-CSRTT can be addressed.
THE MEDIAL PREFRONTAL: A CRUCIAL SUPPORTER OF COGNITIVE 
CONTROL
What is the medial prefrontal cortex?
Behavior is the final output of activity in neuronal ensembles in the brain. A brain 
region that is often associated with top-down cognitive control of behavior is the medial 




of debate, due to inconsistent use of anatomical terminology and difficulties in interpreting 
homology between species 22,23. Initially, it was defined as brain region that receives input 
from the mediodorsal thalamus (MD) 24, but accumulating evidence showed that this 
definition was not sufficient, since the prefrontal cortex also receives input from other 
brain regions, and the MD projects to other brain areas 25. Extensive anatomical resources 
and brain atlases gave rise to more anatomically defined subregions in rodents, often 
based on cytoarchitecture and suspected homology with human and primate 26–28. This 
gave rise to several distinctions between prefrontal subregions, including the infralimbic 
(IL), prelimbic (PL) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), which can be part of either the 
dorsomedial or ventromedial cortex. In this thesis, I will mostly distinguish between the 
ventromedial and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively) 29,30. 
The vmPFC encompasses the infralimbic cortex and ventral region of the prelimbic cortex, 
whereas the dmPFC is composed of the ACC and the dorsal prelimbic cortex (Figure 3). 
This distinction allows for more specific investigation of the role of the prefrontal cortex 
in cognitive control of behavior.
Figure 3. The rodent prefrontal cortex. 
Different planes of view of the rodent prefrontal cortex. Left pane (3D) adapted from Carlen, 2017. 
Right pane showing prefrontal subregions in sagittal and coronal plane.
Prefrontal subregions have distinct roles in cognitive control
Association of prefrontal cortex and cognitive control has been long standing. Early 
evidence consists mostly of clinical case studies with prefrontal lesions, like the ill-fated 
Phineas Gage, or canine functional lesion studies. Later, recordings of neuronal activity 
showed that prefrontal activity remains elevated during delay periods of cognitive control 
tasks in both primates and rodents 6,31, and have been associated with maintenance of rule 
information 32,33. Perturbation studies using lesions or pharmacology further provided 
evidence for an important role for prefrontal areas 16,34,35.
15
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Ventral and dorsal prefrontal regions are differentially involved in cognitive control of 
behavior. In the 5-CSRTT, disruption of dorsal regions through lesions, pharmacological 
interventions, or chemogenetic inhibition primarily affect attention and inhibitory control 
16,17,34–37. Measurements of neuronal activity indicate that dorsal prefrontal neuron firing 
rate is increased in situations that require attention, such as a delay period leading up to 
a cue 38–40. Furthermore, LFP recordings show that dorsal prefrontal neurons increase 
synchronized firing at gamma and theta frequency ranges during preparatory attention 
41,42, and attention can be improved by providing targeted stimulation of parvalbumin-
expressing interneurons at theta frequencies 42. These findings indicate that the dmPFC 
is required for appropriate attention. Ventral regions have been associated with both 
attention and inhibitory control in the 5-CSRTT and similar tasks 16,40,43,44. Activity 
recordings indicate that vmPFC neurons ramp their activity and spike timings synchronize 
with gamma frequency-oscillations during phases of preparatory attention 40,41,45,46. When 
comparing dorsal and ventral regions, it appears that dorsal regions are generally more 
related to attention, and show prolonged activity during delay periods, while the vmPFC is 
often more associated with inhibitory control, and shows ramping, rather than persistent 
activity during preparatory attention phases. Taken together, these findings substantiate the 
idea that dorsal and ventral regions are employed differently in the 5-CSRTT (Figure 4).
Acquisition of behavior is associated with changes in prefrontal cortex engagement 14,47–49. 
In general, activity in both ventral and dorsal prefrontal regions decreases when behavior 
becomes more automatic. However, this has primarily been shown for motor control. The 
effects of acquisition of 5-CSRTT-related behavior has not yet been described in literature. 
Based on results from functional studies, it can be expected that both brain regions develop 
a specific pattern of activity between a naive state and a trained state. Chapters 2 and 3 
of this thesis will provide further insight into distinct roles of these prefrontal subregions 
in attentional and inhibitory control.
Figure 4. Function gradient in the mPFC. Behavior and neurophysiology that is preferentially, but 




Towards further functional specialization of neuronal populations
The vmPFC and dmPFC do not act in isolation. Both areas are highly interconnected with 
many cortical and subcortical brain areas, as identified by tracing and functional studies 
29,50–54. Moreover, large-scale cell-specific investigations identified neuronal ensembles 
associated with a host of behavior, from simple movements to cognitively demanding tasks, 
that were scattered throughout the brain 55–57. Finally, cell-typing based on transcriptomic, 
electrophysiological and morphological profiles yields a multitude of distinct cell-types in 
cortical regions 58,59. These developments have given rise to the idea that the brain regulates 
behavior through timed and widespread neuronal activity not only organized in brain 
areas classically defined by cytoarchitecture such as the vmPFC or the dmPFC, but also 
in much more specialized subgroups, such as ensembles of neurons defined by projection 
target 60. Neuronal populations within the mPFC, consisting of neurons with a similar 
functional and anatomical characteristics, are part of larger circuits of intratelencephalic, 
corticothalamic, and pyramidal tract circuits that involve neurons in several brain regions 
(for detailed review, see ref. 60). Hence, classification of neurons based on their projection 
target provides a novel avenue to better understand brain function.
CORTICOSTRIATAL AND CORTICOTHALAMIC CIRCUITS  
UNDERLYING COGNITIVE CONTROL OF BEHAVIOR
Given the widespread brain activity involved in behavior, a relevant question then is which 
neuronal circuits contained within the dmPFC- or vmPFC-are involved in inhibitory 
control and attention? Anatomical studies show that, similar to the functional gradient 
discussed before, prefrontal projection neurons are preferentially localized to prefrontal 
layers or subregions 29,50,53,61. For instance, dorsal prefrontal regions tend to project to 
dorsal regions of the striatum, whereas projections to ventral striatal regions, such as 
the nucleus accumbens core and shell, are localized in more ventral prefrontal regions 
(Figure 5) 29,50. Both dorsal and ventral striatal regions have also been associated with 
attention, cognitive control, and more specifically 5-CSRTT performance 18,44–46,62–64. 
Similarly, neurons projecting to the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD) are located 
in deeper layers, while other regions, such as the basolateral amygdala receives input from 
more superficially localized neurons 25,29. The MD has been associated with cognitive 
control 65,66, and has also been implicated as an important region for successful 5-CSRTT 
behavior 66. Due to the recently established function of mPFC-MD circuits, projection 
neurons from mPFC to MD would be a likely candidate to be involved in attentional and 
inhibitory control 67,68. Similar to the striatum, a distinct input pattern from the mPFC 
to the MD has been reported, with vmPFC neurons primarily targeting medial regions 
of the MD (MDM), and dmPFC neurons projecting to lateral MD regions (MDL; Figure 
5) 25,69. Hence, anatomical and functional data suggest that projections from the dmPFC 
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and vmPFC to subcortical regions, such as the striatum and the thalamus, could be part 
of neural circuits responsible for appropriate attentional and inhibitory control.
Figure 5. Prefrontal projection neurons are topographically organized in a dorsal-ventral and lay-
er-dependent pattern. Dorsal mPFC neurons preferentially target dorsal striatal regions and the 
lateral MD, while ventral mPFC neurons project to ventral striatal regions, such as the nucleus 
accumbens, and the medial MD.
The striatum as essential partner for the mPFC
The striatum is the main input region of the basal ganglia, receiving projections from 
many long-range excitatory neurons throughout the brain. While the striatum contains a 
range of distinct cell types, such as cholinergic interneurons and GABAergic fast-spiking 
interneurons (FSIs), the most abundant are the medium spiny neurons (MSNs). These 
inhibitory neurons account for nearly 90% of striatal neurons. MSNs project from striatal 
input regions to downstream areas within the basal ganglia, such as the globus pallidus 
and subthalamic nucleus 70. Information flow in the basal ganglia is mainly guided through 
two pathways: the direct and indirect pathway (Figure 6). The direct pathway consists 
of MSNs projecting from the striatum to the globus pallidus interna and substantia 
nigra, and is characterized by expression of D1-type dopamine receptors. The indirect 
pathway also consists of MSNs, defined by expression of D2-type dopamine receptors, 
which project from striatal input regions to the globus pallidus externa and subthalamic 
nucleus. Direct and indirect pathway MSNs have distinct physiological profiles 71–73. This 
anatomical and physiological layout gives rise to distinct pathways of information that 
can differentially regulate basal ganglia output 70,74. Indeed, it is proposed that direct 
pathway globally inhibits basal ganglia output, while indirect pathway increases output 
70. Both pathways can be active during the same action or behavioral task, and direct and 
indirect pathway neurons carry different representations of decision variables underlying 




which action is selected, and which other actions are suppressed 75–77. This configuration 
could allow the basal ganglia to reach a “Go/No-go” decision. Recent modelling has 
provided a framework for striatal Go/No-go networks, biased towards specific inputs, 
such as oscillatory frequency and input strength 71. Combined output of basal ganglia 
pathways is then sent to downstream areas, such as the thalamus, ultimately resulting in 
behavioral action.
The striatum is not a homogenous brain area. Anatomical distinctions can be made based 
on where afferents originate or on local tissue organization. The striatum integrates 
input from cortical and subcortical brain areas in a topographical manner (Figure 6). 
Ventral striatal areas, such as the nucleus accumbens shell and core, receive input from 
limbic structures and ventral areas of the medial prefrontal cortex 29,61,78. The nucleus 
accumbens is mostly associated with other structures in limbic circuits and with reward-
driven behavior 53,61,79,80. The dorsolateral striatum is more integrated in motor circuits, 
and receives input from the motor cortex and thalamic nuclei involved in motor processing. 
The dorsomedial striatum is mostly related to associative processing, and is primarily 
connected to dorsal prefrontal areas and other associative cortical areas. Additionally, 
within dorsal striatal areas, distinctions can also be made between smaller local areas 
called striosomes and matrix. These areas differ in cytoarchitecture, afferent patterns, and 
roles in behavior 81. Finally, each striatal area is richly innervated by excessively branching 
dopaminergic neuron axons. Dorsal areas primarily receive input from the nigrostriatal 
dopamine pathway, while the accumbens is also driven by mesolimbic dopamine signalling. 
In addition to variations in input and layout, regional differences between striatal areas 
also include different relationships between direct and indirect pathway neurons 82–84. 
Hence, the basal ganglia can be divided along several axes, such as direct or indirect 
pathway, or afferent regions, each of which have their own behavioral profile.
In concordance with anatomical differences, striatal regions are associated with distinct 
types of behavior. Lesions of the nucleus accumbens affect inhibitory control, reflected 
by increased premature responding in the 5-CSRTT 85. More specifically, lesions of the 
NAc core increased premature responses in the 5-CSRTT, but also impulsive choice in 
similar paradigms 86–89. Similarly, lesions of the NAc shell promote premature responding 
and impulsive action 44,88. Changes in dopamine release and availability in the NAc shell 
also impaired inhibitory control 4,90–93. In contrast, a distinct and more diffuse effect of 
dopamine was reported in the NAc core 4,88,93. Finally, deep brain stimulation in the NAc 
was found to increase premature responses in the 5-CSRTT 94. Hence, previous work 
shows that both the NAc shell and core are primarily involved in inhibitory control. 
Indeed, studies monitoring NAc activity show profound activity during cognitive control 
paradigms. Local field potentials in the NAc follow 5-CSRTT task events 45, and neurons 
in the ventromedial striatum show ramping activity during the delay period leading up 
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to correct and premature responses 46. Additionally, local fast-spiking interneurons form 
strong inhibitory connections onto MSNs in the NAc. Activity in these FSIs has been 
associated with impulsive behavior in the 5-CSRTT 18,95, and reversible perturbation of 
FSI activity increase premature responding, especially when cognitively demanding task 
conditions, such as long delay periods were applied 18. These results suggest that NAc MSN 
activity is associated with inhibitory control.
Figure 6. Striatal pathways and subregions. Left schematics are showing results of direct and indirect 
pathway activation. Adapted from Cox & Witten, 2019.
While ventral regions have been associated with inhibitory control, the dorsomedial 
striatum is more often linked to attention. Lesions of the DMS affect attention, reflected 
by reduced accuracy and increased omissions in the 5-CSRTT 85,96. Neurons in the DMS 
show a gradual, ramping increase or decrease in activity during 5-CSRTT delay periods, 
which is thought to encode temporal information 62,63. Results from similar behavioral 
paradigms have also found time-dependent ramping activity 46,97,98. Additionally, DMS 
neurons have been shown to encode representation of rules or contingencies 33, as well 
as action selection in rule-based tasks 99,100. Based on these data, it has been speculated 
that through gradual ramping of activity, the DMS maintains rule information, which is 
used to guide action selection 33. Hence, the DMS has been associated with attention and 




Connectivity between the cortex and striatum is directional, meaning that the cortex sends 
direct input to the striatum, but the striatum only indirectly returns information. In this 
thesis, I will mainly focus on prefrontal afferents to the striatum. Prefrontal afferents have 
not been associated with preferential targeting to direct or indirect pathway neurons or 
striatal matrix or striosomes 101,102, nor do PL or IL neurons show preference for direct or 
indirect pathway neurons 102. However, striatal afferents can be distinguished by input 
region, 29,61,78,79,103, resulting in a topographical pattern of prefrontal inputs across the 
striatum (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Cortical inputs into the striatum, with different organizations. Adapted from Shepherd, 2013.
Ventral prefrontal neurons primarily project to the nucleus accumbens 29,61. Similar to 
perturbations of the NAc itself, functional disconnection of vmPFC-NAc projections 
affects premature responding in the 5-CSRTT 66,88. Furthermore, specific lesions of 
vmPFC-NAc shell increased premature responding, while vmPFC-NAc core lesions had 
diffuse effects 104. Additionally, vmPFC-NAc projections also show tuning towards reward-
predictive cues, indicating that these neurons become more active as a cue becomes more 
internalized 80. Finally, both vmPFC and NAc neurons exhibit ramping activity during 
5-CSRTT delay periods leading up to correct and premature responses 46. Taken together, 
these results suggest that vmPFC-NAc neurons are active during delay periods requiring 
attentional and inhibitory control, and that projections to the NAc core and shell can be 
distinguished.
The dorsomedial striatum receives prefrontal input from dorsal prefrontal regions, such 
as the dorsal prelimbic cortex and anterior cingulate cortex 29,61. It has been suggested that 
this projection controls sensory processing based on learned rules 105. Activation of this 
projection during delay periods is known to induce timing-related ramping in the DMS 
and subsequent basal ganglia circuits involved in suppressing inappropriate motor actions 
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and keeping task representations updated 62,64, and dmPFC-DMS projections have been 
implicated in inhibitory control 106.
In conclusion, vmPFC-NAc and dmPFC-DMS pathways have both been implicated in 
inhibitory control and attention. In chapter 5, I will provide more insight in the role of 
each projection during the delay period and around the response in the 5-CSRTT.
Establishing a role for the MD in attention and inhibitory control
The mediodorsal thalamus is a higher order thalamic nucleus, indicating that it is 
preferentially connected with associative cortical areas 107.The mPFC has classically 
been defined as the cortical area that receives input from the mediodorsal thalamus 24. 
Anatomical evidence indeed shows that there is profound interconnectivity between these 
areas. However, the early definition of what constitutes the mPFC does not quite hold, since 
the MD does not uniquely project to the mPFC 25,29,51,108. The rodent MD can be divided 
into a medial, central and lateral subregion 25,109. The medial MD is mostly connected 
to ventral prefrontal regions, such as the infralimbic cortex, while the central region is 
primarily connected with the orbitofrontal cortex, and the lateral MD is linked to the 
dorsal mPFC (see Figure 5) 69,109,110. Hence, even though the MD is no longer seen as the 
brain region that, through its projections, defines the prefrontal cortex, both regions 
remain heavily interconnected.
Dysfunction in the MD causes a wide array of behavioral deficits, which are generally 
similar to those seen after damage to the mPFC 109,111–113. Specifically, animals with damage 
to the MD have marked deficits in decision making, cognitive flexibility and associative 
learning 114–116. Lesions to the MD also show that animals have impaired representation of 
task rules and action-outcome contingencies, even after a task has been adequately trained 
65,117,118, which could explain the broad effects seen after MD damage. Finally, animals with 
MD lesions appear to have difficulties with tasks involving extended delays 119. While the 
role of the MD in the 5-CSRTT has not been studied, these behavioral effects of lesions 
suggest that representations of task contingencies across delay periods necessary for correct 
responses could be mediated by the MD.
A downside of lesion studies is that they are irreversible and often also affect adjacent brain 
areas. Recently, reversible perturbations using optogenetics and chemogenetics have further 
provided insight into behavior regulated by the MD. CNO-mediated inhibition of the MD 
triggered deficits in cognitive flexibility, especially in challenging conditions, indicating 
difficulty learning new action-outcome relations 120,121. Additionally, perturbation of 
neurons that specifically project from the PFC to the MD found that these neurons could 
steer behavior to match current goal values, while MD-PFC neurons are also required to 




mPFC-MD connectivity, with higher temporal specificity, affects spatial working memory 
during choice and delay moments 123, and diminishes rule representation 68. Taken together, 
these findings suggest that an important function of mPFC-MD circuitry could be that 
it maintains a representation of a rule, or action-outcome contingency. This would be 
represented by recurrent, and persistent circuit activity.
Functional connectivity between the MD and mPFC is thought to be organized in reciprocal 
circuits 68,123. Classically, corticothalamic projections can be organized in two groups: 
“driver” and “modulator” inputs. It is thought that driver inputs can facilitate transfer of 
cortical representations to other cortical areas by directly activating thalamic neurons, 
while modulator inputs influence which driver inputs are relayed 109,124,125. Corticothalamic 
driver neurons are primarily situated in layer 5, while modulator neurons are targeted to 
layer 6 60,67. PFC-MD projecting neurons activate MD neurons, which in turn drive activity 
in layer 2/3 neurons in the PFC. Layer 2/3 neurons in turn again activate driver neurons 
in prefrontal layer 5, thereby sustaining persistent activity in the mPFC-MD circuit 67. 
This persistent activity has been shown during delay periods in spatial working memory 
tasks 68,123, and might be of importance in paradigms testing inhibitory control 126. Thus, 
persistent reciprocal activity in mPFC-MD circuits could underlie delay activity during 
the 5-CSRTT (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Connectivity between the mPFC and MD is organized in reciprocal loops. Left: Represen-
tation of maintenance of activity in mPFC-MD circuit in cognitively demanding environment. Right: 
Cellular organization of mPFC-MD circuit.
To summarize, the mediodorsal thalamus contains medial and lateral subregions, which 
are reciprocally connected to the vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively. MD nuclei have been 
associated with a role in monitoring, maintaining and updating mental constructs 126. 
These circuits maintain activity during cognitive control tasks, and are thought to guide 
correct behavioral output by maintaining a representation of a task rule 66,68,122,123,127. 
Hence, it would be expected that during the 5-CSRTT, which requires similar forms of 
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cognition, mPFC-MD circuitry would be engaged throughout the delay. In Chapter 5, 
I substantiate this hypothesis by investigating the role of specific mPFC-MD projection 
populations.
A NEW GENERATION OF TOOLS IN BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE
The body of literature described above suggests that specific neuronal projection neurons 
might serve different roles during cognitive control. In my thesis, I aim to further delineate 
what these roles might be. However, determining the role of specific neuronal projection 
populations during behavior is not a trivial thing to do. First, the population needs to 
be accurately identified and localized. Then, in order to accurately study a behavior, a 
robust and reliable behavioral paradigm is required. I have described the self-paced and 
homecage-based 5-CSRTT, which is the behavioral paradigm that will be used throughout 
this thesis. Next, to associate the neuronal population with a particular behavior, neuronal 
activity needs to be specifically perturbed, preferably in a way as non-invasive and 
reversible as possible (in case of the perturbations). Finally, to assess neuronal activity 
during behavior, in vivo imaging or electrophysiology techniques are required, which often 
involve implantations of electrodes or lenses, and chronic recordings to follow single-cell 
or population activity for days, weeks or even months. In the following section, I will 
outline the experimental techniques that I have utilized in my thesis to achieve these goals.
To target specific neuronal populations, researchers traditionally infused fluorescent 
tracing molecules at specific locations in the brain. Neurons close to the injection site would 
take up the tracers, which would then be transported throughout the cytosol and axons, 
making neurons that project to the region of interest fluorescent. Recent developments in 
genetic and viral techniques, such as modified retroviral constructs, have opened up new 
possibilities to identify projection neurons 128–130. A combination of a retrograde virus 
driving expression of Cre in neurons that project to a brain area, and an anterograde 
virus that elicits expression of a fluorophore only if Cre is expressed allows for a targeted 
genetic identification of projecting neurons. This will also provide insight into potential 
axon collaterals, which are more easily missed with traditional tracing techniques 130. In 
chapter 5, tracing experiments using retroviral techniques identify distinct projection 
populations. Additionally, engineered retroviruses allow expression of many different 
proteins in specific neuronal populations. Initially, investigations of neuronal function 
were done using lesions or pharmacological inhibitions 16,31,34,36,44,131. While allowing a 
gross insight into the function of a particular brain region, these techniques are often 
not reversible and have low temporal resolution. Currently, however, it is possible to 
express light- or ligand-sensitive membrane channels or activity indicators in specific 
neuronal populations to manipulate or monitor activity, respectively. Population-specific 




function, and have both been used in a 5-CSRTT environment 17,18,42. Optogenetics offers 
precise temporal resolution, but requires an implanted optic fiber. Additionally, the animal 
often needs to be tethered to a long cable, although that may not be necessary for much 
longer due to the advent of wireless optogenetics systems 132,133. On the other hand, ligand-
based chemogenetics is less invasive, and allows perturbation of neuronal activity in an 
intact brain during natural behavior, at the cost of temporal resolution. In chapters 2 and 
5, both techniques will be used to disturb population activity.
Novel genetic techniques also allow for detailed temporal investigation of neuronal 
activity. Genetically encoded calcium indicators, such as GCaMP6, become fluorescent 
when calcium is bound. Since action potentials elicit an increase in intracellular calcium 
concentration, GCaMP6 thus acts as a proxy for neuronal activity 134,135. Similar to 
optogenetic or chemogenetic effectors, GCaMP6 and other indicators can be expressed in 
specific neuronal populations through viral techniques 134. Emitted GCaMP6 fluorescence 
can then be recorded chronically through implanted optic fibers using fiber photometry, 
which gives an insight into neuronal population activity 136,137. This has been done in a 
5-CSRTT environment 18,138 and in specific populations of projection neurons 14. In chapters 




SUMMARY AND CHAPTER OUTLINES
In this introductory chapter, I have illuminated a few brain regions that control essential 
components of top-down cognitive control of behavior. I have especially highlighted the 
role of the prefrontal cortex as a main player in regulation of attention and inhibitory 
control. In addition, I have stressed the importance of studying function of distinct 
neuronal populations, defined by location or projection target. Based on literature, the 
distinction between ventral and dorsal mPFC, and corticostriatal and corticothalamic 
populations, will allow for better investigation of brain function underlying attention and 
inhibitory control. In the following chapters, which are summarized below, I will explore 
the role of the prefrontal cortex and its projecting neurons during the 5-CSRTT using a 
broad range of novel experimental techniques.
Chapter 2
How do dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal populations contribute to attention and 
inhibitory control?
The dorsal and ventral mPFC are often associated with distinct behavioral roles, and are, to 
some extent, integrated in distinct neural circuits. Their involvement in inhibitory control 
and attention has been tested repeatedly using irreversible interventions, such as lesions, 
and nonspecific global interventions, such as application of GABA- or NMDA-receptor 
blockers. While insightful, these techniques necessarily entail nonspecific behavioral 
effects, and it still remains unclear how activity in the dmPFC and vmPFC underlies 
behavior measured in the 5-CSRTT. In this chapter, activity in the vmPFC and dmPFC is 
reversibly manipulated during the 5-CSRTT delay period, with distinct behavioral effects 
for each brain area.
Chapter 3
How does prefrontal population activity develop during acquisition of a cognitive 
control paradigm?
While the dmPFC and vmPFC are active during the 5-CSRTT delay period, a comparison 
using one technique has not yet been done. Additionally, while development of prefrontal 
activity has been described in other, and often simpler, behavioral tasks, it is unknown 
how delay-related activity in both prefrontal regions is shaped during acquisition stages 
of the 5-CSRTT. In this chapter, I will compare the development of population activity 
in the vmPFC and dmPFC across 5-CSRTT learning stages. I will also show how activity 





What is the benefit of using a homecage-based approach in a behavior paradigm used 
to study attention and cognitive control?
Attention and inhibitory control are not trivial to quantify in rodents. Conclusions are 
generally drawn from an animal’s anticipatory actions or responses to a sensory stimulus. 
Inadequate responses can reflect compromised attention or cognitive control, correct 
responses are thought to account for appropriately executed behavior. However, animals 
are often subjected to movement or dietary restrictions, complicating interpretation of their 
behavior. Do we really see naturalistic behavior, and is it actually attention or inhibitory 
control that is being measured? In chapter 2, I present a novel approach to behavioral 
testing, which involves a home-cage based paradigm that resembles the 5-CSRTT. This 
setup increases the number of trials animals perform, and almost completely abolishes 
the need for food restriction.
Chapter 5
What is the role of distinct prefrontal projection populations in attention and inhibitory 
control?
The prefrontal cortex, as well as its subcortical projection targets, have been associated 
with behavior necessary for successful 5-CSRTT behavior. Recently, circuit-level 
investigations and projection-based studies have gained a lot of traction. However, activity 
of specific populations of prefrontal projection neurons has not yet been characterized 
in the 5-CSRTT. Here, I present the identification and characterization of four distinct 




5-CSRTT 5-choice serial reaction time task
ACC/ACA anterior cingulate cortex
dmPFC  dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
dmS  dorsomedial striatum
dS  dorsal striatum
FSI  fast-spiking interneuron
IL  infralimbic cortex
md  mediodorsal thalamus
mdL  lateral nucleus of the mediodorsal thalamus
mdm  medial nucleus of the mediodorsal thalamus
mSN  medium spiny neuron
mPFC  medial prefrontal cortex
NAC  nucleus accumbens
PL  prelimbic cortex
vmPFC  ventromedial prefrontal cortex
vmS  ventromedial striatum
vS  ventral striatum
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Attending the sensory environment for cue detection is a cognitive operation that occurs 
on a time scale of seconds. The dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 
contribute to separate aspects of attentional processing. Pyramidal neurons in different 
parts of the mPFC are active during cognitive behavior, yet whether this activity is causally 
underlying attentional processing is not known. We aimed to determine the precise 
temporal requirements for activation of the mPFC subregions during the seconds prior 
to cue detection. To test this, we used optogenetic silencing of dorsal or ventral mPFC 
pyramidal neurons at defined time windows during a sustained attentional state. We find 
that the requirement of ventral mPFC pyramidal neuron activity is strictly time-locked 
to stimulus detection. Inhibiting the ventral mPFC 2 s before or during cue presentation 
reduces response accuracy and hampers behavioral inhibition. The requirement for dorsal 
mPFC activity on the other hand is temporally more loosely related to a preparatory 
attentional state, and short lapses in pyramidal neuron activity in dorsal mPFC do not 
affect performance. This only occurs when the dorsal mPFC is inhibited during the entire 
preparatory period. Together, our results reveal that a dissociable temporal recruitment 
of ventral and dorsal mPFC is required during attentional processing.
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INTRODUCTION
The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) plays a crucial role in several cognitive functions, 
among which attentional processes7. Pharmacological and lesion studies in rodents 
performing in different visual attention probing paradigms, including the 5-choice serial 
reaction time task (5-CSRTT)30,31,109–112, have shown that deactivation of the mPFC impairs 
rodent performance31. Furthermore, more detailed investigations have pointed toward a 
functional diversity in the management of various visuospatial attention-related functions 
by different mPFC areas7,32. Along the dorsomedial-ventromedial axis of the PFC, the most 
dorsal subregions (including anterior cingulated cortex, ACg) might more prominently 
participate in sustained attentional states, controlling accuracy of responding to light 
cues as well as omission rates7,32, whereas the ventral stations (prelimbic and infralimbic 
cortices) might be more involved in executive functions such as inhibition of inappropriate 
responses and behavioral flexibility32,38,113.
Pharmacological interventions and lesions of brain regions interfere with brain function on 
a time scale of hours to weeks, thereby exceeding the time scale of attentional processing. 
When an organism pays attention to its sensory environment for accurate detection of 
sensory cues in demanding tasks, attention-related neuronal activity typically occurs 
on a time scale of seconds19–21,114. During these seconds of changed neuronal activity, 
both the ACg and the ventral regions of the mPFC process information to prepare the 
organism to respond to a stimulus19. It was shown recently that activity of fast-spiking 
parvalbumin-containing interneurons in the mPFC is required for attentional processing, 
since optogenetic inhibition of these neurons on a seconds time-scale increases errors in 
performance. In addition, it has been reported that mPFC GABA interneurons might be 
crucially involved in the modulation of executive functions115. Despite this, it is unknown 
how activity of pyramidal neurons in specific subcompartments of the mPFC is causally 
related to attentional processing in the seconds that precede the cue presentation as well 
as in the actual period of instrumental action, when rodents have to produce an adaptive 
response to the stimulus.
Pyramidal neurons represent 80–90% of cells in the mPFC116 and their laminar organization 
renders their role in complex cognitive functions difficult to disentangle. For example, it 
has been shown that while superficial layer pyramidal neurons send their projections 
mainly intracortically, deep layer cells (among which those residing in layer V-VI) send 
efferent connection to subcortical and limbic structures117. Notably, layer V-VI cells in the 
mPFC are also strongly interconnected with the mediodorsal thalamus60, a crucial region 




Due to the importance of pyramidal neurons in attentional processing, we addressed here 
the temporal requirements for activation of pyramidal neurons in the dorsomedial PFC 
(DmPFC, encompassing the ACg and the dorsal portion of the PL) and ventromedial PFC 
(VmPFC, centered in the border between the ventral part of PL and the dorsal IL) in rats 
performing in the 5-CSRTT. Since attention is a multi-dimensional construct, this task 
assesses aspects of a sustained visuospatial attentive state by testing the ability to monitor 
5 different spatial locations over an extensive amount of trials. In addition, the task also 
provides information on other behavioral functions such as motivation, motor behavior, 
inhibitory control, decision-making strategies and timing (see for review Robbins et al., 
(2002)). Using the 5-CRSTT, we tested whether the involvement of DmPFC and VmPFC 
excitatory cells was required during specific phases of preparatory attentional states, or 
whether these two sub compartments modulate this function at different time-scales and 
epochs. By optogenetic silencing of either DmPFC or VmPFC pyramidal neurons119 at 
defined time windows of a few seconds prior and during cue detection, we find that 
pyramidal neuron activity in DmPFC and VmPFC shows distinct temporal requirements 
during early and late phases of preparatory sustained attentional states, and during cue 
detection/instrumental action. These findings help to better disentangle the intricate 
network activity of the mPFC during complex cognitive tasks, providing a temporal view 
on mPFC activity requirements for adaptive and maladaptive behaviors.
RESULTS
To express inhibitory opsins in excitatory pyramidal neurons of either DmPFC or VmPFC, 
we used an AAV2 plasmid containing the CamkIIα promoter driving expression of either 
archaerhodopsin (eARCH3.0) or halorhodopsin (eNPHR3.0) and eYFP119. For the control 
group we injected the same virus with eYFP only (Figure 1A). Injections in the DmPFC targeted 
the border between the ventral part of the pregenual anterior cingulated cortex (ACg) and the 
dorsal part of the prelimbic cortex (PL), whereas VmPFC viral infusions transfected neurons 
in the ventral PL and the dorsal infralimbic cortex (IL) (Figures 1B,C). In both cases AAV2 
injections primarily targeted the deep layers (layer V-VI) of the mPFC (Figure 1D). Same 
pattern was revealed in rats dissected after 5-CSRTT experiments (Figures 1E and 1F), where 
also fiber placement in both the Dm- and the VmPFC was mainly located in the area ranging 
from layer V to layer VI (Figure 1G). Whole-cell patch clamp recordings performed in rats 
that previously were tested in the 5-CSRTT, confirmed the correct expression of the inhibitory 
opsins eNPHr3.0 or eARCH3.0 in pyramidal cells. Brief light pulses of similar length as used 
for the behavioral experiments (1 or 5 s; 530 nm) triggered after 50 consecutive repetitions a 
marked hyperpolarization response in the recorded cells (Figures 2A–D). Hyperpolarization 
remained stable across the different trials (Figures 2C and 2D), with a slight reduction (about 
20%) when light was consecutively delivered at the duration of 5 s (Figure 2D). In addition, 
input/output curves confirmed that: (a) light manipulation of pyramidal neurons was intensity-
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dependent, with stronger hyperpolarization following higher light intensity and that (b) 
also the lowest light intensity (1.3 mW) produced a sustained hyperpolarization of the cells 
(Figure 2E). We did not observe rebound action potentials following light-induced inhibition.
Figure 1. Viral expression in rats injected with AAV2-eYFP, AAV2-eNPHR3.0, and AAV2-eARCH3.0 
and optical fiber location to achieve selective illumination of either dmPFC or vmPFC.
(A) Schematic representation of the viruses used to achieve expression of inhibitory opsins and eYFP 
in either dmPFC or vmPFC. (B) Graphic representation of the injections made in either the dmPFC or 
the vmPFC to test the spread of transfection of the virus in both regions (C) Overview (zoom 10×) of 
injection location in both the dmPFC (left panel) and the vmPFC (right panel). In this figure animals 
were injected with AAV2-eYFP::CamkIIα. Scale bar is 1 mm for both pictures. (D) Magnified (zoom 
40×) confocal picture reporting an example of the transfected neurons by using the same viral plasmid 
used for the behavioral experiments. White dotted lines illustrate the empirical differentiation between 
the different mPFC layers, indicating that the majority of the transfected cells were in the deep layers 
with a reduced amount in the upper layers. Scale bar is 200 µm. Also in this example viral infusions 
were made using AAV2-eYFP::CamkIIα. (E) Visual identification of the virus spread in a sample of 
rats previously used to perform behavioral experiments and injected with either AAV2-eNPHR3.0-
eYFP::CamkIIα or AAV2-eARCH3.0-eYFP::CamkIIα. Dark green wider circles represent the maximal 
expression achieved, while light green small shapes report the smallest expression detected (n = 10 in 
total). Confocal pictures of exemplificative images in this batch are reported in (F) (scale bar is 500 
µm for both images). In this examples rats were injected with AAV2-eNPHR3.0-eYFP::CamkIIα. (G) 
Visual identification of fiber placement in a sample of rats previously used for 5-CSRTT experiments 
and injected with either AAV2-eNPHR3.0-eYFP::CamkIIα or AAV2-eARCH3.0-eYFP::CamkIIα. 
Inset reports an example of the fiber location in the mPFC (scale bar is 500 µm) in a rat injected with 
AAV2-eARCH3.0-eYFP::CamkIIα. Blue asterisks are referred to optic fibers located to achieve regional 




Figure 2. Correct incorporation of inhibitory opsins in pyramidal cells.
(A) Trace showing a typical eARCH3.0-mediated voltage waveform in a L5 pyramidal neuron in 
response to green light (530 nm, 1 s, 7 mW). (B) Schematic representation of recording configuration 
in mPFC coronal slices of a rat. White dotted lines represent the borders of the mPFC. Scale bar is 200 
µm. (C) Top panel shows characteristic voltage waveforms monitored in response to one green light 
pulse (1 s duration: n = 14) in a L6 pyramidal neuron transfected with the AAV2-eARCH3.0::eYFP. 
Bottom panel graph reports the normalized hyperpolarization amplitude of each trial (50 trials, 1 s 
light pulse, repeated each 10 s, 7 mW light intensity). All responses were normalized to the maximal 
amplitude of the first response (graph report values as mean ± S.E.M.). (D) Top and bottom panels 
report the same example and analysis showed in (C) with a longer light pulse (5 s; n = 13). (E) Example 
traces show that pyramidal neurons responded to light pulses in an intensity-dependent fashion, with 
more pronounced hyperpolarization following higher light intensities (top panel). Bottom panel shows 
an input/output curve for different light intensities (n = 11 neurons, data are reported as mean ± 
S.E.M.). Percentage of hyperpolarization: 1.7 mW = 49.3 ± 4.1%; 3 mW = 63.4 ± 4.4%; 7 mW = 80.1 
± 3.8%, Data are normalized in each cell to the maximal response (evoked by a 17 mW light pulse). 
Average amplitude at 17 mW light pulses is −23.5 ± 3.4 mV (n = 22; data are reported as mean ± S.E.M.).
Transient mPFC Inhibition Immediately before and during Cue Presentation
To address whether a reversible inactivation of pyramidal neuron activity in either Dm or 
VmPFC affects rodent performance at specific time points during a preparatory attentional 
state, we trained rats in the 5-CSRTT (Figure 3A) and tested the effect of subregion-specific 
deactivation during precise time-windows in the task (see methods). Neither training 
[two-way ANOVA, effect of interaction group x protocol: F(12, 156) = 0.992; p = 0.452; 
effect of group: F(2, 26) = 0.684; p = 0.513; Figure 3B], nor baseline performance differed 
between groups [Accuracy: one-way ANOVA: F(2, 28) = 1.607; p = 0.220; omissions: one-
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way ANOVA: F(2, 28) = 0.117; p = 0.893; Figure 3C]. During the preparatory period, when 
the animal is actively attending the cue-holes, single-units in the ACg and PL area show a 
transient pre-cue increase in firing rate19. However, it is not known whether this activity 
causally drives a sustained attentional state. To test whether increased activity during 
this period in either DmPFC or VmPFC is required for proper performance, pyramidal 
neurons in either of these subregions were inhibited by light for 2 s prior to cue presentation 
(Figure 4A), during the time window that represents the actual period when the rat orients 
and actively awaits the upcoming stimulus, before it is required to produce a response to 
the cue114. Only inhibition of VmPFC pyramidal neurons resulted in a reduction of accuracy 
of responding [two-way repeated measures ANOVA: effect of light x virus interaction: F(2, 
26) = 5.984; p = 0.007; effect of virus: F(2, 26) = 6.154; p = 0.006; effect of light: F(1, 
26) = 4.175; p = 0.051; Sidak’s multiple comparison test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.965; 
DmPFC: p = 0.854; VmPFC: p = 0.001; Figure 4B]. This effect was primarily due to an 
increase in the percentage of incorrect responses [two-way repeated measures ANOVA: 
effect of light x virus interaction: F(2, 26) = 4.115; p = 0.028; Sidak’s multiple comparison 
test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.952; DmPFC: p = 0.999; VmPFC: p = 0.002; Figure 4C], 
and accompanied by an increase in premature responses (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed 
rank test; p = 0.008; Figure 4D). Inhibition of pyramidal neurons in the DmPFC 2 s prior to 
cue presentation did not affect any parameter of performance in the 5-CSRTT (Figure 4B, 
Table 1). These results suggest that a reduction in accurate responding might be due to 
the reduced ability to control inappropriate responses when VmPFC activity is inhibited 




Figure 3. 5-CSRTT: protocols, training and baseline performance.
(A) After stable baseline performance (BAS) for three consecutive sessions rats were assigned to the 
testing phase. Colored squares in the top-right panel represent the different light epochs of stimulation 
used. Numbers represent the length of the stimulation per session. White squares in between the 
stimulation days represent a baseline session when no light was delivered in the brain. Bottom-right 
panel represents a schematic picture of a single trial of the task. The first 5 s reported in the x axis 
shows the preparatory period of sustained attentional state, the light brown period (5th to 6th s in the 
x axis) refers to the presentation of the cue, and the last 2 s represent the limited hold period. Colored 
dots represent the possible responses that were recorded during the session. Responses before cue 
presentation were considered as premature and punished with a 5 s time-out period. Correct responses 
were rewarded with a food pellet, whereas incorrect pokes were punished with a time-out period. If 
a response did not occur within the limited hold period, an omitted trial was recorded. Green lines 
represent the different light epochs (see methods). Left panel reports a representative illustration of 
a rat performing in the 5-CSRTT. Rats are bilaterally connected via patch cables to a laser, which 
delivers (ON) or does not deliver (OFF) light in the desired epoch. The percentage of trials with light 
ON and OFF was approximately fifty for both options. (B) Illustration of the number of sessions 
within each training phase and stimulus duration of the task for the three different groups of rats 
included in the study (CTRL: n = 8; dmPFC: n = 10; vmPFC: n = 11; data are expressed as mean ± 
S.E.M.). (C) Graphs illustrating the averaged baseline with cables in accuracy and omissions for the 
3 groups. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M.
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Figure 4. VmPFC inhibition affects sustained attentional state seconds before cue presentation.
(A) Top panel shows a schematic representation of the optogenetic inhibition of either the dmPFC 
or the vmPFC. Optic fibers were placed 200–300 µm above the viral infusion location. Insets 
represent the target area in the two subregions. Bottom panel shows a graphical representation of 
the light protocol used to achieve the mPFC inhibition 2 s before cue presentation. (B) Accuracy 
of performance in controls (CTRL; n = 8), dmPFC (n = 10), and vmPFC (n = 11) injected animals 
(C) Percent of incorrect responses and (D) number of premature responses in the different groups. 
Asterisks indicate the result of the post-hoc multiple comparison Sidak’s test. **p < 0.01. All numbers 
and statistical results are available in Table 5.1.
We next tested whether pyramidal neuron activity of the VmPFC or DmPFC is necessary 
during cue presentation for a proper sustained attentional state. Inhibition of VmPFC 
pyramidal neurons during cue presentation resulted in a reduction of the accuracy of 
responding [two-way repeated measures ANOVA: effect of light x virus interaction: F(2, 
14) = 4.393; p = 0.033; effect of virus: F(2, 14) = 1.864; p = 0.192; effect of light: F(1, 
14) = 6.273; p = 0.025; Sidak’s multiple comparison test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.270; 
DmPFC: p = 0.826; VmPFC: p = 0.014; Figures 5A and 5B]. This effect was due to an 
increase of incorrect responses and a decrease in correct responses [two-way repeated 
measures ANOVA: effect of interaction light x virus correct: F(2, 14) = 5.535; p = 0.017; 
Sidak’s multiple comparison test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.494; DmPFC: p = 0.524; 
VmPFC: p = 0.013; incorrect: effect of interaction light x virus: F(2, 14) = 3.809; p = 0.048; 
Sidak’s multiple comparison test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.304; DmPFC: p = 0.714; 




neurons during cue presentation did not affect any parameter of performance (Figure 5B, 
Table 1). Thus, pyramidal neuron activity in the VmPFC is required during the preparatory 
phase, 2 s before cue presentation as well as during cue presentation itself, when rats are 
requested to prepare cue detection and to translate this into an instrumental response.
Figure 5. VmPFC inhibition affects sustained attentional state during cue presentation.
(A) Graphical representation of the protocol used to optically inhibit mPFC neurons during cue 
presentation (CTRL: n = 5; dmPFC: n = 6; vmPFC: n = 6). (B) Accuracy of performance in dmPFC 
and vmPFC injected animals in light ON and light OFF trials. (C,D) Graphs showing the effect of 
the vmPFC inactivation on percent of correct and incorrect responses. Bar graphs are expressed 
as mean ± S.E.M.; lines report the performance per subject in the 2 different light conditions (ON 
vs. OFF). Asterisks indicate the result of the post-hoc multiple comparison Sidak’s test. *p < 0.05.
Sustained Inhibition of mPFC during a Preparatory Sustained Attentional State
Is the DmPFC causally involved in a sustained attentional state at these second time 
scales7,19,38? To test whether activity of the VmPFC or DmPFC is required earlier in the 
task to guide a sustained attentional state, we inhibited pyramidal neurons in either the 
dorsal or the ventral mPFC for 3 s starting 5 s before cue presentation during the early 
phases of the preparatory sustained attentional state (Figure 6A). Optogenetic inhibition 
of VmPFC or DmPFC pyramidal neurons during this period did not affect any of the 
behavioral parameters in the task [two-way repeated measures ANOVA; effect of light x 
virus interaction: F(2, 14) = 0.827; p = 0.457; effect of virus: F(2, 14) = 0.514; p = 0.609; effect 
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of light: F(1, 14) = 1.238; p = 0.285, Figure 6B, Table 1]. In contrast, a sustained inhibition of 
the DmPFC for 5 s during the entire preparatory sustained attentional state (Figure 7A) did 
significantly affect the rodent accuracy of responding in the 5-CSRTT [two-way repeated 
measures ANOVA: effect of light x virus interaction F(2, 22) = 11.760; p = 0.0003; effect of 
virus: F(2, 22) = 0.849; p = 0.441; effect of light: F(1, 22) = 0.856; p = 0.365; Sidak’s multiple 
comparison test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.194; DmPFC: p = 0.005; Figure 7B]. This effect 
was explained by a reduction in the percentage of correct responses, as well as an increase 
in the percentage of incorrect responses [two-way repeated measures ANOVA correct: effect 
of interaction F(2, 22) = 14.790; p = 0.0001; Sidak’s multiple comparison test OFF vs. ON: 
CTRL: p = 0.991; DmPFC: p = 0.0001; incorrect: F(2, 22) = 9.199; p = 0.001; Sidak’s multiple 
comparison test OFF vs. ON: CTRL: p = 0.268; DmPFC: p = 0.021; Figure 7C]. In addition, 
the response latencies for incorrect responses was significantly longer during ON trials, when 
compared to OFF trials (OFF vs. ON = 1.30 ± 0.16 s vs. 1.51 ± 0.18 s; paired t-test: p = 0.021) 
suggesting that prolonged inhibition of the DmPFC may interfere with responding to a cue.
Figure 6. mPFC inhibition during the first 3 s from trial onset does not affect sustained attentional state. 
(A) Schematic representation of the protocol used to inhibit either dmPFC or vmPFC pyramidal cells in 
the first 3 s of the trial. (CTRL: n = 4; dmPFC: n = 7; vmPFC: n = 6); (B) Performance is not affected by 
the optogenetic manipulation of the mPFC in either Dm or vmPFC rats during the first 3 s of the trial, 




Optical inhibition of the VmPFC during the entire 5 s of preparatory phase did not 
reduce control over a sustained attentional state, but to our surprise, slightly improved 
accurate responding, by decreasing the percentage of incorrect responses (Sidak’s multiple 
comparison test OFF vs. ON accuracy: p = 0.037; % incorrect: p = 0.045; Figures 7B 
and 7C) while not affecting reaction latencies for both correct and incorrect responses 
(Correct response latency, OFF vs. ON: 0.62 ± 0.04 vs. 0.61 ± 0.04; paired t-test: p = 0.749; 
incorrect response latency, OFF vs. ON: 1.11 ± 0.18 vs. 1.14 ± 0.10; paired t-test: p = 0.863). 
Nevertheless, taken together, these results show that the requirements for neuronal activity 
in the DmPFC and VmPFC during a sustained attentional state are temporally dissociated.
Figure 7. Inhibition of dmPFC during the entire preparatory period reduces sustained attentional state.
(A) Graphical representation of the light protocol used, indicating that the laser was ON for half 
of the trials for 5 s before cue presentation. (B) Accuracy of performance in controls, dmPFC (n = 
10), and vmPFC (n = 8) injected animals in light ON and light OFF trials. (C) Percentage of correct 
responses and incorrect responses that were significantly altered in the light ON condition. *p < 
0.05, **p < 0.01.
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In this study we found that pyramidal neurons in the DmPFC and VmPFC require distinct 
temporal activation profiles during a preparatory sustained attentional state. In particular, 
we found that the VmPFC plays an important role in the seconds that immediately precede 
and coincide with cue presentation. Transient inhibition of VmPFC pyramidal neurons 
during these seconds impairs visuospatial sustained attentional states as measured in 
the 5-CSRTT task and affects various parameters, including premature responses. In 
contrast, the visuospatial sustained attentional state is less sensitive to short inactivation 
of the DmPFC. Only when the DmPFC is inhibited for the entire preparatory phase before 
stimulus presentation and cue detection, a reduction in the sustained attentional state was 
observed. Since response latencies and errors of omission were not altered by optogenetic 
silencing, the observed findings were not secondary to changes in motor performance.
Even though a functional distinct role of different mPFC areas in cognitive functions 
has been previously shown, most of this evidence was obtained using tools that affect 
mPFC function on time scales far beyond the time scale for attentional processing32,37,38,120. 
As a result, a causal understanding of the temporal requirements of ventral and dorsal 
mPFC pyramidal neuron activity during different phases of attentional processing was 
lacking. In addition, due to the relatively low selectivity of these tools, previous studies 
have inactivated large portions of mPFC tissue hampering the understanding of the role 
of subregions in cognitive processes.
In fact, it is well known that the distribution of pyramidal neurons in the mPFC, as in the 
rest of the cortex, follows a laminar organization where different layers receive and send 
projections to different cortical and subcortical structures37. For example while superficial 
layers of the mPFC (layer I and II/III) receive afferent projections from limbic and other 
cortical regions121, organize granular cortico-cortical communication117, and send compact 
projections to subcortical regions involved in impulse control122,123, deep layers (V and VI) 
might represent a crucial pathway for complex cognitive functions due to the relations 
with the mediodorsal thalamus60,124,125 and due to their ability to integrate highly processed 
information from cortico-cortical and thalamic-projecting neurons125,126. In our study, we 
only inhibited the deep layers of the mPFC thereby sparing layer II/III pyramidal cells to 
provide further insights into activity of subclasses of cells within different mPFC subregions.
Optogenetic inhibition of the VmPFC in the seconds that precede cue presentation, as 
well as during cue presentation, revealed the driving role of this region in a sustained 
attentional state when a cue detection is required to produce an adaptive response. This 
provides additional evidence to support previous findings over the role of the prelimbic 
and infralimbic cortices in preparatory activity19,46,127.
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In line with previous studies that induced prolonged inactivation of more ventral sub 
compartments of the mPFC by lesions or pharmacological inhibition32, we observed that 
transient and reversible optical inhibition of short epochs and during cue presentation 
resulted in a reduced suppression of undesired responses, i.e., increase in incorrect 
responding and increase in premature responding. Other studies have also shown that 
selective lesions of the PL/IL mantle, sparing ACg, are able to impair the preparatory 
processes in the conditioned movements triggered by the stimulus, affecting both the rate 
of correct responses and premature responses in a reaction time task128, suggesting that 
VmPFC inhibition might also influence the instrumental response per se. Interestingly, 
we observed that the effect on undesired responses was primarily present when the 
manipulation immediately preceded stimulus presentation, and not observed when 
inhibitions were prolonged during the whole preparatory period, suggesting that pyramidal 
neuron-dependent withholding of non-desired responses might be a process that occurs 
late in the inter-trial interval. This is also in line with studies performed in the rodent 
PFC during visual and cross-modal attention tasks and auditory stimulus selection task 
that showed that this region might enhance neural representation of the target stimulus 
suppressing representation of other distractor stimuli1,129–131. In particular, optogenetic 
perturbation of the PFC in mice performing a visual/auditory cognitive task reported 
impairment in the ability to select between conflicting sensory cues131. As a consequence, 
it is then possible that our findings in the VmPFC might also be due to alterations in top-
down control of a sustained attentional state that this subregion might exert on sensory 
regions before stimulus presentation.
We found that only short lapses of inhibition of ventromedial subregions affect performance 
in the 5-CSRTT. This may be explained by the fact that PL/IL have been regarded as pivotal 
players in representing the association between cue and response19 and that IL cortex has 
been shown to be crucial in the modulation of habitual behaviors132,133. Thus, inhibition of 
the VmPFC in the seconds around stimulus presentation may primarily affect the planning 
of entering the illuminated port, also impairing the pattern of habitual responses which 
may be present in well-trained rodents19, leading to more inappropriate response (e.g., too 
early as in the case of premature responses, or in a poorly adequate manner as in the case 
of incorrect nose-pokes).
It was previously found that rats with vast lesions of the PL/IL cortices or pharmacological 
inhibition of the mPFC showed increases in perseverative responses32,42,113,134. We did not 
observe an increase in perseverative responding in our study, which may be explained by 
various reasons. First, the time-scale of our inhibition protocols was much smaller than 
the time scales from hours to week achieved with lesions or pharmacological agents. To 
increase perseveration may require longer mPFC inhibition for a behaviorally manifestation 




mPFC, it is possible that cognitive modules that suppress perseveration reside in upper 
layers rather than deeper layers of the mPFC. This is in line with evidence on a compact 
layer II/III projection to impulse-related subcortical regions, such as the core of the nucleus 
accumbens pyramidal neurons in deep layers have been reported to exert a pivotal function 
in modulating122,123. Therefore, since we did not inhibit layers II/III of the VmPFC, this 
might explain the difference in findings on perseverative responding. Finally, the earlier 
studies inactivated the PL and IL cortices in their entirety, whereas in our study only the 
ventral part of the PL cortex and the dorsal part of the IL cortex were affected by optical 
manipulation. As a consequence, our protocols of inhibition may not have been targeted to 
a sufficiently large area to exert a sustained effect on perseveration in our animals. Future 
studies will have to clarify the specific temporal requirements and exact mPFC regions 
that control impulsive and compulsive responses.
Deactivation of the DmPFC during the entire preparatory period reduced the sustained 
attentional state, whereas transient inhibition of the DmPFC for only 3 s at the start of the 
preparatory phase or immediately preceding cue presentation and during cue presentation, 
had no effect on the sustained attentional state. This suggests that the ACg and dorsal 
PL have an active role in preparatory processing, but the timing of DmPFC activity is 
not strictly time-locked to the cue. As long as the DmPFC was not inhibited during the 
entire preparatory phase, 5-CSRTT performance was unaffected. Neuronal activity in the 
ACg is increased during a preparatory sustained attentional state19, and relatively long-
lasting chemogenetic inhibition of this area reduced attention-related performance in mice. 
The DmPFC is interconnected with a number of cortical and subcortical regions among 
which the sensorimotor areas135 and the visual cortex39,135,136 and recent electrophysiological 
observations have shown that afferents from the mediodorsal thalamus promote feed-
forward inhibition of ACg pyramidal cells via recruitment of parvalbumin-containing 
interneurons modulating the network activity that is crucial to maintain adaptive 
behaviors83. Therefore, it is likely that long-lasting inhibition might have hampered the 
communication between DmPFC and other brain regions that hold and manipulate the 
sensory representation of the imminent cue, and/or might have dysregulated the delicate 
excitation/inhibition balance that is maintained functional by inhibitory parvalbumin-
positive interneurons. This may suggest that the DmPFC plays a role in cognitive and 
sensory flexible representation of the rule to respond into the illuminated port.
Other studies have indeed shown that the ACg/DmPFC is involved in representing the 
task-rules in a set-shifting performance task137, may be sequencing temporally ordered 
behaviors in a go/no-go task138, and is able to maintain the task-rule across delay periods 
before a response in a win-shift radial arm maze task139.
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Notably, the mPFC is also involved in a number of other behavioral functions that may 
be interrelated with attentional processing. For example, it has been shown that PL and 
IL cortices exert opposing roles in the expression and extinction of fear responses140 and 
that silencing of IL projections to the basomedial amygdala causes increase in anxiety141. 
Moreover, whereas the IL seems more crucial for habitual behaviors, the PL compartment 
might be more influential in developing goal-directed behaviors140. Future work is 
warranted to unravel as to what extent these other behavioral functions relate to the 
current findings.
Surprisingly, we also observed that sustained inhibition of the VmPFC during the entire 
preparatory phase of a sustained attentional state slightly improved accuracy of responding, 
in contrast to the short inhibition protocols. It is at this point not clear how the 5 s 
inhibition of deep layers of the VmPFC led to improvement of performance. Possibly, the 
inhibition of the deep layers was compensated for by activation of other PFC regions, since 
PFC subregions are anatomically and functionally interconnected19,42,60,142,143. Alternatively, 
the 5-s long inhibition of the VmPFC may have resulted in circuit re-modulation and change 
in functionality. Recordings of unit activity within the medial PFC during a visuospatial 
task showed that neurons can change their activity in opposite directions, either increasing 
or decreasing their activity19,123. Optogenetic inhibition of pyramidal neuron activity as 
we did here may favor neurons that reduce their activity during the preparatory period 
of a sustained attentional state. How this translates into behavioral performance is not 
understood.
Our findings reveal that pyramidal neurons in the VmPFC and DmPFC require distinct 
temporal activation profiles during a sustained attentional state. Albeit effect sizes on 
performance were in the order of 5–10% (from baseline levels of approximately 85%) 
and as such may seem modest, they were very consistent across rats. Given the strong 
connectivity that the mPFC has with other cortical and subcortical structures, and the 
relative quick optical manipulations we used it is also possible that changes we observed 
in some of our parameters may result at least in part from propagated network activity in 
afferent/efferent structures rather than a direct engagement of pyramidal cells.
Activity in the VmPFC is strictly time-locked to cue onset and is required shortly before and 
during cue presentation, whereas activity of DmPFC is temporally more loosely associated 
with cue onset, but is required during the preparatory phase of sustained attentional 
states. Thus, our results show that a dissociable temporal recruitment of VmPFC and 
DmPFC in cognitive functions exists during sustained attentional states as measured by 
the 5-CSRTT. During the preparatory sustained attentional state, the VmPFC controls 
behavior by withholding inappropriate responses and by processing the imminent 




information135 to temporally organize task-related responding (e.g., rule to enter the 
illuminated port) (Figure 8). It is interesting to note that studies employing prefronto-
cortical electrophysiological recordings during selective attention tasks in macaque, and 
other non-human primates also underscored a functional dissociation between the activity 
of the ACg and the VmPFC. In this regard, it has been observed that while confined 
clusters of neurons in the macaque VmPFC transfer stimulus information values during 
task performance, ACg neurons predict the stimulus location to allow shifts in attentive 
state145. Moreover, whereas ventrolateral regions of the PFC might maintain internal 
stimulus representations, more dorsal PFC regions might manipulate this information for 
task-relevant aspects146.
To conclude, our interventions may reveal the timing requirements to modulate cortical 
and subcortical areas to set up control over attentional processing in the context of reward 
expectation19,147 and prepare the organism to integrate cognitive and sensory inputs to 
produce adaptive responses to achieve a goal.
METHODS
Animals
All experimental procedures were in accordance with European and Dutch law and 
approved by the animal ethical care committee of the VU University and VU University 
Medical Center. Male Long Evans wild-type rats (Janvier Labs, France; 8–10 weeks old 
at the start of the experiments) were used for all the experiments. Rats were individually 
housed on a 12 h light/dark reversed cycle (lights OFF: 7 a.m.). Only when assigned to 
behavioral experiments rats were food deprived. Food restriction began 1 week before 
the initiation of operant training in order to achieve and maintain about 85–90% of the 
free-feeding body weight. Water was provided ad libitum. In total 31 rats were included 
in this study (29 for behavioral testing and 2 for structural imaging).
Opsin Virus Delivery and Implantation of Optic Fibers
CaMKIIα promoter-driven opsin pAAV-enhanced halorhodopsin (eNPHR3.0)::eYFP, 
pAAV-enhanced archaerhodopsin (eARCH3.0)::eYFP and pAAV::eYFP were packaged 
as AAV serotype 2 virus (titer 1.0–6.0 × 1012). Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane 
(2.5%) and then mounted in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf instruments, Tujunga, USA). The 
skin of the scalp was retracted and 2 holes were drilled at the level of the medial prefrontal 
cortex (mPFC). Stainless steel micro-needles connected to a syringe (Hamilton, USA) were 
inserted at the desired coordinates to deliver the virus in the brain. For the DmPFC group, 
injections were made at AP +2.76 mm; ML ±1.49 mm; DV −2.94 and −2.84 mm from 
bregma (infusion angle 10°), while for the VmPFC group at AP +2.76 mm; ML ±1.45 mm; 
DV −4.87 and −4.77 mm from skull (10° infusion angle) (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). One 
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microliter virus was injected per hemisphere in two steps of 500 nL at an infusion rate 
of 6 µL/h. A total of 8 rats were injected with AAV2-eNPhR3.0::EYFP, 13 with AAV2-
eARCH3.0::EYFP and 8 with AAV2::EYFP. 14 rats in total were injected in the DmPFC 
and 15 rats were injected in the VmPFC (including control rats).
Then, 2 guide screws and 2 chronic implantable glass fibers (200 µm diameter, 0.20 
numerical aperture, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ, USA) mounted in a sleeve (1.25 mm diameter; 
ThorLabs, Newton, NJ, USA) were placed in the rat brain. The fibers were implanted right 
on top of the viral injection location (200–300 µm on average). Finally, a double component 
dental cement (Pulpdent©, Watertown, USA) mixed with black carbon powder (Sigma 
Aldrich, USA) was used in order to secure the optic fibers. All the surgical manipulations 
were performed before the behavioral training and testing.
Behavioral Procedures
After 1 week of recovery from surgery and 1 week of habituation in the reverted light/
dark cycle, rats started training in the 5-CSRTT in operant cages (Med Associates Inc., 
St. Albans, VT, USA). Training consisted of a period during which rats learned to respond 
to a brief visual cue that was randomly lit in one out of the five apertures of the operant 
cage17. To associate cue with the delivery of reward rats were first trained with all the 
apertures illuminated (all holes on, Figure 3B) in order to learn that a nose-poke returns 
a food pellet and subsequently with only one aperture constantly illuminated (one hole 
on, Figure 3B) to learn responding into this illuminated aperture is associated with reward 
delivery. After the learning phase, titration of shortening the stimulus duration was based 
on individual performance of each rat, and was reduced from 16 to 1 s. Criteria to move 
to a shortened stimulus duration were the percentage of accuracy (> 80%) and omitted 
trials (< 20%). Finally, when rats met the criteria at 1 s stimulus duration they were moved 
to the pretesting phase. In the pretesting phase, a green custom-made LED replaced the 
normal house-light of the operant cages, (< 1 mW intensity) to mask reflections by the 
laser light used for the experiments. The LED house-light did not affect performance when 
compared to normal house-light.
After three consecutive sessions during which rats performed according to the 
aforementioned criteria with the LED on, additional baseline sessions were conducted 
(3 consecutive sessions). During these sessions subjects were connected to the patch-
cable (Doric Lenses, Quebec city, Canada) used to deliver the light into the brain. In this 
condition, accuracy was typically above 80%. However, they often did not show less than 
20% omissions. This was most likely due to the fact that the animals were connected to 
the optic fiber patch cable and therefore less free to move in combination with the short 
time window for the animal to respond (i.e., within 2 s after the cue light went off). This 




which response time is usually set to 5 s32. Therefore, the omission criterion was increased 
to less than 40% omissions.
After acquisition of baseline rats were assigned to the testing phase where the task 
comprised 100 consecutive trials with a random assignment to the condition of laser ON 
or laser OFF (see below). In the whole text we refer to completed trials (correct, incorrect, 
omissions) while in the 100 trials premature responses are left apart from the count.
To light-activate the opsins in vivo, we used a diode-pumped laser (532 nm, Shanghai Laser 
and Optics Century Co, China) directly connected to the rat optic glass fiber implant. 
Light was delivered at 9–12 mW for experiments performed with eNPhR3.0 and at 7–8 
mW for experiments carried out with eARCH3.0. These stimulation regimens are able to 
produce a theoretical irradiance which ranges between 9.76 and 13.01 mW/mm2 500 µm 
from the fiber tip for the eNPhR3.0 experiments (corresponding to the center of the viral 
transfection) and ranging between 7.59 and 8.68 mW/mm2 for eARCH3.0 experiments 
(http://web.stanford.edu/group/dlab/cgi-bin/graph/chart.php).
Light was delivered according to scheduled epochs by a stimulator (master 9, AMPI 
Jerusalem, Israel) connected to the computer interface.
For the testing phase, the following parameters have been acquired and analyzed 
through a box-computer interface (Med-PC, USA) and custom written MATLAB 
scripts (Mathworks): accuracy on responding to cues (ratio between the number of 
correct responses per session over the sum between correct and incorrect hits, expressed 
as percentage); absolute and percentage of correct, incorrect responses and errors of 
omission; correct or incorrect response latency; latency to collect reward; number of 
premature and perseverative responses. Percent of correct, incorrect and omissions were 
calculated based on the number of started trials148.
In line with previous studies149, no differences were found in behavioral effects of 
eARCH3.0 and eNPhR3.0 injected animals (data not shown). Therefore, data from 
eARCH3.0 and eNPhR3.0 injected animals were pooled.
Optical Inhibition Protocols
Rats were randomly assigned to different stimulation protocols and received different 
optical inhibition epochs. Optical inhibition sessions were done 2–3 times a week with 
a baseline session in between to control for potential carry-over effects. Rats were tested 
according to the following optical inhibition protocols: (a) 3 s at the trial onset, (b) 2 s at 
the end of the preparatory period of a sustained attentional state, (c) 5 s throughout the 
whole preparatory period, (d) 1 s during light cue presentation. During a session, animals 
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received only one light stimulation protocol. We chose these light regimens to make a clear 
distinction between prestimulus period and stimulus presentation/instrumental response 
period123 (protocol a, b, and c vs. protocol d) and to differentiate between the whole pre-cue 
period and the period which consists in the actual orienting activity of the rat toward the 
task ports19,21,123 (protocol c vs. protocol b). Light-ON and light-OFF trials were assigned 
semi-randomly with approximately 50% ON trials and 50% OFF trials. The majority of 
animals (28 out of 29) completed 100 trials within the first 20–25 min. One animal did 
not complete 100 trials before the time cut off of 60 min. Whereas animals were tested 
in all four different optical inhibition protocols, in some rats due to fiber loss not all 
protocols could be completed. Moreover, reported data for the majority of rats refer to 
the first optical inhibition session after establishment of stable baseline performance. In 
some cases, as described below, rats were retested in the same optical inhibition session.
Exclusion Criteria
Single sessions were excluded from analysis when technical problems (i.e., patch-cables 
disconnected during the task) made the results unreliable. In all these cases, we repeated 
the same protocol after re-acquisition of baseline criteria and used data from these sessions.
Histological Verification
After behavioral testing, brains were checked for fiber placement and viral expression. 
For this, rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and a mix of ketamine (200 mg/kg i.p.) 
and dormitol (100 mg/kg i.p.) and then transcardially perfused (50–100 mL NaCl and 
200–400 mL PFA 4%). Brains were removed and maintained in 4% PFA for at least 24 h. 
After that, brains were sliced with a vibratome (Leica Biosystem, Germany) into 50–100 
µm coronal sections and mPFC slices were mounted on glass slides covered by 2% Mowiol 
and anti-fading mounting covers. Images were taken with a confocal microscope (LSM 510 
Meta; Zeiss, Germany) with excitation wavelength of 514 nm bandpass filtered between 
530 and 600 nm, and further analyzed using ImageJ (NIH, USA).
In vitro Physiological Recordings
Following behavioral testing, five rats (by that time 8–10 months old) were used for 
electrophysiological recordings. Animals were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane and an 
i.p. injection of 0.1 ml/g Pentobarbital and subsequently perfused with 35 ml of ice-cold 
N-Methyl-D-glucamin solution (NMDG solution; in mM: NMDG 93, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4 
1.2, NaHCO3 30, HEPES 20, Glucose 25, NAC 12, Sodium ascorbate 5, Sodium pyruvate 
3, MgSO410, CaCl2 0.5, at pH 7.4 adjusted with 10M HCl). After decapitation the brain 
was removed and incubated for 10 min in ice-cold NMDG solution. Coronal mPFC slices 
(350 µm) were made in ice-cold NMDG solution and incubated afterwards for 3 min in 
34°C NMDG solution. Slices were maintained in an incubation chamber for at least 1 h 




containing the following (Holding solution; in mM): NaCl 92, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4 1.2, 
NaHCO3 30, HEPES 20, Glucose 25, NAC 1, Sodium ascorbate 5, Sodium pyruvate 3, 
MgSO4 0.5, CaCl2 1M.
Whole-cell recordings from pyramidal neurons were made at 32°C in oxygenated artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; in mM: NaCl 125, KCl 3, NaH2PO4 1.25,MgSO4 1, CaCl2 2, 
NaHCO3 26, Glucose 10). For recordings a potassium-based internal solution was used 
(in mM: K-gluconate 135, NaCl 4, Hepes 10, Mg-ATP 2,K2Phos 10, GTP 0.3, EGTA 0.2) 
with patch-pipettes that had a resistance of 3–6 MΩ. Recorded neurons were kept at a 
holding potential close to −70 mV.
For recordings Multiclamp 700/B amplifiers (Molecular Devices) were used and data was 
collected with a sampling rate of 10 kHz and low-pass filtering at 3 kHz (Axon Digidata 
1440A and pClamp 10 software; Molecular Devices).
Optogenetic Slice Stimulation
To optically activate opsins, green light (530 nm) was applied to the slices. Light pulses 
were evoked by using a DC4100 4-channel LED-driver (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) or a 
Fluorescence lamp (X-Cite Series 120q, Lumen Dynamics). During recordings fifty sweeps, 
each 10 s apart were applied. One sweep consists of a single light pulse with a duration of 
1 or 5 s. These pulse regimes represent the shortest and the longest stimulation protocol 
used for behavioral experiments, respectively. The intensity of the light source was adjusted 
to 1.7, 3, 7, or 17 mW. For recording the in/output curves 1 s light pulse with all different 
stimulation intensities were applied for five sweeps with an interval of 10 s.
Statistical Analyses for Behavioral Experiments
To evaluate the main behavioral data between the opsin group and eYFP control group, 
two-way ANOVAs for repeated measures were performed. Corrected values for multiple 
comparison with Sidak’s test were used when interaction between light and virus was 
significant. In all cases, the ANOVAs were preceded by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) 
test for normal distribution. In cases when the KS p-value was > 0.05, factorial analysis 
was performed on the raw data per parameter. In the other cases, raw data were first 
transformed with square-root or arcsin transformation.
Data were analyzed by MATLAB 2014a (Mathworks), Microsoft Excel (Office) and graphs 
were plotted by GraphPad Prism. In all cases the significance level was p < 0.05.
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The dorsal medial and ventral medial prefrontal cortices (dmPFC and vmPFC) are brain 
regions involved in inhibitory and attentional control. The function of these two regions has 
been extensively studied using the 5-choice serial-reaction time task (5-CSRTT). However, 
all studies to date have only recorded neuronal activity in dmPFC and vmPFC after animals 
have learned the task and behavior might have become habitual. How neuronal activity 
patterns change during the learning stages of the 5-CSRTT is completely unknown. Here, 
we studied training-induced development of neuronal activity in the dmPFC and vmPFC 
during the learning stages of the 5-CSRTT using in vivo fiber photometry. We found that 
activity in the vmPFC as well as in the dmPFC decreased with increasing task difficulty. 
Activity in dmPFC also decreased, but in addition became more biased towards the first 
half of the delay period as the animals progressed through the learning stages. Increasing 
cognitive load in trained animals induced distinct activity profiles from naïve animals. 
These results show that population activity in prefrontal subregions is progressively and 
diversely shaped during the learning stages of an instrumental paradigm.
Keywords
attention, learning, prefrontal cortex, fiber photometry, 5-CSRTT
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INTRODUCTION
A primary function of the nervous system is to appropriately process incoming information, 
allowing animals to adapt actions based on incoming stimuli in a goal-directed manner 
139. Changes in brain activity related to the learning of goal-directed actions have been 
demonstrated in the entire cortex 55,140–142, suggesting that goal-directed behavior involves 
the interplay of brain-wide networks. The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been 
suggested as one of the critical brain regions for the acquisition of goal-directed behavior 
due to its central position in ensembles that integrate motor, sensory and interoceptive 
information 143. Learning-induced changes in the mPFC have been demonstrated in different 
behavioral paradigms 144–146. Advances in calcium imaging 147 and in-vivo electrophysiology 
46 have boosted our understanding of such learning-induced changes in the last decade.
Attention and inhibitory control are critical components to successful goal-directed 
behavior. A well-established paradigm to study these behavioral constructs in rodents is 
the 5-choice serial-reaction time task (5-CSRTT; Bari et al., 2008; Higgins & Silenieks, 
2017; Robbins, 2002). In this task, the animal initiates a trial by performing a nose poke in 
a food magazine, after which it scans five nose poke holes to observe which one will be the 
cue source after five seconds. During this delay period, the animal must inhibit impulsive 
motor function. In the 5-CSRTT, premature responses are measures of inhibitory control, 
whereas task accuracy (the ratio of correct-to-incorrect responses) is a measurement of 
attention. Several lines of evidence have demonstrated the relationship between mPFC and 
task performance in the 5-CSRTT. Lesion studies have demonstrated that impairments 
to the entire mPFC lead to decreased task accuracy and increased perseverative responses 
31. Additionally, single unit and population recordings show that elevated mPFC activity 
occurs during preparatory attention before correct responses 38,41,42.
Subregions within the mPFC, such as the ventral and dorsal mPFC (vmPFC and dmPFC, 
respectively) have distinct roles in attention and inhibitory control. The dmPFC constitutes 
the anterior cingulate and the dorsal-most section of the prelimbic cortex. It gives rise 
to connections with sensory and motor regions, as well as higher-order thalamic nuclei 
and dorsal striatal regions, and is associated with attention and maintenance of rule 
information 16,17,29,50,51. This is reflected in its prolonged activity during the delay period in 
the 5-CSRTT 106,149 . The vmPFC comprises the infralimbic cortex and the ventral-most 
section of the prelimbic cortex, and is part of limbic circuits. In the 5-CSRTT, the vmPFC 
has primarily been associated with impulsivity 50,150, although it has been implicated in 
attention as well 149. Compared to the dmPFC, the vmPFC appears to be active later in the 
5-CSRTT delay period 149. All in all, both the dmPFC and vmPFC appear to be important 




Many studies have investigated the mPFC after an animal has learned the 5-CSRTT. 
However, there are currently no published studies on the development of brain activity 
during the learning process of the task, which constitutes a significant knowledge gap. 
Studies using other behavioral paradigms indicates that both the dmPFC and vmPFC 
tend to be more active during the learning stages of a task, and become less active as the 
task becomes more habitual 14,48,144. Combined with the distinct involvement during the 
delay period, activity in the dmPFC and vmPFC should develop distinctly through the 
acquisition of the 5-CSRTT.
This study aimed to investigate the changes in patterns of neuronal activity in the dmPFC 
and vmPFC in the rat brain during the learning stages of the 5-CSRTT using in vivo fiber 
photometry. We expected to observe 1) A difference in patterns in dmPFC and vmPFC due 
to their different connections to other brain regions and distinct activity shown in previous 
studies; 2) A change in the signal as the rats advance through the learning stages and the 
task difficulty increases, and 3) A decrease in calcium transient activity in both vmPFC and 
dmPFC once the rats have mastered the task since habits require less cognitive processing 
than the learning stages of goal-directed actions 11,14. Our findings point towards distinct 
developmental trajectories of dmPFC and vmPFC activity during 5-CSRTT learning stages.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
21 Male Long Evans rats (Janvier Labs, France; 10 weeks old at the start of the experiments) 
were used in this study. All animals were housed individually in an environment with 
controlled temperature (21 ± 2 °C) and humidity (50-55%) on a 12-hour light/dark reversed 
cycle (lights off at 7 AM). Animals were individually housed and put on food restriction 
one week before the learning task while maintaining 85-90% of the free-feeding body 
weight, and water was available ad libitum. The animal ethical care committee of the VU 
University and VU University Medical Center approved all experimental procedures, which 
were in accordance with European and Dutch law.
Stereotaxic surgery
Before surgery, the animal was anesthetized with isoflurane (5%) and placed on a heated 
pad to maintain body temperature at 36.5 degrees, after which the animal was head-
restricted using a stereotaxic device in a flat skull position. Anesthesia was applied before 
surgery (buprenorphine 0.05 mg/kg and carprofen 5 mg/kg subcutaneous injections, and 
local lidocaine subcutaneous injections). The animal’s head was shaved, disinfected with 
iodopovidone, and the scalp skin was retracted. A 1-mm hole was drilled above the mPFC. 
In the dmPFC group, virus injections were made under a 10-degree angle at AP +2.76 
mm; ML ±1.49 mm; DV −2.94 and −2.84 mm relative to bregma; in the vmPFC group, 
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they were made at AP +2.76 mm; ML ±0.5 mm; DV −4.65 mm from bregma. pAAV5-
hSyn1-GCaMP6m (~2.4 x 1012 Gml-1, UPenn Vector Core) was infused at 138 nl/min 
using a Nanoject II and a glass injection pipette (Drummond Scientific). Three screws were 
attached to the skull, and a chronic fiber-optic cannula (Doric Lenses) with a core diameter 
of 400 µm and 0.48 numerical aperture was inserted in the brain. The fiber optic cannula 
was implanted via the same hole as the viral injection, lowered at a rate of ~1 mm/min 
until reaching the same coordinates as the virus injection, before fixed to the skull with 
UV-cured dental cement (RelyX, 3M). After surgery, rats stayed on the same heated pad 
until ambulatory and were individually housed in their home cage.
5-choice serial-reaction time task (5-CSRTT)
Rats were placed in a standard 5-hole operant chamber (MedAssociates), located inside a 
sound-attenuating and ventilated cubicle to minimize distracting noises and smells from the 
room. Before each session, the ferrule on top of the animal’s heads was cleaned with 70% 
ethanol. The optic fiber was attached to a patch cable that included a fiber photometry-
optimized rotary joint (FRJ_1x1_FC-FC, Doric Lenses), and the fiber was attached to the 
rats’ head using low-loss mating sleeves (ADAF1 and ADAF2, Thorlabs). During trials, 
animals could earn 45 mg of food reward pellets (Dustless Precision pellets, BioServ), 
which are more palatable than their regular chow diet (Teklad 2016, Envigo) to enhance 
food motivation. The operant chamber interfaced with custom hardware, and behavioral 
data were captured by the Software MedPC-IV (MedAssociates).
In the 5-CSRTT, animals had to learn to initiate trials and withhold responses until a 
cue light appeared pseudo-randomly in one of five cue locations. A trial could have four 
possible outcomes (Figure S1): premature responses, correct responses, incorrect responses, 
and omissions. Premature responses happen when the rat makes a nose poke before any 
holes are illuminated. Correct responses are characterized by a timely nose poke in the 
illuminated hole, while incorrect responses occur when rats perform a timely nose poke 
but in the incorrect hole — i.e., one of the four holes that are not illuminated. The animal’s 
accuracy is defined as the ratio between correct divided by the sum of correct and incorrect 
responses. Omissions occur when the animal starts a trial and does not perform a nose 
poke in one of the apertures on time. Incorrect responses, omissions, and premature 
responses are followed by a time-out period in which the house light illuminates the cage 
for 5 seconds as a mechanism of negative reinforcement 151.
This study used a 5-CSRTT design with nine learning stages through which an animal has 
to progress until it reaches baseline performance (Table 1). In stage 1, the animals received 
pellet rewards immediately after a nose poke, to ensure they associate the magazine 
location with the food reward. In stage 2, all five holes are illuminated, and a nose poke 




apertures and the food reward. In stage 3, only one hole is illuminated until a response is 
made, and an incorrect nose poke results in a time-out period. In these first three stages, 
animals can thus not make omissions. In all subsequent stages (4-9), there is a defined cue 
duration after the trial starts and the delay period finishes, which becomes increasingly 
shorter as the animal progresses through the stages, thereby increasing the difficulty of 
the task. The criteria for stage progression were: performance of more than 50 trials with 
an accuracy greater than 80% and less than 40% omissions. Upon reaching threshold 
performance, animals would finish their current session with the current stage parameters. 
This threshold for omissions is significantly higher than most literature (usually 20%) 
because of a hampered performance due to the cable attached to their heads 149.
Table 1. Definition of learning stages and progression criteria of the 5-choice serial-reaction time task.
Session duration indicates the amount of time rats could perform trials in a session. Delay reflects 
time between trial initiation and cue presentation. Cue duration is the time that cue holes were 
illuminated. Time-out reflects the time window in which animals could not start trials after an 
error. Reward duration is a time window in which animals cannot start trials after making a 
correct response. vCD: variable cue duration.
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Fiber photometry (FP)
The FP system used in this study is built around a lock-in amplifier (RZ5P; Tucker Davis 
Technologies, Figure S2). It contains a 405 nm LED (violet) in addition to the 490 nm (blue) 
channel (M490F1 and M405F1, ThorLabs). The single-fiber patch cord (MFP_400/440/
LWMJ-0.53_#.#_FC-ZF2.5, Doric Lenses) serves for excitation and collection of emitted 
fluorescence. The lock-in amplifier activated the blue and violet LEDs at 211 Hz and 
531 Hz, respectively. LED output light was then sent through a 405 nm filter (FMC4_
AE(405)_E(460-490)_F(500-550)_S, Doric Lenses) to avoid contamination from ambient 
light (120 Hz and harmonics). This separation of frequencies allows for the signal’s 
demodulation into two components: a ‘blue’ signal, which excites the GFP portion of 
GCaMP6m, and a ‘violet’ signal, which does not excite GFP and serves as an isosbestic/
control channel, allowing for the correction of movement artifacts. Both emitted signals 
are combined by a 425 nm dichroic mirror (Doric Lenses; same filter set as above) and 
transmitted to the rat brain via a 400 µm 0.53 NA patch cord (Doric Lenses). Emission 
light from GCaMP6 was then collected by a photoreceiver (Femtowatt 2151, Newport), 
which relayed back to the lock-in amplifier (RZ5P, Tucker Davis Technologies) – which is 
sensitive in the scale of nanovolts – and it was recorded by the software Synapse (Tucker 
Davis Technologies). Behavioral responses in the operant chamber were relayed to the 
RZ5P using a MedAssociates SuperPort (DIG-726, MedAssociates) and corresponding 
cable (CMF, Tucker Davis Technologies). Using this system, we could reliably sync brain 
activity with behavior and record each animal for more than three months.
Histological verification
After a lethal injection of Euthasol (Merck), rats received a firm toe pinch to assure 
unconsciousness. A 5-6 mm incision through the abdominal wall beneath the rib cage 
was made to expose the heart. An injection needle was then inserted into the left ventricle, 
and the right atrium was punctured to allow an infusion of PBS, followed by 4% PFA. 
The rat brain was collected and preserved in 4% PFA. Coronal brain slices of 50 µm were 
made using a vibratome (Leica VT1000S) and preserved in PBS + 0.01% sodium azide to 
prevent bacterial proliferation.
Slices were rinsed with PBS three times for ten minutes and left in a blocking solution (1X 
PBS + 0.1% TritonX + 5% goat/donkey serum) for one hour. The first antibody (1:750 
mouse anti-NeuN + 1:1000 rabbit anti-GFP) was left on incubation overnight at 4°C. The 
next day, the slices were left to adjust to room temperature, rinsed with PBS three times for 
ten minutes, and the secondary antibody (1:400 Donkey anti-rabbit 488 + 1:400 Donkey 
anti-mouse 647) was added. After two hours, the slices were washed in PBS three times 
for ten minutes and mounted in glass slides using Mowiol. A confocal microscope (Leica 






We used custom made MATLAB scripts to extract, preprocess and analyze photometry 
data. After unpacking data from the TDT RZ5P recording system, we first corrected for 
motion artifacts and systemic noise by fitting the 405nm-channel to the 470nm-channel 
and dividing the resulting data traces, which gave us a raw δF/F signal (with F being the 
405nm-channel trace fitted to the 470nm-channel trace). We then applied lowpass (1Hz) 
and highpass (30Hz) filters to correct potential systemic noise in both channels. We then 
performed a spectral analysis to correct for the remaining low-frequency noise. Finally, 
we down-sampled the δF/F trace by a factor of 64, resulting in a fluorescence trace with 
a frame rate of around 16Hz, which was our final δF/F. For all subsequent analyses, we 
used specific and short time windows around the trial. To be able to standardize signals 
and look only for changes in population activity associated with the task, we aligned every 
trace to a baseline period between -5 and -1 seconds before the start of each trial, which 
should harbor little task-related activity since there are no events occurring in that time 
period. All processing steps were done using custom scripts in MATLAB (Mathworks) 
with the Statistics and Machine Learning toolbox. The scripts are available on GitHub 
(https://github.com/sybrendekloet/5choiceStages).
Statistical analysis
When comparing brain activity in different stages, we chose paired statistics (either paired 
t-tests, non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test or Friedman’s test), and when comparing 
independent samples (e.g., dmPFC against vmPFC), ANOVAs or independent sample t-test 
were used. Unless otherwise specified, we used a Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery 
rate to adjust p values. To study differences between signal traces of two experimental 
groups or within groups between learning stages, we performed permutation tests that 
compared signal distributions at every data point. For each data point, we considered 
the distributions significantly different if the alpha was < 0.05. For the permutation 
tests, singleton significant data points (i.e., data points with no neighbors that were also 
significant) were filtered out of the data set. One data frame corresponded to approximately 
125ms. The statistics were performed in MATLAB using custom scripts or in GraphPad 
Prism 6 (GraphPad Software).
Data and code availability
Datasets are available upon reasonable request.
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RESULTS
Fiber photometry of dmPFC and vmPFC neurons during 5-CSRTT
To record neuronal activity and study the role of large neuronal populations during 
cognitive control of behavior, we virally expressed the genetically encoded calcium 
indicator GCaMP6 under a neuronal promotor (AAV5-hSyn-GCaMP6m) in either the 
dmPFC or vmPFC of adult rats (Figure 1A). GCaMP6 expression and fiber targeting 
in the correct brain region was histologically verified for all rats (Figure 1B). NeuN-
staining colocalized with GCaMP6, indicating that expression was restricted to neurons. 
Furthermore, stainings did not reveal any signs of neuronal death or tissue damage. 
GCaMP6 expression spread around the fiber tip area, indicating that the detected signal 
came from the brain regions of interest (Figure 1B). The recording setup included a fiber-
optic rotary joint, which enabled reliable recordings for up to 2.5 hours within single 
sessions (Figure S2A; adapted from 152). In vivo fiber photometry recordings yielded clear 
activity-related calcium transients (Figure 1C, blue trace), while no such transients were 
observed in AAV5-hSyn-GFP-injected control animals or in the 405nm isosbestic control 
channel (Figure 1C, purple trace; and 1D, both traces).
Figure 1. Fiber photometry of dmPFC and vmPFC circuits during 5-CSRTT
A) Virus injection and fiber implantation procedure. Anterior-posterior (AP) axis location: +2.76.
B) Left: GCaMP6m-expression and fiber implant location in dmPFC. Middle: GCaMP6m-expression 
and fiber implant in vmPFC. Right: Area of GCaMP6m-expression for all rats (shaded areas – green: 
vmPFC, blue: dmPFC) and fiber implant locations (stars) at AP +2.76. Abbreviations: AC = anterior 
cingulate, PL = prelimbic, IL = infralimbic.
C) Example in vivo fiber photometry output traces in a GCaMP6m-expressing animal.




Learning stages of 5-CSRTT shape behavior
Activity in both dorsal and ventral mPFC is required for the appropriate cognitive control 
of behavior, which involves proper attentional and inhibitory control 16,40,41,149. To study 
how this activity develops, we recorded neuronal activity while animals were trained in 
the 5-CSRTT. Animals could earn rewards by responding to a visual cue, which appeared 
randomly in one of five cue holes (Figure 2A). The ratio of correct and incorrect (erroneous) 
responses, as well as the number of trials in which rats failed to respond (omissions) were used 
as a measure of attentional control. Premature responses were used as a proxy for inhibitory 
control (Figure 2A). During behavioral training, naïve animals progressed through several 
learning stages until they reached stable baseline task performance (Figure 2B, Table 1). 
All GCaMP6m-expressing rats met the performance threshold for the final learning stage 
of the task after training. We did not observe any differences between dmPFC and vmPFC 
groups in the number of trials required to advance each stage, showing that differences 
in virus injection and fiber placement did not differentially affect animal behavior.
Animals spent significantly more time in learning stages 3 and 9, compared to other 
stages (Figure 2C; Mixed-effects ANOVA: F = 5.765, p = 0.0036, multiple comparisons: 
Stage1-3: p = 0.0068; Stage1-9: p=0.003). Stage 3 contains a new contingency, as it is the 
first stage where animals can only respond to a single cue location. Stage 9 is the final 
learning stage, with a 1-second cue duration (see Table 1). Premature responses occurred 
mostly in stage 3 (Figure 2C), the first stage in which making a premature response was 
possible. Accuracy of responding decreased as animals progressed through stages and task 
parameters became more stringent (Figure 2C; Mixed-effects ANOVA: F = 25.8, p < 0.001, 
MC: Stage8-9: p = 0.001, Stage1:7-9: p<0.001), while omissions increased towards the later 
learning stages for both groups (Figure 2C; Mixed-effects ANOVA: F =30.92, p < 0.001, 
MC: Stage3-9 p=0.0031, Stage4-9, p<0.001, Stage5-9, p<0.001, Stage6-9, p=0.0016 , Stage7,8-
9: n.s.). These data indicate that the shortened cue duration during later learning stages 
increases cognitive load, because the task parameters affected the behavioral performance.
Next, we asked whether we could identify the factors most important for stage progression. 
We split trials in each stage based on meeting the performance threshold. ‘Trained’ trials are 
defined as trials made after the animal reached threshold performance for that particular 
stage for 20 consecutive trials. ‘Untrained’ trials comprise all trials from all sessions before 
animals reached the stage threshold, and trials made until the performance threshold was 
reached for 20 trials in the final session for each stage (Figure 2B, Table 1). Comparison 
of behavioral performance in untrained and trained trials showed that attention-related 
behavior, such as omissions and accuracy of responding, was affected after stage 
progression in late stages (Figure 2D; ACCLate: F = 7.42, p=0.0017; ACCStage8Trained-Stage9Untrained 
p=0.0011; OMLate: F = 9.11, p<0.001; OMStage8Trained-Stage9Untrained p<0.001; OM9Untrained-9Trained 
p=0.0305). The addition of a delay period in stage 3 likely caused animals to start making 
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premature responses, before shifting to a more well-timed nose poke response. These 
data show that animal behavior changes when comparing early and late stages, and that 
progression to a new stage also causes behavioral effects. Since stages 3 and 9 also require 
most trials until animals meet the criterion performance, these early and late stages in the 
acquisition of the 5-CSRTT could also induce most mPFC activity.
Figure 2. Learning stages of 5-CSRTT shape behavior
a) Possible 5-CSRTT trial outcomes
b) Stage progression process (Stage progression criteria in Table 1).
c) Top left: Number of trials required to meet stage criteria. Top right: Accuracy of responses in each 
stage. Boxplots represent the means of rats in each group. Bottom left: Proportion of omissions across 
stages. Bottom right: Proportion of premature responses across stages. ** p < 0.01, *** p <0.001. 





d) Progression of accuracy (left), omissions (mid) and premature responses (right) across different 
stages. 8trained indicates trials made in stage 8, respectively, after the stage performance criterion is 
met. 9untrained indicates behavioral performance in the next stage before the performance criterion is 
met. *p<0.05, ** p < 0.01. Data points reflect rat means.
Prefrontal subregions have distinct activity during cognitive control during early and 
late 5-CSRTT learning stages
Prefrontal neurons show different activity patterns during early and late stages of 
acquisition of behavior 14,153. Therefore, we asked whether neuronal population activity 
within dmPFC and vmPFC was changing across learning stages. Both dmPFC and vmPFC 
showed task-related calcium fluctuations around task-relevant events such as trial initiation 
and cue onset in trials with a correct response during each learning stage (Figure S3A). Our 
data show that in both dmPFC and vmPFC, correct trial activity in the response window is 
more correlated between learning stages succeeding each other, than between stages with 
longer distances to one another (Figure S3B, dmPFCResp F(1,306)=27.2, p<0.001, R
2 = 0.08; 
vmPFCResp F(1,196)=27.7, p < 0.001, R
2 = 0.124). This indicates that response activity in 
dmPFC and vmPFC develops progressively during learning. Signal development during the 
delay period did not exhibit this linear progression for dmPFC or vmPFC. However, activity 
in the second half of the delay changes more than activity in the first half of the delay across 
varying stage distances for dmPFC (Figure S3B, dmPFCdist1 W = 608, p=0.023; dmPFCdist5 
W = 95, p<0.047; dmPFCdist6 W=32, p<0.047; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, W is sum of 
signed ranks Delay0-2.5-Delay2.5-5). These findings indicate that delay activity in dmPFC and 
vmPFC show distinct development across 5-CSRTT learning stages, and that population 
activity around a behavioral response develops progressively in both brain regions.
Since stages 3 and 9 required most trials to reach the performance threshold, we directly 
compared activity in both regions during the delay period between trial initiation and cue 
onset, and around the response. We limited our analysis to correct responses only, since 
animals did not consistently make enough incorrect and premature responses in each stage. 
We found that the vmPFC showed significant alterations in calcium fluctuation patterns 
when comparing training stages, specifically around the cue and before the nose poke 
response, as determined with a permutation test (see methods) (Figure 3A; permutation 
test iterations: 1000, alpha: 0.05). This analysis tests whether the distribution of mean 
signals for rats in stage 3 and stage 9 can be reliably separated for each frame. Our results 
imply that patterns of neuronal activity changed during learning. Additionally, we found 
that mean activity during the delay period was significantly reduced in the vmPFC in stage 
9, especially towards the end of the delay period (Figure 3B; vmPFCMeanDelayPeriod t(6)=3.85, 
p=0.008, vmPFCMeanDelay2.5s-5s t(6)=2.74, p=0.034 ). In contrast, we found no significant 
difference in mean activity in the dmPFC during the delay period across training stages 
(Figure 3C-D). However, in stage 9 dmPFC activity did reach 50% of its total delay period 
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activity earlier, and also showed a significantly steeper negative slope in delay period 
activity (Figure 3D; dmPFC50% t(8)=4.98, p = 0.001 ; dmPFCSlope t(8)=5.47, p = 0.001), 
which indicates that in later stages, like such as stage 9, dmPFC activity becomes more 
biased towards the first portion of the delay period. Together, these findings indicate that 
mPFC activity during correct responses develops between early and late 5-CSRTT training 
stages and that the dmPFC and vmPFC show different temporal activity profiles.
The vmPFC and dmPFC have been associated with distinct roles in attention and inhibitory 
control in the 5-CSRTT 16,149. Therefore, we investigated whether dmPFC and vmPFC 
activity were different during early and late stages of training. Permutation tests showed 
that during the early part of the delay period in stage 3, dmPFC activity compared to 
baseline was significantly higher than vmPFC activity (Figure 3E; permutation test 
iterations: 1000, alpha: 0.05). Additionally, when comparing specific signal parameters, 
we confirmed that dmPFC activity was higher compared to vmPFC activity early in the 
delay period, and that activity in dmPFC was significantly faster to reach 50% of the total 
area under the curve during the delay (Figure 3F; MeanDelay0-2.5 t(15)=3.48, p = 0.0034; 
Activity50% t(15)=-2.24, p=0.041). No differences were found around the response. In stage 
9, activity compared to baseline was higher in dmPFC when compared to vmPFC around 
the trial onset, as shown with a permutation test (Figure 3G; permutation test iterations: 
1000, alpha: 0.05). Population activity was also more biased towards the first half of the 
delay period in the dmPFC, while other signal parameters were not significantly different 
(Figure 3H; meanDelay0-2.5 t(18)=2.56, p = 0.019). These findings demonstrate that neuronal 
population activity of dmPFC and vmPFC shows distinct task-related dynamics, and that 
the activity during the first half of the delay period is higher in the dmPFC than in the 
vmPFC in both early and late learning stages.
While animals respond more rapidly in stage 9 than in stage 3, a substantial proportion of 
responses (56%) were already within the response window used in stage 9 (Figure S4A). 
However, we found no difference in delay activity in stage 3-trials with rapid responses and 
slow responses (permutation test: n.s, Figure S4B-C). This indicates that animals followed 
task contingencies, and that differences in signal between stage 3 and 9 was likely not due 




Figure 3. Prefrontal subregions have distinct activity during cognitive control during early and late 
5-CSRTT learning stages
A) Comparison of activity between early (black) and late (green) 5-CSRTT learning stages in the 
vmPFC (right). Permutation tests yielded time windows that were significantly different, marked with 
black bars above figure. Shaded areas reflect SEM. * p < 0.05, permutation test.
B) Comparison of specific signal parameters between early late 5-CSRTT learning stages in dmPFC 
and vmPFC. Insets are graphical representation of measure used. Crosses reflect group means. Dots 
are individual data points. *p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, paired sample t-test.
C) Same as A), but for dmPFC. Scale bar same as A)
D) Same as B), but for dmPFC.
E) Comparison between dmPFC (blue) and vmPFC (green) activity around correct responses in an 
early 5-CSRTT learning stage (stage 3). Left panel: signal synchronized around trial start. Right 
panel: Signal synchronized around behavioral response. Permutation tests between means of dmPFC- 
and vmPFC-activity traces are shown in black lines on the top. Shaded areas reflect SEM. * p < 0.05 
permutation test. Scale bar same as A)
F) Comparison of specific signal parameters between dmPFC and vmPFC. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 
independent t-test.
G) Same as C), but for a late learning stage (stage 9).
H) Same as D), but for a late learning stage (stage 9).
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Activity decreases in high cognitive load sessions
Finally, we asked whether neural activity in mPFC subregions would be affected when 
animals were presented with more challenging conditions after reaching stable baseline 
performance. In particular, we wanted to determine whether mPFC activity would revert 
to earlier training stages or whether novel activity dynamics would emerge when presented 
with novel task parameters. Therefore, we recorded neuronal population activity, after 
the animals had passed all training stages, in 5-CSRTT sessions where cue duration 
was pseudo-randomly varied between 1, 0.5, and 0.2 seconds (variable cue duration, 
vCD). Task performance suffered especially in trials with shorter cue durations, which 
reduced accuracy, and increased premature responses and omissions (Figure 4A; Accuracy: 
F(3)=48.57, p <0.001). In the dmPFC, we found that activity during the delay period of 
a correct trial was significantly reduced during variable cue duration sessions, even in 
trials with the same parameters as in the fixed cue duration (stage 9) sessions (Figure 4B; 
permutation test iterations: 1000, alpha: 0.05). We found a similar pattern in the vmPFC, 
where the mean delay activity was also lower (Figure 4C; permutation test iterations: 1000, 
alpha: 0.05). While the permutation test showed that diminished activity appeared to be 
mostly targeted to the second half of the delay, we found reduced activity through the 
delay period when comparing early and late delay period phases in the dmPFC (Figure 4D; 
MeanDelay, t(9) = 4.1, p=0.0027; MeanDelay0-2.5, t(9)=3.21, p=0.0106; MeanDelay2.5-5, t(9)=4.40, 
p=0.0017). Moreover, we found that delay activity dropped faster in variable cue duration 
trials and that the remaining activity was more biased to the first half of the delay period 
(Figure 4D; Slope t(9)=2.64, p=0.0269; Activity50% t(9)=3.11, p=0.0126). Similar to the 
dmPFC, we found that vmPFC activity was reduced across the delay period (Figure 4E; 
MeanDelay, t(6) = 5.3, p=0.0018; MeanDelay0-2.5, t(6)=2.87, p=0.0284; MeanDelay2.5-5, t(6)=2.79, 
p=0.0316), but it did not appear to be biased to early or late delay phases (Figure 4E; Slope 
t(6)=1.08, n.s.; Activity50% t(6)=0.33, n.s.). These findings show that both dmPFC and 
vmPFC activity decreases during 5-CSRTT sessions that require a higher cognitive load, 
even in trials with the exact same parameters as the baseline (stage 9), and that especially 




Figure 4. Activity decreases in high cognitive load sessions
A) Behavioral performance in baseline (stage 9) trials and trials during sessions with randomly 
varying cue duration (var. CD). * p <0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 Mixed Effects ANOVA.
B) Comparison between stage 9 (blue) and variable cue duration (green) trial activity around correct 
responses in dmPFC. Signal synchronized around trial start. Permutation tests between means of 
traces in stage 9 and variable cue duration sessions are shown in black lines on the top. Shaded areas 
reflect SEM. * p < 0.05 permutation test. Scale bar: x = 2s, y = 1% δF/F.
C) Same as B), but for vmPFC.
D) Comparison of specific signal parameters between stage 9 and variable cue duration sessions in 
dmPFC. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, t-test.
E) same as D), but for vmPFC.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the development of neuronal activity in different subregions of 
the prefrontal cortex while animals were trained to meet baseline performance parameters 
in the 5-CSRTT. We found that dmPFC and vmPFC show distinct activity profiles during 
training and follow distinct courses of signal development during both early and late 
learning stages. Activity in both regions also changed when animals were presented with 
distinct and more challenging task conditions after completing training. Neuronal activity 
in both prefrontal subregions showed a shift in activity towards the early delay period and 
a decreased activity when task conditions were more challenging during sessions with a 
variable cue duration. Population activity in the dmPFC was typically higher than in the 
vmPFC across all conditions. During training, neuronal activity in dmPFC and, to a lesser 
extent in vmPFC, shifted towards the first half of the delay period, when compared to the 
second half. Simultaneously, total activity levels across the entire delay period decreased. 
A schematic representation of alterations in activity during training is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Activity in prefrontal subregions during early, late 5-CSRTT training stages.
We observed a distinction between dmPFC and vmPFC activity during the first half of the 
delay period. Moreover, activity in the dmPFC was higher in both early and late learning 
stages, and the development of dmPFC activity was also emphasized in the first half of 
the delay period. The emphasis for dmPFC activity in the first half of the delay period 
is in line with the notion that dmPFC activity precedes vmPFC activity 38,149. A possible 
explanation for this distinction is their differential position in the circuitry related to 
cognitive control. Neurons in deep layers of the dmPFC have been shown to project to the 




recurrent connections with the cortex that has been associated with the maintenance of 
task-specific rule information 122,154. This could explain why the dmPFC activates quickly 
after the animal has initiated a trial. Simultaneously, dmPFC projections are known to 
induce ramping in downstream areas like the dorsomedial striatum (DMS) and subsequent 
basal ganglia circuits, which are involved in suppressing inappropriate motor actions and 
keeping task representations updated 62,64. Projections from dmPFC to DMS have also 
been implicated in inhibitory control 106. Finally, projections from the dmPFC to the motor 
cortex may be active to maintain inhibitory control and prevent premature responding 
37. The vmPFC, on the other hand, projects to nucleus accumbens (NAc) and more limbic 
areas, which are generally more involved with reward processing 155. This might explain 
why the emphasis of neuronal activity in vmPFC was relatively shifted towards early delay 
less than the dmPFC even though the development of activity in both regions is biased 
towards the early delay period. The vmPFC has also been associated with premature 
responses 156. Therefore, the activity during later phases of the delay period could be 
related to suppression of unwanted responses. Hence, the difference in activity patterns 
between the dmPFC and vmPFC seems to corroborate earlier findings and may originate 
from their position in brain networks underlying different aspects of attentional control.
The reduction in activity during later training stages supports the notion that mPFC is 
more active when the task environment or contingencies are more novel, and activity 
decreases when behavior becomes more habitual 14,144. A possible explanation for this 
could be that the behavior required for correct responses starts to become habitual early 
in the learning process, and emphasis shifts to sensorimotor-oriented networks, rather 
than associative networks. Both dorsal and ventral mPFC activity has been associated with 
habitual behavior, often in coaction with dorsal striatal circuits 11,144,157. The distribution 
of neuronal activity in the dorsal striatum (DS) has been shown to gradually evolve during 
the initial learning of an instrumental task 158. Initially, activity in both dorsomedial and 
dorsolateral striatal regions (DMS, DLS) increases during task learning. Once the behavior 
becomes established, activity in dorsomedial regions diminishes, while dorsolateral activity 
remains elevated 159. This indicates that the DMS is important for establishing associations 
14,159, whereas DLS is important for the formation and selection habitual behavior 11,48. 
Alternatively, the progressive decrease in delay activity may reflect task engagement rather 
than habituation. Inclusion of baseline (“stage 9”) sessions after a variable cue duration 
session would resolve this: if delay activity increases back to a level similar to stage 9, the 
decrease in delay activity may be associated with task engagement. Hence, the reduction in 
activity observed between early stages and fully trained behavior could stem from reduced 
activity in associative corticostriatal circuits, or originate from the level of task engagement.
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Activity in prefrontal subregions appeared to develop gradually across stages. Especially 
response-related activity was more correlated with nearby stages, indicating that activity 
reflecting both response- and reward-related information in the dmPFC and vmPFC is 
shaped progressively. The gradual development of response-related activity has been 
reported before and has been associated with concurrent activity in the prelimbic cortex 
and anterior dorsomedial striatum 49.
We observed decreased activity when comparing trials with a 1-second cue duration made 
during variable cue duration sessions to trials with the same cue duration made during 
the last learning stage (Stage 9, Figure 4). Similar to what was observed during training, 
this might indicate preferential activation of sensorimotor networks in the striatum rather 
than corticostriatal associative networks 11,14,48,159. We also observed increased baseline 
activity in trials during sessions with variable cue duration compared to trials in stage 
9 (Figure S5). Even without baseline normalization, there is a significant decrease in the 
second half of the delay period. There are a few explanations for this finding: 1) We 
used the non-specific hSyn-promoter to express GCaMP6 in prefrontal populations, 
transfecting both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the PFC. A decrease in observed 
activity could thus be due to decreased activity in inhibitory neurons. While interneurons 
only represent 10% of the total neuronal population in the mPFC, these neurons show 
pronounced firing during the 5-CSRTT delay period 42. Hence, a reduction in coordinated 
and synchronized interneuron firing may obscure any rise in pyramidal neuron activity. 
Alternatively, the decrease in signal we observed could be due to reduced pyramidal neuron 
activity. Optogenetic or chemogenetic manipulation of interneurons with simultaneous 
recording of activity of pyramidal neurons should clarify to what extent each population 
contributes to the decrease in signal we report; 2) We tagged neurons throughout the 
entire mPFC, which presumably includes many neurons related to the task. Therefore, a 
smaller subset of mPFC neurons with activity that increases with task difficulty might be 
more active, but their activity could be obscured by neurons not related to the task. For 
instance, projection-specific neurons can have specific task-related roles 106. In this scenario, 
reduced activity in the general neuronal population might actually help to raise activity 
in this specific subset above noise. 3) The observed decrease in activity is actually due to 
changes in the animal’s arousal state, indicating that the increased level of baseline activity 
was induced by the changes in task parameters during sessions with variable cue duration. 
The first two hypotheses could be tested by recording more specific neuronal populations. 
Obvious candidates would be striatal subregions and cortical neurons projecting to the 
DMS and DLS. The third hypothesis necessitates the investigation of neuromodulatory 
influences. It has been shown that acetylcholine release is increased in the mPFC during 
the cognitive control 160,161, and that inhibition of prefrontal cholinergic activity affects 
behavioral performance 162,163. The increased baseline activity could thus be due to an 




To conclude, this is the first study that has investigated the development of activity in mPFC 
subregions during the learning stages of the 5-CSRTT. Based on our results, we conclude 
that, as the task becomes more complex and more habitual, 1) dmPFC activity becomes 
more biased towards the first half of the delay period, while simultaneously showing an 
overall decrease throughout the delay period and 2) there is an overall decrease of activity 
in the vmPFC during all behavioral timepoints. These findings suggest that the dmPFC 




A) Left: Average of accuracy throughout training stages. Mean of all rats.
B) Same as A), but for omissions.
C) Same as A), but for premature responses.
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Supplementary Figure 2.
A) Overview of fiber photometry setup.
B) Example fiber photometry output trace during the behavioral session.
C) Example of fiber photometry signal across learning stages for a single dmPFC animal.





A) Mean correct trial δF/F photometry activity for 5-CSRTT learning stages in dmPFC (left) and 
vmPFC (right). Scale bar: x = 2s, y = 1% δF/F.
B) Correlations of correct trial δF/F photometry activity between stages with increasing distance 
(dmPFC). The signal is analyzed in three windows, from left to right: first half of the delay period 
(0-2.5 sec), second half of the delay period (2.5-5), and response window. Dots are individual data 
points, crosses reflect group means, and shaded areas reflect SEM. Red solid and dashed lines 
represent linear regression with 95% confidence bounds. ** indicates significant regression with 
p<0.001. Grey bars reflect compared stage distances with a significant difference between Delay0-
2.5 and Delay 2.5-5. * indicates p<0.05, Wilcoxon-Signed Rank test.
C) Same as B) but for vmPFC.
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Supplementary Figure 4.
A) Response latencies for correct trials in stage 3 and stage 9.
B) Activity traces for trials in stage 3 (dmPFC). Scale represents δF/F (vertical) and time (horizontal).





A) Non-normalized δF/F photometry activity of stage 3 and stage 9 in dmPFC.
B) Non-normalized δF/F photometry activity of stage 9 and variable cue duration (vCD) in dmPFC.
C) Same as A), but for vmPFC.
D) Same as B), but for a vmPFC animal.
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The 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT) is a widely used operant task for 
measuring attention and motor impulsivity in rodents. Training animals in this task 
requires an extensive period of daily operant sessions. Recently, a self-paced, automated 
version of this task has been developed for mice, which substantially reduces training 
time. Whether a similar approach is effective for rats is currently unknown. Here, we 
tested whether attention and impulsivity can be assessed in rats with a self-paced version 
of the 5-CSRTT. Operant boxes were connected to home-cages with tunnels. Two groups 
of rats self-paced their training by means of an automated script. The first group of 
animals was allowed unlimited access (UA) to start trials in the task; for the second 
group, trial availability was restricted to the first 2.5 h of the dark cycle (TR). Task 
parameter manipulations, such as variable inter-trial intervals and stimulus durations as 
well as pharmacological challenges with scopolamine, were tested to validate the task. 
Self-paced training took less than 1 week. Animals in the UA group showed higher levels 
of omissions compared with the TR group. In both protocols, variable inter-trial intervals 
increased impulsivity, and variable stimulus durations decreased attentional performance. 
Scopolamine affected cognitive performance in the TR group only. In conclusion, home-
cage-based training of the 5-CSRTT in rats, especially the TR protocol, presents a valid 
and fast alternative for measuring attention and impulsivity.
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INTRODUCTION
Animal models of executive functioning are pivotal to understanding the neurobiology 
of psychiatric illness. Executive function domains, such as attention and impulse control, 
are affected in several psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia and attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 164,165. The 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT) is a 
widely utilized behavioral paradigm for rodents to test visual sustained attention and motor 
impulsivity 166,167. In this task, animals are trained to scan a horizontal array of 5 apertures 
for the onset of a visual stimulus and withhold responding until its appearance. After a 
stimulus presentation in one of the pseudo-randomly chosen apertures, the animal must 
make a response in the form of a nose poke within a limited time window. From typically 
60 to 100 repetitions of these trials, attentional performance is deduced from the ratio of 
the number of correct and incorrect responses. Levels of motor impulsivity can be assessed 
from the number of premature responses before the onset of the visual cue. Importantly, 
possible non-specific effects of pharmacological or neuronal circuit interventions can be 
controlled for by assessing motor effects via different response latencies 15,166.
Before animals can perform this task reliably with a stimulus duration (SD) of typically 
0.5 to 1.0 s, weeks to months of operant training are required 15,168. Not only is this labor-
intensive, the long periods of food deprivation can add to the cumulative discomfort of 
animals during the experiment. Besides animal discomfort, idiosyncratic handling by the 
experimenter has been shown to alter behavioral outcomes in rats, such as learning and 
memory 169. Additionally, experimenter-induced interventions can increase corticosterone 
concentrations 170,171, which in turn could affect executive functioning 172.
A previous study asserted the efficacy of a self-paced variant of the 5-CSRTT (SP-5-
CSRTT) in mice. In that study, home-cages of animals were connected to operant 
5-CSRTT chambers (the so-called CombiCage), and mice could self-pace task progression 
with minimal interference by experimenters 21. This adaptation of the 5-CSRTT led to a 
marked reduction in time that animals took to learn the task. Although the researchers 
reported slight differences in baseline performance at a SD of 1 s between animals trained 
in the SP-5-CSRTT and a conventional 5-CSRTT protocol, effects of behavioral challenges 
on attention and impulse control were similar. Additionally, the use of the SP-5-CSRTT 
for drug testing was shown by a dose-dependent effect of scopolamine, an acetylcholine 
muscarinic receptor antagonist, on attentive behavior 21. Whether this approach could be 
applied to testing attention and impulse control in rats is unknown. Additionally, whether 
task availability in the home-cage setting is an important factor for learning speed and 




Here, we tested a modified version of the CombiCage SP-5-CSRTT, which was adjusted 
for rats. We measured training time and baseline performance and validated the SP-5-
CSRTT by randomly varying behavioral parameters and quantifying effects on attention 
and impulsivity. Finally, we tested the effects of scopolamine, a muscarinic acetylcholine 
receptor antagonist, which has been shown to impact attention and impulsivity in rats in 
the conventional 5-CSRTT (Robbins 2002).
METHODS
Animals
For training and testing in CombiCages, 36 male Long Evans rats (Janvier Labs, France, 8 
weeks old) were initially housed in pairs with food and water available ad libitum 1 week 
before the start of experiments. Next, animals were housed individually in CombiCages, 
and behavioral procedures were initiated. Rats were housed under a 12-h light/dark cycle 
(lights off at 12 PM). For the conventional 5-CSRTT training, 14 male Long Evans rats 
(Janvier Labs, France, 8 weeks old) were housed individually. Food restriction began 1 
week prior to behavioral training to achieve and maintain 85–90% of free feeding weight. 
Animals were trained daily for 5 days per week (Monday-Friday) as described in Luchicchi 
et al. (2016). One animal in the time-restricted (TR) group became sick after training 
and variable-ITI sessions and was excluded for the variable-SD session and scopolamine 
experiments. All experimental procedures were in accordance with the European and 
Dutch law and approved by the animal ethical care committee of the VU University and 
VU University Medical Center.
SP-5-CSRTT task
For construction of CombiCages, a standard makrolon home-cage was connected to an 
operant box (Med-Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA) with a custom-made polymer 
tube with a diameter of 10 cm. Operant chambers were on one side equipped with five 
cue holes, containing LED stimulus lights and infrared beam detectors. On the opposite 
wall, a food magazine, a red magazine light, and a yellow houselight were placed (FIG 1).
Rats were placed in CombiCages 2 days before the experiment started, and food was 
available ad libitum. After the start of the task, animals earned their food in the form 
of pellets in the task (Dustless Precision Pellets, grain-based, F0165, 45 mg, Bio-Serve, 
USA). Animals were weighed each day before onset of the dark cycle. Animals were not 
food restricted prior to the start of the training. If rats did not earn enough pellets to gain 
weight according to an 85–90% food restriction regime, additional chow was given. In 
the present study, no additional chow was necessary during training, animals in the TR-
group were fed extra chow after training to keep stable grow and performance during 
pharmacological testing.
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For training in the SP-5-CSRTT, the same training stages were applied as in conventional 
5-CSRTT training 21. First, animals learned to associate pellet delivery with reward during 
magazine training, and during 50 trials, a pellet was delivered after a variable inter-trial 
interval (ITI) of 4, 8, 16, or 32 s. Reward availability in the task was signaled by the 
magazine light, and collection of pellets triggered the next trial start. In the subsequent 
training stage, all five stimulus lights were lit until a nose-poke response was made in one 
of them to earn a reward. After 50 trials, animals moved on to the next stage. Here, a nose-
poke response in the food magazine started an ITI period of 5 s followed by presentation 
of randomly selected single stimulus light. A nose poke into the lit cue hole was rewarded 
with a pellet; incorrect nose pokes were not punished.
In the next stage, rats started trials with a nose poke in the food magazine, starting an ITI 
of 5 s. Subsequently, one of the 5 cue holes was lit for a certain SD. Initially, SDs were 16 s 
and were titrated down in five steps to 1 s for the final stage. Rats had to make a response 
in the lit stimulus hole during stimulus presentation or within a 2-s limited hold period 
after stimulus presentation. A lack of response was considered an omission and resulted in 
a time-out period of 5 s. Incorrect and premature responses, during the ITI, also resulted in 
a time-out period of 5 s. Additionally, these errors were signaled with the houselight that 
was switched on for the duration of the time-out period. Correct responses were rewarded 
with a food pellet. After reward collection in the food magazine, rats could start the next 
trial 5 s later with a subsequent nose poke in the food magazine. We refer to the period of 
reward collection before start of the next trial as the “eat-interval.”
For the SP-5-CSRTT protocols, the performance criterion to reach a following stage with 
shorter SD was a minimum of 50 started trials with accuracy levels (ratio of correct and 
incorrect responses, see below) > 80% and either omissions < 20% or number of correct 
trials > 200 in the current stage. These parameters were calculated online during task 
performance using a sliding window of 20 trials on which accuracy levels and percentage 
omissions were calculated. This approach was based on recent work in mice 21. If the 
animal passed the performance criterion in this block of 20 trials analyzed by the sliding 
window, the program automatically moved to the next stage 21.
Two different groups were trained in CombiCages with different trial availabilities. In the 
unlimited access (UA) protocol, animals could initiate trials 24 h per day, whereas in the 
TR protocol, rats could only start trials during the first 2.5 h of the dark cycle. To examine 
effects of manipulation of task parameters, both groups were subjected to a session with 
variable ITIs (5, 7.5, or 12.5 s) or variable SDs (0.2, 0.5, or 1 s). These sessions comprised 




In the conventional 5-CSRTT group, rats were trained in the same training stages as 
described for the home-cage protocols. The criterion to move on to the next stage was 
set at accuracy > 80% and omissions < 20%. Performance was calculated after each half-
hour session.
Figure 1 Schematic overview of the rat CombiCage. 
A standard macrolon home-cage is connected to a Med-Associates operant box by a polymer 
connection tube (diameter 10 cm). The operant box is equipped with a food magazine connected 
to a pellet dispenser. On the opposite wall, five equally spaced cue holes are positioned with yellow 
LEDs. Each cue hole is equipped with an infrared response detector to measure nose-poke responses.
Drug administration
Scopolamine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in 0.9% 
saline and injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) 20 min prior to the start of the dark phase. 
Scopolamine was freshly prepared on each test day, and doses were administered using a 
Latin square design on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Animals continued with training 
on Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Data analysis and statistics
All data were acquired with MED-PC software (Med-Associates, USA). Data analyses 
and statistics were done with custom-written scripts in MATLAB (Mathworks, USA). 
Accuracy was calculated a: (#correct) / ((#correct + #incorrect) * 100). Omissions and 
premature responses were expressed as percentage of the total number of trials. Correct-
response latency was expressed as the time in seconds between stimulus onset and a correct 
response. Magazine latency was expressed as the time in seconds between the correct 
response and pellet collection. Trials with a magazine latency > 10 s were excluded from 
further analysis. Normality of the data was tested with the Shapiro-Wilk test.
For comparison of training time and the number of required trials per training stage in 
the different groups, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test and two-way mixed repeated-measures 
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ANOVA were used with group as between-subjects factor. Post hoc testing was performed 
using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests or t tests with Benjamin-Hochberg false discovery rate 
(FDR) to adjust p values for multiple comparisons 173.
To compare baseline performance between groups, a block of 500 trials at SD1 for the UA 
group after passing SD1 criterion was compared with a 2.5-h session of SD1 trials for the 
TR group. Additionally, we compared baseline performance of the first 100 trials of the 
dark cycle for the TR and UA protocol with the CT baseline session. For both analyses, t 
tests or Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed.
Behavioral challenges with variable ITI or SD were only performed in the SP-5-CSRTT 
protocols and were analyzed using two-way mixed repeated-measures ANOVAs. To test 
differences in the number of started trials, accuracy, premature responses, and omissions 
between the dark period and light period for the UA group, t tests on grand means were 
performed.
The effect of scopolamine was tested in 2.5-h variable-ITI sessions (TR group), or data 
from the first 2.5 h in the dark cycle was analyzed (UA group). 2.5-h sessions were split 
in 30-min blocks for analyses. For the different behavioral parameters, two-way mixed 
repeated-measures ANOVAs were employed with dose and time as within-subject factors. 
Post hoc testing was performed with FDR-controlled t tests or Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. 
In all cases, the significance level was set at p < 0.05.
RESULTS
Training time is less than 1 week in SP-5-CSRTT
To test whether attention and impulsivity in rats can be assessed using an automated, 
self-paced task, as previously described for mice 21, we trained two groups of rats in an 
automated, modified home-cage version of the 5-CSRTT. Briefly, the home-cage of the 
animals was connected to an operant cage with a tunnel creating a CombiCage (FIG 1). 
To test whether limited trial availability would increase motivation and affect learning 
speed and performance of animals, two protocols were tested that differed solely in trial 
availability. In the first protocol, the UA group could start trials throughout light and dark 
cycles for 24 h, whereas in the second protocol, the TR group could only start trials during 
the first 2.5 h of the dark cycle. Additionally, we have included data from a group of rats 
conventionally trained in the 5-CSRTT, by means of daily 30-min training sessions 149. 
This data was included to show training and baseline performance of animals that were 




Figure 2 Training time to SD1 criterion performance is less than 1 week in home-cage 5CSRTT protocols.
a. Number of training sessions (conventional protocol) or training days (home-cage protocol) to SD1 
criterion in the task. b. Total number of trials to reach SD1 criterion. CT, conventional training; 
UA, unlimited access; TR, time-restricted. c. Number of trials to reach criterion performance during 
each learning stage of the task for the different protocols. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. n = 14 
for conventional training (CT), n = 12 for both the unlimited access (UA), and time-restricted group 
(TR). * p < 0.01 Wilcoxon rank-sum test or t test between UA and TR protocol. Conventional training 
separated by vertical dashed line
Animals in both the UA and TR group were trained to SD 1 criterion in less than 7 days 
(Table 1, FIG 2a). In particular, rats in the UA group finished training in less than 3.5 days 
and were quicker than the TR group (FIG 2a; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.01). However, 
the total number of trials that was required to finish SD1 to stable baseline performance 
criterion was less for the TR group (FIG 2b; t test, p < 0.01). Closer inspection of the 
number of trials required per stage of the task did reveal differences in learning between 
the groups (FIG 2c; group × stage: F [5,110] = 4.26, p < 0.01). Specifically, learning of the 
final stage, SD1, required less trials for the TR group compared with the UA protocol (FIG 
2c; FDR-corrected Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.01).
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Table 1 Summary of training variables and performance for conventional training and both the 





Number of rats 12 12 14
Days to finish SD1 criterion 3.29 ± 0.76 6.55 ± 2.99 23.21 ± 6.13
Number of trials to SD1 criterion 1499 ± 522 1023 ± 717 1347 ± 409
Weight difference (% start vs end training) +2 ± 2.8 +1 ± 1.9 NA
Earned pellets / day 282 ± 41 268 ± 29 60.71 ± 7.97
Punishment after error TO + HL on TO + HL on TO + HL off
Eat-interval (s) 5 5 0
Performance at SD1
Started trials per session / day (#) 832 ± 182 390 ± 60 100 ± 0
Accuracy (%) 83.11 ± 8.12 84.63 ± 4.32 84.61 ± 5.84
Omissions (%) 49.52 ± 8.14 20.03 ± 8.31 17.46 ± 7.65
Premature responses (%) 0.12 ± 0.08 0.32 ± 0.26 10.90 ± 5.14
Correct response latency (s) 1.66 ± 0.29 1.41 ± 0.30 0.66 ± 0.36
Magazine latency (s) 2.21 ± 0.47 2.05 ± 0.41 1.51 ± 0.48
First 100 trials SD1 session
Accuracy (%) 80.33 ± 11.69 83.55 ± 5.72 84.61 ± 5.84
Omissions (%) 51 ± 10.28 16.33 ± 8.42 17.46 ± 7.65
Premature responses (%) 0.33 ± 0.49 1.17 ± 1.53 10.90 ± 5.14
Correct response latency (s) 1.67 ± 0.27 1.45 ± 0.34 0.66 ± 0.36
Magazine latency (s) 2.09 ± 0.42 2.11 ± 0.44 1.51 ± 0.48
TO = 5 s time-out; HL = houselight. Data are expressed as mean ± SD.
Stable baseline performance in the SP-5-CSRTT
Similar to mice 21, in rats, the UA group also started significantly more trials during 
the dark phase of day-night cycles (91.1% of total) than during the light phase (FIG 3a, 
p < 0.001). In addition, accurate responding was higher during the dark phase (FIG 3b, 
p < 0.001), and omissions were lower, compared with the light phase (FIG 3c, p = 0.018). 
Surprisingly, the percentage of premature responses, a measure for motor impulsivity, was 
below 1% of the number of trials. Levels of premature responding did not differ between 
the light or dark phase (FIG 3d, p = 0.097). Since animals started trials almost exclusively 
during the dark phase and because of differences in task performance during the light 
and dark phase, we will henceforth only report behavioral parameters analyzed for trials 




Figure 3 Behavioral performance over the light/dark cycle in the unlimited access group. 
a–d Performance in home-cage 5C unlimited protocol distributed over the day. Time is indicated as 
hour of the day, and time bins in shading represent the dark phase of the day. * p < 0.05 paired t test 
light vs dark phase. n = 12. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM
Next, we analyzed baseline SD1 performance across behavioral parameters and compared 
them between protocols (Table 1). The UA group rats started more than 800 trials per 
day on average, whereas the TR group started close to 400 trials (FIG 4a). Accuracy, the 
measure for attention, did not differ between protocols (FIG 4b, t test, p = 0.64), with rats 
in all groups reaching levels of approximately 85% correct choice at SD1. Interestingly, 
the percentage of omitted trials markedly differed between protocols (FIG 4c, t test, 
p < 0.001). UA group rats showed almost three times more omissions than the TR group. 
Premature responding was reduced in the UA group compared with the TR protocol (FIG 
4d, t test, p < 0.05). Finally, whereas correct-response latencies were slightly elevated in the 
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UA group compared with the TR protocol (FIG 4e, t test, p = 0.04), magazine latencies 
were comparable (FIG 4f, t test, p = 0.35). When we compared the first 100 trials of the 
UA and TR session, we only found significant differences in the percentage of omissions 
between the protocols (Table 1, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.0001).
Figure 4 Behavioral performance at SD1 in the conventional 5CSRTT task and home-cage 5CSRTT protocols. 
a. Number of started trials per session (conventional 5C) or per day (home-cage protocols). 
b-f. Performance at SD1, data displayed for the measured task parameters. * p < 0.05 t test between 
UA and TR protocol. Conventional training separated by vertical dashed line. CT, conventional 
training; UA, unlimited access; TR, time-restricted. n = 14 for conventional training, n = 12 for each 
home-cage 5C group.
SP-5-CSRTT performance is modulated by variable ITI and SD manipulations
Since we observed differences in baseline performance in the SP-5-CSRTT compared 




performance equally in the different protocols. For this, we subjected rats from the UA 
and TR group to days with either a variable ITI or a variable SD. Randomly varying the 
ITI between 5, 7.5, and 12.5 s affected accuracy to the same extent in both groups (FIG 
5a, ITI: F [2,42] = 5.18, p < 0.01; group × ITI: F [2,22] = 1.97, p = 0.15). However, post 
hoc testing revealed no significant differences in accuracy between trials with different 
ITI durations. The percentage of omitted trials was significantly decreased for the UA 
group on trials with the longest ITI (FIG 5b, ITI: F [2,42] = 6.57, p < 0.01; group × ITI: 
F [2,22] = 10.08, p < 0.001). Premature responses were significantly and differentially 
increased in the UA and TR group (FIG 5c, ITI: F [2,42] = 23.42, p < 0.001; group × ITI: 
F [2,22] = 8.3, p < 0.001), with the TR group showing the strongest increase in premature 
responding at the longest ITI.
Variable SDs between 1, 0.5, and 0.2 s significantly affected accuracy to the same 
extent in both protocols, with a decrease at shorter SDs (FIG 5d, SD: F [2,42] = 68.45, 
p < 0.001; group × SD: F [2,22], p = 0.3). Omissions were differentially increased in the 
groups, with increments in the UA group at 0.5 and 0.2 s, whereas only the shortest SD 
increased omissions in the TR group (FIG 5e, SD: F [2,42] = 81.34, p < 0.001; SD × group: F 
[2,22] = 7.14, p < 0.001). Premature responses were not affected in either group by varying 
the SD (FIG 5f, SD: F [2,42] = 0.57, p = 0.57; SD × group: F [2,22] = 0.42, p = 0.66). Taken 
together, these data show that varying ITIs mainly affected premature responding in both 
groups, with subtle effects on omissions in the UA group, whereas variable SD conditions 
caused decrements in accuracy and increments in omissions in both UA and TR group, 
similar to what has been reported previously in the conventional 5-CSRTT 9,10.
Effects of scopolamine on behavioral performance
During the scopolamine experiments, one animal in the TR group and one animal in the 
UA group did not start trials after the high dose (0.3 mg/kg) and were therefore excluded 
from analyses. For further pharmacological validation of the SP-5-CSRTT protocols, 
we used scopolamine, a muscarinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist. Scopolamine has 
previously been shown to affect multiple aspects of executive functioning in both the 
conventional 5-CSRTT in rats, as well as the automated home-cage 5-CSRTT in mice 
21,174,175. The 2.5-h session of the TR group was analyzed in five 30-min blocks considering 
the short half-life of scopolamine in rats 176. For the UA group, we analyzed the first 2.5 h 
in 30-min blocks. 
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Figure 5 Behavioral performance in home-cage 5C is affected by varying SD and ITI. 
a–c. Effect of varying the inter-trial interval (var-ITI) on selected task parameters. * p < 0.05 FDR-
corrected paired t test vs ITI = 5 s. The color of the asterisk depicts in which group the difference is detected. 
d–f. Effect of varying the stimulus duration (var-SD) on selected task parameters. * p < 0.05 FDR-
corrected paired t test vs SD = 1 s. The color of the asterisk depicts which group the difference is detected. 
UA, unlimited access (n = 12); TR, time-restricted protocol (n = 11). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM
In the TR SP-5-CSRTT protocol, scopolamine decreased the number of started trials 
throughout the 2.5-h session and to a similar extent across the 30-min blocks. The number 
of started trials also decreased over time in a session (FIG 6a, dose: F [2,9] = 18.44, 
p < 0.001, time: F [4,9] = 5.37, p < 0.01, dose × time: F [8,9] = 1.06, p = 0.4). The high 
dose of scopolamine, 0.3 mg/kg, decreased accuracy of responding in the first and last 
half hour block of the session (FIG 6b, dose: F [2,9] = 4.88, p < 0.05, time: F [4,9] = 5.59, 
p < 0.01, dose × time: F [8,9] = 2.56, p < 0.05). Omissions were dose-dependently increased 
by scopolamine throughout the entire session (FIG 6c, dose: F [2,9] = 13.59, p < 0.001, 
time: F [4,9] = 4.06, p < 0.01, dose × time: F [8,9] = 1.65, p = 0.13). Scopolamine specifically 
increased premature responses during the first half hour block at the highest dose, 
and overall premature responding decreased over time (FIG 6d, dose: F [2,9] = 2.25, 
p = 0.13, time: F [4,9] = 9.26, p < 0.001, dose × time: F [8,9] = 2.5, p < 0.05). Correct-
response latencies were increased by scopolamine throughout the session (FIG 6e, dose: F 
[2,9] = 6.72, p < 0.01, time: F [4,9] = 2.87, p < 0.05, dose × time: F [8,9] = 1.87, p = 0.08). 




over the half hour time blocks (FIG 6f, dose: F [2,9] = 1.71, p = 0.21, time: F [4,9] = 10.2, 
p < 0.001, dose × time: F [8,9] = 1.09, p = 0.38). In conclusion, scopolamine affected 
attention and impulse control performance in the TR SP-5-CSRTT similarly as has been 
reported previously for the conventional 5-CSRTT and SP-5-CSRTT in mice 21,174,175.
Figure 6 Scopolamine affects cognitive parameters in time-restricted (TR) home-cage 5C task. 
a. Scopolamine decreased the number of started trials over the session. * p < 0.05 main effect dose 
repeated-measures ANOVA. b. Accuracy was reduced by the highest dose of scopolamine in the first 
and fifth time block. * p < 0.05 FDR-corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank test 0.3 mg/kg vs saline. c. 
Scopolamine increased the percentage of omitted trials over the session. * p < 0.05. d. Scopolamine 
increased the percentage of premature responses in the first time block of the session. *p < 0.05 
FDR-corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank test 0.3 mg/kg vs saline. e. Correct-response latency was 
increased after scopolamine administration. * p < 0.05 main effect dose repeated-measures ANOVA. 
f. Scopolamine did not affect the magazine latency. n = 10. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM
In the UA SP-5-CSRTT protocol, scopolamine did not affect the number of started trials, 
but this variable was affected by time (FIG 7a, dose: F [2,10] = 1.33, p = 0.29, time: F 
[4,10] = 8.87, p < 0.001, dose × time: F [8,10] = 0.82, p = 0.59). Accurate responding was not 
affected by scopolamine administration or by time (FIG 7b, dose: F [2,10] = 0.11, p = 0.9, 
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time: F [4,10] = 1.19, p = 0.33, dose × time: F [8,10] = 1.01, p = 0.43). Scopolamine did not 
alter omissions in the task, which were affected by time (FIG 7c, dose: F [2,10] = 2.13, 
p = 0.15, time: F [4,10] = 5.4, p < 0.01, dose × time: F [8,10] = 1.49, p = 0.18). Premature 
responses were not affected by either scopolamine or time (FIG 7d, dose: F [2,10] = 3.23, 
p = 0.06, time: F [4,10] = 0.94, p = 0.45, dose × time: F [8,10] = 0.77, p = 0.63). Scopolamine 
increased correct-response latencies throughout the session (FIG 7e, dose: F [2,10] = 4.31, 
p < 0.05, time: F [4,10] = 0.81, dose × time: F [8,10] = 1.17, p = 0.33). Finally, magazine 
latencies were not altered by scopolamine administration (FIG 7f, dose: F [2,10] = 1.51, 
p = 0.25, time: F [4,10] = 1.95, p = 0.13, dose × time: F [8,10] = 1, p = 0.44). In summary, 
scopolamine failed to affect attention and inhibitory control in the UA SP-5-CSRTT 
protocol but increased correct-response latencies.
Figure 7 Scopolamine does not affect attention and inhibitory control in unlimited access (UA) 
home-cage 5C task. 
a–f Effect of scopolamine on selected task parameters. Scopolamine increased the correct-response 
latency but did not alter other parameters. * p < 0.05 main effect dose repeated-measures ANOVA. 





We present an automated home-cage-based version of the 5-CSRTT for rats, as was 
previously developed for mice 21. Our main findings are that in the SP-5-CSRTT, training 
time was less than 1 week and that animals gained weight during training without the 
necessity of prior food restriction. SP-5-CSRTT was sensitive to behavioral challenges in 
similar fashion as demonstrated in the conventional 5-CSRTT, whereas only in the TR-
group, pharmacological interventions with scopolamine were effective.
Conventional 5-CSRTT requires long training periods 15,149,177,178. Rats with UA to SP-5-
CSRTT finished training in less than 4 days, while rats with TR access finished within 
1 week. The training time reduction most likely results from the increased number of 
trials that rats performed each day. Interestingly, the total number of trials to reach SD1 
criterion was reduced for the TR protocol. A closer look at the number of required trials 
per stage revealed that learning dynamics differed between protocols. Rats trained in the 
TR protocol required less trials to learn the final stage under SD1 conditions. One factor 
contributing to this different rate of learning could be the continuous food availability in 
the UA protocol. This might increase satiety and decrease motivation, possibly reflected 
by the increase in percentage omissions as discussed below.
Baseline performance in SP-5-CSRTT differed on several parameters between protocols. 
Rats in the UA group started trials preferably in the dark phase compared with the 
light phase 21,179,180. Omissions were dramatically increased in the UA group, possibly 
resulting from reduced motivation or reduced salience of visual cues in light surroundings. 
Restriction of trial accessibility (TR) strongly reduced levels of omissions in the SP-5-
CSRTT. In human subjects, similar observations have been made regarding time limits in 
motivation and task performance. When subjects were given twice the necessary amount 
of time needed for solving an addition task, it not only took longer to complete the task, 
but easier task goals were set 181. To our knowledge, our study is the first to directly 
compare effects of time limits on task performance in rodents. In addition, levels of 
premature responding were lower in both home-cage 5-CSRTT protocols. In mice, no 
differences in levels of premature responding or increases in omissions were reported 
between conventional training and home-cage 5-CSRTT 21. This might be due to subtle 
differences in task design, such as a longer eat-ITI in the mouse SP-5-CSRTT protocol 
or to inherent differences in premature responding strategies between mice and rats as 
previously reported 182,183.
A potential caveat could be differences in signaling of response errors in the tasks. In the 
conventional 5-CSRTT, error are punished by time-out periods signaled through house-
light extinction 10. In SP-5-CSRTT, time-out periods were signaled by turning on the house-
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light. Despite this, behavioral challenges, such as varying ITI or SD, resulted in similar 
effects to conventional 5-CSRTT 15,184,185. Varying the ITI led to increased premature 
responding and decreased omissions. Increasing ITI durations has previously been reported 
to lower omissions in rats 185, yet increases in omissions have also been shown 16,186. This 
may result from shorter limited hold periods urging faster responses following stimulus 
presentation. Shortening SDs decreased accurate choice as well as increased the percentage 
of omitted trials 15,187. Thus in SP-5-CSRTT, variable ITIs mainly affected impulsive 
responding, while variable SDs mainly affected attentional performance. The validity 
of the SP-5-CSRTT for drug screening was demonstrated by scopolamine (muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptor antagonist) challenges, which have been well characterized in 
both mice and rats in conventional 5-CSRTT 21,174,175. Reported effects of scopolamine 
on attention and inhibitory control were replicated in the TR protocol, but not in the UA 
protocol. Scopolamine decreased accuracy mainly in the first half hour block of the TR 
protocol. Additionally, premature responding was specifically increased in the first half 
hour, in line with plasma half-life of scopolamine 176. In contrast, the number of started 
trials, correct-response latency, and omissions were affected throughout the entire session. 
Whereas in mice, scopolamine has been shown to robustly decrease accurate responding, 
in rats, results are inconsistent in literature 21,174. Similar to our findings, decrements in 
accuracy have been reported 188,189. In contrast, several other studies found no effect of 
scopolamine on accurate choice in rats 175,190,191. Interestingly, effects of scopolamine on 
accurate choice were mainly found under more challenging conditions, such as white 
noise distraction 188, or by reducing SDs 189. In the present study, animals were tested with 
long, variable ITI sessions to increase task unpredictability. Possibly, scopolamine affects 
attentional parameters when the cognitive load is increased. Alternatively, scopolamine 
effects may be rat strain-dependent, similar to effects of nicotine in the 5-CSRTT 192.
In the TR protocol, scopolamine also increased omission rate and decreased number of 
started trials throughout the entire 2.5-h duration of the session, suggesting decreased 
motivation. This could indicate that scopolamine impacts cognitive functions for a short 
period after injection, whereas its effects on motivation are longer-lasting. Reduced 
motivation may also be the main effect of scopolamine in the UA protocol, where we 
only found an increase in correct-response latency and no effect on accurate choice and 
premature responding. This finding is in contrast with the results in the TR protocol 
in rats and findings in mice where scopolamine did affect impulsivity and attentional 
processes in the SP-5-CSRTT 21. We hypothesize that the lower number of started trials in 
a specific time bin and the higher level of omissions in the UA protocol reflect diminished 
engagement in the task as mentioned above. This would make the UA protocol less valid 
for pharmacological testing than conventional 5-CSRTT or the TR protocol, especially 
for drugs with a short half-life like scopolamine. Careful consideration for the selection 




One remaining question is how the SP-5-CSRTT contributes to habitual versus goal-
directed responding in this task compared with conventional training. Learning of this 
task is based on reinforcement and continuation of similar task contingencies after reaching 
criterion performance results in stimulus-response habits or overtraining 193. This habitual 
form of responding lacks signs of cognitive contributions and exhibits insensitivity to value 
of the outcome and to changes in action-outcome contingencies 194,195. To our knowledge, 
the transition from goal-directed behavior to habitual responding has not directly been 
studied in the 5-CSRTT, by, for instance, changing action-outcome contingencies, i.e., 
by rewarding only 50% of correct responses and assess effects on performance. Since 
the SP-5-CRTT protocols allow the animals to perform more trials per day, they will 
potentially overtrain more quickly in the task. We therefore recommend that testing of 
pharmacological compounds takes place in cognitively challenging sessions, which require 
the animal to break fixed response routines.
A potential caveat of the SP-5-CSRTT is that rats were housed individually in CombiCages. 
Social isolation in rats can lead to increased stress levels and altered neuroendocrine 
state, particularly during early weaning 196–198, which has been found to impact executive 
functions in rats 199,200. Notably, these effects are most pronounced when social isolation 
occurs following early weaning, for instance starting at postnatal day 21. Our SP-5CSRTT 
training started when animals were at least 63 days old. It has recently been shown that 
prolonged individual housing of adult rats did not influence corticosterone concentration, 
hippocampal long-term potentiation measurements, and object place recognition 201. 
Combined with the restricted amount of experimental time, self-paced training, and less 
food restriction, stress effects are most likely limited in SP-5CSRTT. Social housing and 
home-cage testing can be combined in rats 180 and are important points of improvement 
of the SP-5-CSRTT. Secondly, the accelerated learning rate and format of the task might 
influence the neurobiological correlates of behavioral performance when compared with the 
conventional 5-CSRTT. Nevertheless, home-cage-based training of rats in the SP-5-CSRTT 
provides a rapid and reliable alternative for conventional training in the task to measure 
attention and motor impulsivity. The short training time opens up new possibilities and 
allows, for instance, specific testing of young or adolescent rats, which in the conventional 
paradigm is not possible due to time constraints. Thereby, SP-5CSRTT is highly suited to 
address questions involving pharmacological challenges or to investigate the physiological 
mechanisms of attention and motor impulsivity during limited time windows.
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Bi-directional command of cognitive control by 
distinct prefrontal cortical output neurons  




The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) steers goal-directed actions and withholds 
inappropriate behavior. Dorsal and ventral mPFC (dmPFC/vmPFC) circuits have distinct 
roles in cognitive control, but underlying mechanisms are poorly understood. In this study, 
we provide anatomical, in vitro electrophysiological, behavioral, and neurophysiological 
evidence for distinct roles of four distinct prefrontal projection pathways in behavior. We 
used neuroanatomical tracing techniques, in vitro electrophysiology, chemogenetics and 
fiber photometry in freely behaving rats, to characterize dmPFC and vmPFC outputs to 
distinct thalamic and striatal subdomains and show that they have dissociable roles in 
cognitive control. We identify four spatially segregated projection neuron populations in 
the mPFC. Next, we show that postsynaptic striatal and thalamic neurons differentially 
process synaptic inputs from dmPFC and vmPFC, highlighting mechanisms that potentially 
amplify distinct pathways underlying cognitive control of behavior. Chemogenetic silencing 
shows that dmPFC and vmPFC projections to lateral and medial mediodorsal thalamus 
subregions oppositely regulate cognitive control. In addition, dmPFC neurons projecting 
to striatum and thalamus divergently regulate cognitive control. Finally, we show that 
these projections distinctly encode behavior using fiber photometry. Collectively, we show 
that mPFC output pathways targeting anatomically and functionally distinct striatal and 
thalamic subregions encode bi-directional command of cognitive control.
Keywords
Projection-specific; prefrontal cortex; cognitive control; 5-CSRTT; chemogenetics; fiber 
photometry
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INTRODUCTION
Cognitive control involves the ability to suppress undesirable actions and remain attentive 
to relevant stimuli. The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is highly involved in these processes, 
as shown in lesion, pharmacological, optogenetic and chemogenetic experiments 16,17,149,202. 
Distinct neuronal activation patterns across mPFC subregions, cell types, and behavioral 
subdomains often underlie attention and inhibitory control 40,41,202. However, there is substantial 
heterogeneity in timing, location and origin of brain activity associated with behavior 52. For 
instance, the dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC; defined here as premotor, dorsal prelimbic and anterior 
cingulate cortex) has been associated with longer windows of activity than the ventral mPFC 
(vmPFC; as the infralimbic and ventral prelimbic cortex) during delay periods in cognitive 
control tasks 149. Neurons in the dmPFC and vmPFC can further be classified based on their 
projection target and transcriptomic profile 25,29,58. Functional studies have established a 
role for projection-specific mPFC populations in goal-directed behavior 14,80. This suggests 
that studying the function of projection-specific neurons may lead to better understanding 
of the role of specific neural populations and circuits in attention and inhibitory control.
Several downstream targets of the mPFC are associated with attention and inhibitory 
control. The mediodorsal thalamus (MD) contains medial and lateral subregions (MDM/
MDL), which are reciprocally connected to the vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively. These 
circuits maintain activity during delay periods in cognitive control tasks, and are thought to 
guide correct behavioral output by maintaining a representation of a task rule 66,68,122,123,127. 
Likewise, the dorsomedial and ventromedial striatum (DMS/VMS) have both been linked 
to inhibitory control and attention 4,18, and receive input from the dmPFC and vmPFC, 
respectively. Moreover, specific mPFC→DMS projections are linked to development of 
cognitive control and increased delay activity 14,62, whereas mPFC→VMS projections are 
associated with anticipation and reward processing during cognitive control tasks 46,80,203. 
This indicates that prefrontal populations can be separated based on projection target and 
that they are distinctly involved in behavior. However, the exact role and timing of activity 
of these pathways in cognitive control is unknown.
We provide evidence for the existence of four distinct prefrontal efferent pathways, which 
are involved inhibitory control and attention. Neuroanatomical tracing using retrograde 
virus and retrobeads was used to identify corticothalamic and corticostriatal projection 
neurons. We then report distinct postsynaptic responses to prefrontal stimulation in striatal 
and thalamic neurons. Next, we measured behavioral performance in rats using a self-paced 
5-choice serial reaction time task (CombiCage; 23). We then tested the causal role of each 
projection in attention and inhibitory control using chemogenetics, which suggested distinct 
roles in inhibitory control depending on projection target and population location in the 




and found that projection populations had distinct activation patterns. Collectively, we here 
demonstrate a distinct role for each projection pathway in cognitive control.
RESULTS
Distinct distribution of prefrontal projection neurons
Pyramidal neurons projecting to the MD and striatum are located across the dmPFC and 
vmPFC 25,29. However, whether these neurons belong to distinct projection populations is 
unclear. Therefore, we first expressed eYFP in the dmPFC or vmPFC and observed axonal 
eYFP expression in MD and striatum subdomains (Figure S1a-d). We next infused retrobeads 
in the MD and striatum subdomains with a high degree of eYFP-positive axons. Quantification 
of labeled mPFC somata across three anterior-posterior-locations revealed a gradient of 
retrobead-positive neurons along the dorsoventral axis, as well as a gradient across cortical 
layers. We found that 90±2.25% (490.77±39.35 cells/mm2) of MDL-projecting neurons were 
in dmPFC areas, with the remaining cells (52.93±13.38) located in the vmPFC (Figure 1a), 
and 81±3.07% (311.31±33.19) of all MDM-projecting neurons were found in the vmPFC 
with the remaining neurons (76.64±21.28) situated in the dmPFC (Figure 1b). MD-projecting 
mPFC neurons were primarily found in deep layers, while striatum-projecting mPFC neurons 
were located in layers 2/3 and 5. Of all DMS-projecting neurons 82±1.6% (707,17±25.98) 
were located in the dmPFC with the remaining part (148.87±16.35) being in the vmPFC 
(Figure 1c). Of all VMS-projection neurons 75±1.98% (380.42±58.30) were located in the 
vmPFC with the remaining neurons (132.20±13.71) located in the dmPFC (Figure 1d). Layer 
distributions of MDL- projecting and DMS-projecting neurons in the dmPFC, and MDM- 
projecting and VMS-projecting neurons in the vmPFC were significantly different (MDL/
DMS: χ2[2] = 54.97, p<0.0001; MDM/VMS: χ2[2] = 103.80, p<0.0001). Neuron distribution 
revealed by retrobead labeling was confirmed by injection of retrograde CAV2-Cre in 
target areas combined with cre-dependent eYFP expression in the mPFC (Figure S1e-h).
Cortical neurons can project to multiple target regions through axon collaterals 67,205. 
Moreover, while projection neuron location was biased to layers, the layers did not 
exclusively contain neurons projecting to a single target area (Figure 1a-d). To test whether 
single neurons project to both the MD and striatum, we separately injected CAV2-cre 
and retro-FLPo in the MD and striatum combined with cre-dependent eYFP expression 
and FLPo-dependent mCherry expression in the mPFC (Figure 1e-f). Only a minority of 
dmPFC neurons (0.80%, 6/747) and vmPFC neurons (0.64%, 7/1101) were positive for 
both mCherry and eYFP (Figure 1e-f), suggesting that most neurons specifically project 
to either the MD or striatum. Additionally, no eYFP- or mCherry-positive neurons were 
positive for GAD-67, excluding the possibility that long-range interneurons were present 
206. Together, these data suggest that the majority of MD- and striatum-projecting mPFC 
neurons form largely distinct pyramidal neuron populations.
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Figure 1. Distinct distribution of prefrontal projection neurons.
a) Distribution of MDL-projecting neurons at three mPFC (anterior-posterior (AP) locations relative 
to bregma. Top left: retrobead injection location. Top middle: retrobead-labeled somata. Middle row: 
Labeled neuron distribution across mPFC. Bottom row: Neuron distribution across layers. Top right: 
retrobead labeling in MDL. Scale 500µm. Middle right: labeled mPFC cells. Scale 500µm. Bottom 
right: close-up of mPFC cell bodies. Scale 200µm. Bar graphs represent mean±SEM. Data points 
represent individual rats (n=3).
b-d) Similar to (a), but for MDM-projecting neurons (b), DMS-projecting neurons (c), and VMS-
projecting neurons (d).
e) Distribution of MD- and striatum-projecting mPFC neurons in dmPFC. Top left: virus injection 
protocol. Bottom left: eYFP, mCherry and GAD-67 stainings. Top right: labeled neuron distribution. 
Pie chart: quantification of projection neurons (blue: MDL-projecting neurons, pink: DMS+MDL-
projections, orange: DMS-projections, grey: GAD-67-positive). Scale 500µm. Group size: n = 2.
f) Same as (e), but for vmPFC neurons projecting to VMS and MDM. Pie chart: projection neuron 
quantification (green: MDM-projecting neurons, orange: MDM+VMS-projections, purple: VMS-




Distinct functional properties of mPFC output pathways
Next, we wanted to investigate if the difference between mPFC output pathways to the MD 
and striatum were also reflected in the postsynaptic neuronal properties. If and how these 
mPFC-innervated neurons differ across the subdomains of the MD and striatum is poorly 
understood. Therefore, we tested whether postsynaptic dmPFC→MDL, vmPFC→MDM, 
dmPFC→DMS, or vmPFC→VMS neurons showed differential synaptic input properties, 
passive and active electrophysiological properties that could contribute to differential 
information processing in support of behavior. We performed whole-cell recordings in 
acute thalamic or striatal slices from animals injected with AAV9-Syn-Chronos-GFP in 
dmPFC or vmPFC (Figure 2a-c). The mPFC and MD are interconnected through dense 
reciprocal connections 67. Therefore, we additionally injected red retrobeads in the mPFC to 
target reciprocally connected MD neurons and recorded light-evoked postsynaptic currents. 
To prevent overstimulation, we adjusted the light intensity of the first pulse to an intensity 
that approximated a half maximum peak amplitude in the evoked postsynaptic current. 
Excitatory inputs from both dmPFC and vmPFC neurons to MDL and MDM neurons 
showed pronounced paired-pulse facilitation (Figure 2b; Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple 
comparisons test, main pulse effect MDL: χ2[4]=62.44, p<0.0001, Main pulse effect 
MDM: χ2[4]=66.57, p<0.0001; PSC1 vs. PSC3 to PSC5, p<0.05). In the striatum, we targeted 
medium spiny neurons and recorded light-evoked postsynaptic currents. Excitatory inputs 
from vmPFC to VMS showed paired pulse depression, while the overall mean of dmPFC 
to DMS synaptic inputs showed no facilitation (Figure 2d, Friedman with Dunn’s test: 
main pulse effect DMS: χ2[4]=15.70, p=0.0035; PSC1 vs. PSCn, p>0.05, Main pulse effect 
VMS: χ2[4]=44.90, p<0.0001, PSC1 vs. PSC3 to 5, p<0.05; VMS vs. DMS, stim2-5, p<0.05).
Next, we compared passive and active electrophysiological properties of the same 
postsynaptic neurons in the MD and striatum. Input resistance, membrane time constant 
(tau), capacitance and sag ratio were determined using hyperpolarizing steps from -70mV 
in current-clamp configuration. MDM neurons that were reciprocally connected to the 
vmPFC showed larger input resistance and larger membrane time constant compared 
to MDL neurons, while capacitance and sag ratio were similar (Figure 2e-f, Figure 
S2a-b; Mann-Whitney U-test: Rinput MDL = 99.00MΩ, MDM = 143.90MΩ, U = 51.00, 
p=0.0005; Tau, MDL = 16.09ms, MDM = 21.65ms, U = 77, p=0.0120). DMS and VMS 
neurons showed no differences in passive and active electrophysiological properties (Figure 
2g-h, Figure S2c-d). The input-output relationship was tested using depolarizing steps 
from -70mV in current-clamp configuration. In correspondence with their higher input 
resistance, MDM neurons showed an increased steady state action potential firing rate in 
response to depolarizing current steps, but no change in burst firing, compared to MDL 
neurons (Figure 2i; Friedman test: Main effect MDL (burst): χ2[4]=36.95, p<0.0001, main 
effect MDM (burst): χ2[4]=47.32, p<0.0001; Main effect MDL (steady state): χ2[4]=7.07, 
p=0.1319, main effect MDM (steady state): χ2[4]=30.01, p<0.0001; MDL vs. MDM, 150 
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pA: U=187, p=0.0192, 200 pA: U=182, p=0.0192) Both dorsal and ventral striatal neurons 
showed a similar increase in depolarizing current-evoked firing rates (Figure 2j; Friedman 
test: Main effect DMS: χ2[4]=44.39, p<0.0001, Main effect VMS: χ2[4]=69.54, p<0.0001).
Together this data shows that the four mPFC output pathways to the MD and striatum 
have differential postsynaptic input properties and electrophysiological properties. These 
different characteristics could support differential integration of mPFC neuronal activity 
within MD or striatal subregions in support of behavior.
Bi-directional control of inhibitory control by mPFC projection neurons
To test whether these four mPFC output pathways to the MD and striatum indeed 
supported differential roles in inhibitory control and attention, we selectively silenced 
these pathways during behavior. The mPFC, MD and striatum regulate cognitive control of 
behavior 4,66,122,149, but the role of specific mPFC projections to MD and striatal subdomains 
is incompletely understood. We expressed the inhibitory DREADD-receptor hM4D(Gi) in 
each projection population to test whether they are causally involved in cognitive control 
(Figure 3a). Clozapine-N-Oxide (CNO) elicited membrane potential hyperpolarization, 
increased rheobase, and decreased spike frequency under current step injections in acute 
mPFC brain slices of hM4D(Gi)-expressing animals (Figure S3).
DREADD-expressing animals were trained in the CombiCage 5-CSRTT 204. In this 
modified, self-paced and semi-automatic version of the 5-CSRTT, the homecage of the 
animal was linked to the operant cage. This allowed rats to progress through the task 
at their own pace, resulting in a large number of daily trials, and little need for human 
interference. Animals could earn food rewards by responding to a visual cue that appeared 
randomly in one of five cue holes (Figure 3b). Premature responses made before cue onset 
were used as a measure for inhibitory control, whereas attention was measured using the 
ratio of correct and incorrect responses or as percentage of trials with omitted responses 
(Figure 3b-c). After reaching stable baseline task performance, animals started testing 
sessions. On test days, we varied delays between trial start and cue presentation. This 
increases cognitive load and avoids overtraining, and allows more specific investigation of 
attention and inhibitory control, respectively 15,204. Animals were injected with each CNO 
dose in a randomized order and performed 402±10 trials (mean ± SEM) per 2.5-hour 
session in these conditions (Figure 3d). Premature responding consistently increased with 
longer delay duration (Figure 3d-f, Table S1; F [2,20] = 51.13, p<0.001), while trials with 




Figure 2. Distinct functional properties of mPFC output pathways.
a-d) Synaptic input from mPFC to reciprocally-connected thalamic relay neurons and striatal medium 
spiny neurons.
a, c) Top: Schematic of virus and/or retrobead injection locations and experimental configuration. 
Green, MDM (18 cells, 6 rats), blue, MDL (19 cells, 7 rats). Purple, DMS (21 cells, 6 rats), orange, 
VMS (23 cells, 7 rats). Bottom: Digital reconstruction of recorded relay and medium spiny neurons. 
Scale bar 100µm.
b, d) Top: Example PSCs in response to blue-light-induced Chronos activation (blue squares). Grey 
trace, individual sweeps, solid trace, median. Stimulation protocol: 5 pulses, 10Hz, 1ms.
Bottom: Summary plot of paired pulse ratios.
e, g) Input resistance (Rin). Left: example traces. Right: summary plot.
f, h) Membrane time constant.
i, j) Action potential firing profiles in response to 0 to 200pA current steps. Left: example traces. 
Burst, 50ms after first spike, Steady state, last 200ms of pulse. Right: Summary plot for burst.
b, d, i, j) Friedman test with Dunn’s post-hoc and Mann-Whitney U test with Benjamini-Hochberg 
false discovery rate correction, *p<0.05, ***p<0.001. Data presented as mean ±SEM. Boxplots: center 
line, median; box edges, 1st and 3th quartile; whiskers, data range without outliers.
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CNO-mediated inhibition of MDL-projecting mPFC neurons decreased premature 
responding, especially in trials with long delays (Figure 3g; values relative to saline 
condition. MDL: three-way mixed repeated-measured ANOVA: F [8,128] = 9.31, p<0.001, 
dCNO5=0.99, dCNO10 = 1.36). Additionally, we observed a delay-independent increase in 
omissions (Figure 3h, Table S1; three-way mixed repeated-measured ANOVA, group x 
dose x delay: F [4,64] = 4.25, p<0.01, group x dose x delay: F [8,128] = 1.22, p=0.29). To 
test whether CNO effects persisted the entire 2.5h session, we analyzed sessions in five 
30-minute blocks. The decrease in premature responses and increase in omissions were 
consistent (Figure S4c-d), indicating that CNO effects lasted throughout entire sessions. 
In contrast to inhibition of MDL-projecting neurons, perturbation of vmPFC→MDM 
projections increased premature responding, but without change to omissions (Figure 
3g-h, Table S1, three-way mixed rm-ANOVA, group x dose x delay: F [8,128] = 9.31, 
p<0.001, DCNO5 = 0.69, DCNO10 = 1.00). In a different set of sessions, we varied the cue 
duration, and not the delay. CNO-mediated inhibition of MD-projecting neurons during 
these sessions increased omissions, independent of cue duration, but did not affect accuracy 
or any other measured behavioral parameter (Figure S4m-p, Table S1). To exclude for 
confounding effects of motivation and motor control we tested for effects of CNO on 
5-CSRTT parameters such as response latency or number of started trials. These were 
unaffected in all sessions (Table S2). Finally, no effect of CNO was observed in the eYFP 
control group (Figure 3g-h, Table S1), excluding the possibility of non-specific effects of 
CNO. Together, these data show that mPFC projections to thalamic subdomains have 
opposite roles in cognitive control: inhibition of vmPFC→MDM projections increases 
premature responses, whereas inhibition of dmPFC→MDL projecting populations reduces 
premature responses.
Inhibition of DMS-projecting dmPFC neurons increased premature responding, but did 
not affect omissions (Figure 3i, Table S3; DMS: three-way mixed rm-ANOVA, group x 
dose x delay: F[8,124] = 2.72, p<0.01, dCNO5 = 0.51, dCNO10 = 0.80), while inhibition of 
vmPFC→VMS projections did not affect premature responses, omissions or any other 
behavioral parameter in the task (Figure 3j, Table S3-4). During variable cue duration 
sessions, CNO had no effect on accuracy (Figure S4, Table S3-4), and additional behavioral 
parameters such as premature responses, response latencies, and number of started trials 
were also unaffected (Table S1-2), suggesting that inhibitory control, motivation and task 
engagement of animals were unaltered. Altered premature responding can reflect changes 
in temporal strategies or perception 183. However, we found no effect of CNO on the 
temporal distribution of premature response latencies in long delay trials in variable delay 
sessions (Figure S4g-l), suggesting that temporal structure of responding was unaffected.
Thus, while dmPFC projection neurons to the MD and striatum bi-directionally guide 




Thereby, the dmPFC and vmPFC can orchestrate response inhibition in opposite manners 
controlling distinct thalamic subregions. In addition, dmPFC neurons in different cortical 
layers can achieve this, through opposite control of thalamic and striatal regions.
Figure 3. Bi-directional control of inhibitory control by mPFC projection neurons
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Figure 3. Continued
a) Viral injection protocol for hM4D(Gi)-expression in projection neurons. Bottom: mPFC hM4D(Gi)-
expression. Scale 500µm.
b) Spread of hM4D(Gi)-expression. Scale 500µm.
c) Possible 5-CSRTT trial outcomes.
d) Schematic representation of possible 5-CSRTT outcomes. Delay was randomly varied between 5, 
7.5 and 12.5s in variable delay sessions.
e) Example of behavioral responses during a single variable delay session. Dots indicate individual 
trials, darker colors represent longer delay trials.
f) Premature responses in variable delay sessions. *** p<0.001.
g) Distribution of premature responses after saline and CNO injections in 2.5-hour variable delay 
session, divided into 30-minute blocks.
h) Change in premature responding of animals expressing hM4D(Gi) or eYFP in MDL- or MDM-
projecting neurons in variable delay sessions. * p<0.05, FDR-corrected paired t test vs saline. MDL 
n=11, MDM n=11, eYFP n=13.
i) Change in omissions in MDL- or MDM-projecting neurons.
j) same as (G), for animals expressing eYFP and hM4D(Gi) receptors in DMS- and VMS-projecting 
neurons. DMS n=10, VMS n=12, eYFP n=12.
k) same as (H), for DMS- and VMS-projecting neurons. Dots represent individual animals; bar 
graphs represent mean±SEM.
mPFC projections show distinct activation during inhibitory control
Previously, we showed that distinct prefrontal projection populations can guide 
inhibitory control. Next, we investigated population activity during the delay periods 
of 5-CSRTT trials. Prefrontal neurons show various activity patterns during 5-CSRTT 
trials with distinct behavioral outcomes 18,41,46,202. To determine the activation profiles 
of the projection populations targeting the MD and striatum during 5-CSRTT trials, 
we expressed GCaMP6m in each population (Figure 4a-c). Using fiber photometry, 
we recorded GCaMP6m fluorescence across several variable delay sessions, during 
which animals started up to 201±5 trials per 1-hour session (Figure 4d-e, Figure S5). 
Animals increased premature responding in long delay duration trials (Figure 4f, S5). 
Fluorescence changes reflecting neuronal activation recorded during behavioral trials 
closely followed delay period duration, with fluorescence signal elevation lasting longer 
during longer delay trials (Figure 4e-g). The area under the curve (AUC) of fluorescence 
between trial start and cue presentation was significantly larger in long delay-trials in all 
populations, indicating that increased activity was strictly related to periods of attention 
and inhibitory control (Figure 4g-h, Friedman test with pairwise comparions using Dunn-
Sidak multiple comparison test; MDL: χ2[8] = 9.00, p<0.05, delayshort vs delaylong p<0.01; 
MDM: χ2[4] = 8.00, p<0.05, delayshort vs delaylong p<0.05; DMS: χ2[7] = 12.29, p<0.01, 
delayshort vs delaylong p<0.01; VMS : χ2[6] = 12.00, p<0.01, delayshort vs delaylong p<0.01). 
Both dmPFC→MDL and dmPFC→DMS projections showed stronger activation in the 




Wallis with Dunn’s: Correct: χ2[4] = 14.13, p<0.001; Omission: χ2[4] = 7.18, p<0.001; 
Premature: χ2[4] = 15.93, p<0.001). Ventral mPFC→VMS neurons showed significantly 
less activation compared to other projection neuron populations (Figure 4i-l). Populations 
of dmPFC neurons targeting the MDL and DMS reached peak fluorescence, defined as the 
first local maximum above 20% of overall peak fluorescence, faster than vmPFC projection 
neurons targeting the VMS (Figure 4j; Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s: Correct: χ2[4] = 6.97, 
p<0.001; Omission: χ2[4] = 4.25, p<0.01; Premature: χ2[4] = 9.25, p<0.001). Dorsal mPFC 
projection neuron populations targeting MDL and DMS were also activated longer and for 
a greater proportion of the delay period (Figure 4k; Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s: Correct: 
χ2[4] = 6.41, p<0.001; Omission: χ2[4] = 8.07, p<0.01; Premature: χ2[4] = 7.24, p<0.001), 
and reached higher relative fluorescence values than vmPFC neuron populations (Figure 
4l; Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s: Correct: χ2[4] = 6.81, p<0.001; Omission: χ2[4] = 12.16, 
p<0.01; Premature: χ2[4] = 5.43, p<0,001).
Each mPFC projection pathway showed delay-dependent activity. More specifically, 
dmPFC projections appear to be activated more rapidly after trial initiation than vmPFC 
projections. Additionally, dorsal projection pathways remain active for a longer portion of 
the delay period. These effects were consistent for each type of trial outcome. These results 
show that dorsal and ventral mPFC projection neuron populations to MD and striatum 
show distinct activation profiles during attention and inhibitory control.
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Figure 4. mPFC projections show distinct activation during inhibitory control.
a) Injection and fiber placement protocol.
b) GCaMP6m-expression and fiber placement. Scale 400µm.






d) GCaMP6m- (top) and eYFP-expressing (bottom) example traces. Dots represent trial starts. Scale: 
horizontal 50s, vertical 10% δF/F.
e) Activity traces of all variable delay trials from one rat, sorted by trial outcome. Left two plots: 
5s delay trials, synchronized on trialstart (left) or response (right). Middle: 7.5s delay. Right: 12.5s 
delay. δF/F is z-scored to trial baseline (5s-1s before trialstart).
f) Same as (E), but color coded based on outcome. Dots indicate frames with δF/F>2std above 
baseline. Colors correspond to those in (d).
g) Average fluorescence during correct trials. Scale: 2s (horizontal), 1% δF/F. Shades represent SEM.
h) Area under curve during delay for correct trials after different delays. *p<0.05.
i-l) Signal parameter comparisons. Dots indicate individual rats. Whiskers indicate total range.
i) Fluorescence rise kinetics 1s after trialstart, expressed as fraction of peak fluorescence.
j) Time to first synchronous event after trialstart (fluorescence increases to at least 20% of peak 
fluorescence).
k) Total time fluorescence remains two std. above baseline.
l) Peak fluorescence during delay. MDL n=8, MDM n=4, DMS n=7, VMS n=6. Bars represent 
mean±SEM.
Activity of mPFC projection neurons encodes behavioral trial outcome
Prefrontal projection populations are active during the 5-CSRTT. Amplitude of neuronal 
activity rates during the delay period has been linked to trial outcome 42,106. To test whether 
activity patterns of specific mPFC projection neuron populations encode trial outcome, 
z-scored mean fluorescence traces were compared to a randomly resampled population 
using a bootstrap approach to determine periods of elevated activation during long-delay 
trials (Figure 5a-c, upper panel. See Methods for more information about this test and 
parameters used). Populations of MDL, MDM, and DMS projection neurons each showed 
a specific temporal activation window, in particular early in the delay period, and before 
a response. Ventral mPFC→VMS projection neurons showed no elevated fluorescence. We 
then tested whether the activation patterns differed between projection populations using 
permutation tests (Figure 5c, lower panel. Test parameters: iterations = 5000, significance 
threshold α = 0.01. See methods for more information about this test and parameters 
used). Projection populations significantly differed in activity during several temporal 
windows, in particular compared to VMS-projecting neurons (Figure 5c). Mediodorsal 
thalamus-projecting populations (dmPFC→MDL and vmPFC→MDM) showed differences 
in activation during the delay period in correct, omission and premature response trials, 
whereas dmPFC populations projecting to MD or striatum did not show differences in 
activation (Figure 5c). Ventral mPFC populations projecting to VMS and MDM neurons 
showed distinct activation during the delay period in omission and premature response 
trials (Figure 5c). Finally, in no population did we find significant activity leading up 
to the cue in omitted trials. These data show that MDL-, MDM-, and DMS-projection 
neurons were activated during cognitive control of behavior with projection-specific 
activity dynamics.
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We then asked whether these projection population-specific activation profiles encode 
behavioral trial outcomes. We compared activation dynamics within each population 
during trials with different behavioral outcomes (Figure 5d), and bootstrapped differences 
between activity windows (Figure 5e, upper panel). Projection populations showed distinct 
windows of elevated activation during correct, omission and premature response trials 
during the delay period and around task-relevant events. Statistical comparison using 
permutation tests (Figure 5e, lower panel) showed that dmPFC→MDL neurons were more 
active during the delay in correct trials compared to premature responses, indicating 
that this population is associated with trial outcome. In contrast, ventral mPFC neurons 
projecting to the MDM showed reduced activation both during omission trials and 
premature response trials compared to correct trials (Figure 5e). Dorsal mPFC neurons 
projecting to the striatum showed brief predictive windows during the delay period when 
comparing correct response and omission trials (Figure 5e). Together, these results show 
that MDL-, MDM-, and DMS-projection neurons are involved in attention and inhibitory 




Figure 5. Activity of mPFC projection neurons encodes behavioral trial outcome.
a) Average GCaMP6 fluorescence of each mPFC projection neuron population in individual rats 
during correct response, omission and premature response trials (δF/F is z-scored to trial baseline). 
Plot is capped at -2 and 2 z-scores. Baseline marked in top left.
b) Group activity during behavioral trials.
c) Upper: windows of significantly increased activity during delay and around cue and response. 
Bootstrap parameters: 5000 iterations, α=0.001.
Lower: windows with significant difference in activity between indicated projection populations. Bars 
represent significant permutation test results. Double colored bars represent populations that were compared.
d) Average activity during different trial outcomes.
e) Statistical evaluation of activity in (e). Upper: time windows with significant elevated activity 
during delay, and around cue and response. Bootstrap parameters same as in (c), see Supplemental 
Methods section for detailed procedure.
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Lower: windows with significant difference between activity during different behavioral 
trial outcomes. Bars represent significant permutation test results. Permutation test 
parameters same as in (c). Singleton significant data frames were discarded. Double colored 
bars as in (c). MDL n=8, MDM n=4, DMS n=7, VMS n=6.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we provide anatomical, in vitro electrophysiological, behavioral, and 
neurophysiological evidence for distinct roles of four distinct prefrontal projection 
pathways in behavior (Figure 6). Projection neuron populations are spatially segregated 
in the mPFC, and inhibition of these projection neurons disrupts both inhibitory control 
and attention. We show for the first time that mPFC projection neurons targeting distinct 
MD subregions have opposite roles in inhibitory control. We also show that thalamus- and 
striatum-projecting mPFC neurons have distinct roles in inhibitory control. Moreover, 
projection neuron populations showed distinct temporal dynamics that predicted 
behavioral trial outcome. Finally, we show that postsynaptic neurons in target regions 
respond to prefrontal input in a distinct manner. Taken together, we present four lines 
of experimental evidence for distinct roles for mPFC projection neuron populations in 
cognitive control.




Prefrontal neurons are known to project to the striatum or thalamus in a dorsal-to-ventral 
and layer-based distribution 14,25,29,80,207,208. Our results corroborate earlier findings in 
corticostriatal anatomy 29, where VMS- and DMS-projecting neurons are abundant in 
layers 2, 3, and 5, and scarce in layer 6. However, compared to that study, we do report 
a larger proportion of DMS-projecting neurons in layers 2 and 3, which could potentially 
be explained by the relatively limited projection area we targeted in the DMS. It has 
been shown that dmPFC neurons project to various striatal regions 61, hence it may well 
be that neurons that project to the most dorsomedial regions of the striatum are located 
more superficially. While it has previously been reported that mPFC projection neurons 
to the MDM and MDL are located mainly in deep layers 29, we here show that these 
projections are localized in distinct dorsoventral locations in the mPFC. Our data further 
specifies prefrontal afferents into populations of excitatory neurons that preferentially 
target subdomains of the thalamus and striatum. Additionally, although inhibitory 
corticostriatal projections have been reported in mice 206, we found no GAD-67 expression 
in projection populations. Possibly, inhibitory projections target more posterior regions 
of the caudate-putamen 209. While projection neurons were located mostly in specific 
prefrontal layers and subregions, we also show that they can be situated outside the regions 
we described. Projection-specific transcriptomic analysis of mPFC neurons 58,203,207 may 
resolve this issue. Furthermore, while we find little evidence for axon collaterals to both 
the MD and striatum, projection populations could be interconnected within the mPFC. 
This could potentially result in projection-unspecific effects on behavior and could be 
resolved by doing manipulations or recordings at axon terminals. Finally, we used both 
retro-AAV and CAV vectors, which can have distinct viral tropisms 130,210,211. While, to 
our knowledge, no such effects have been reported for the populations we investigated, a 
method to circumvent this is to use an enhanced CAV vector 210.
Chemogenetic inhibition of mPFC projection neurons during variable delay 5-CSRTT 
sessions caused bi-directional effects on cognitive control. Premature responding decreased 
after inhibition of MDL-projecting neurons, but increased after perturbation of DMS- 
and MDM-projection activity. Only inhibition of MDL projections increased omissions. 
Additionally, we observe no effects of CNO in the variable cue duration sessions. 
Animals only made a small number of premature responses in this protocol, which did 
not include conditions (long delay) where we found CNO-mediated effects on premature 
responses. Studies that globally perturbed mPFC function through lesions, chemogenetics, 
or optogenetics during 5-CSRTT generally affect parameters reflecting attention 
and inhibitory control 16,17,149. We perturbed physiological activity of subpopulations 
within these larger mPFC regions. Our results suggest that inhibiting small and specific 
populations of projection neuron disentangles specific aspects of cognitive control such as 
inhibitory control and attention, which are collectively affected when manipulating entire 
mPFC subregions in a non-specific manner. Silencing multiple projection populations 
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using multiple-wavelength optogenetics could provide further insight into the role of each 
projection and redundancy of information sent through projections.
Activation of mPFC neurons during the delay period of cue detection paradigms has 
frequently been reported, but timing and amplitude of activity varies between trial 
outcomes, target area, and task parameters 38,40,46,62,202. In all projection populations, 
we observed that activity followed delay duration, indicating that each population 
was activated in support of cognitive control over behavior. We find that dorsal mPFC 
projection neurons were recruited faster than ventral mPFC projection neurons, and that 
dmPFC projection neurons were active for a larger proportion of the delay period. This is 
in line with previous findings of different activity kinetics between non-identified vmPFC 
and dmPFC units, and suggest a more proactive role of the dorsal mPFC and a more 
reactive role of the ventral mPFC 40,149. We also report differences in population activity 
between projection populations, and between activity levels during delay periods leading 
up to different trial outcomes. Hence, fiber photometry recordings indicate that there is 
population activity that significantly deviates from baseline, and chemogenetic inhibition 
showed that disruption of such physiological levels of activity caused deficits in inhibitory 
control and attention. Optogenetic identification combined with optogenetic manipulation 
has been used to further characterize the role of projection populations in behavior 106, 
and would be a suitable technique to combine activity recordings with targeted inhibition.
Connections between the mPFC and MD are organized in recurrent loops, through which 
the MD can amplify local connectivity in the mPFC 67,68. Both mPFC→MD projections and 
MD neurons have been associated with behavioral flexibility and working memory, and 
drive correct behavioral output in different paradigms by maintaining a representation of 
a task rule 68,121,123. Additionally, mPFC input to MDL neurons are required for proper rule 
encoding 212. In this study, we show an opposite effect of manipulation of mPFC neurons 
projecting to MDL- or MDM when delay duration was unpredictable. Additionally, 
inhibiting mPFC to MDL neurons increased omissions. Possibly, inhibition of this 
projection affects rule encoding, which thereby reduces response readiness and manifests 
behaviorally with both a reduction of premature responses and increased omissions. Hence, 
activity in the MDL-projecting population could drive responsive action, while MDM-
projecting mPFC neurons could relay a signal to withhold a response until a sensory event 
occurs. Alternatively, mPFC→MD projections could be responsible for maintenance of rule 
representation, rather than encoding. Perturbation of these projections specifically during 
rule encoding phases of the task could further unravel their exact role.
We find that prefrontal inputs elicit a facilitating response in both MDL and MDM neurons, 
which may be a potential mechanism through which recurrent activity in corticothalamic 




rule encoding or maintenance 212,213. This may also be a representation of prefrontal ‘driver’ 
and ‘modulator’ inputs to the MD. These inputs primarily originate in layer 5 and layer 
6, respectively, and have been associated with distinct postsynaptic responses 109. The 
anatomical positioning of MDM- and MDL-projecting neurons resembles this distinction, 
which may indicate that the MDL receives more modulatory input, and MDM receives 
driving input. We also find that MDL-projecting neurons are recruited earlier during the 
delay than MDM-projecting neurons, supporting earlier evidence that MD subregions 
likely have distinct roles and are part of distinct circuits, and that dmPFC activity precedes 
vmPFC activity in cognitive control paradigms 40,149. Our findings that MDL and MDM 
differ in basic electrophysiological features further support distinct roles in attention and 
inhibitory control. Additionally, we show differences between population activity before 
premature and correct responses in the MDL, and between omissions and correct responses 
in the MDM. This difference suggests that different levels of activity in this circuit can 
underlie distinct types of behavior.
The mPFC has been shown to exert top-down control over the DMS 62, but chemogenetic 
and optogenetic inhibition of the dmPFC did not affect premature responding 17,149. 
However, these manipulations were not targeted to a specific population, and covered both 
MDL- and DMS-projecting populations, which have an opposing effect. Our results show 
an increase in population activity in DMS-projecting neurons during the delay period. 
Changes in firing rate have been reported in both mPFC and DMS during the delay before 
a response 38,46,202,214, as well as during cue presentation 215. Premature responses have been 
associated with reduced amplitude of neuronal activity in the dmPFC and in dmPFC→DMS 
projecting neurons 106,216. Our data show that this population is active during the delay 
period and during the cue presentation before a correct response. While we did not find 
a reduced amplitude in the delay period before premature responses, we do see a shorter 
active window compared to correct responses. We also found a mixed synaptic input 
response in the DMS, which could be due to projection neurons differentially innervating 
D1- and D2-receptor expressing MSNs 101,217, or by specific topological innervation patterns 
seen in corticostriatal projection neurons 81. Direct- and indirect-pathway striatal medium 
spiny neurons have been hypothesized to represent competing “go” or “stop”-signals (see 
Cox & Witten, 2019). Top-down prefrontal input to the striatum is thought to guide the 
striatal bias into either of these behavioral outcomes 71. Hence, a likely explanation is that 
the dmPFC→DMS input we observe guides the striatal network into a “stop” decision in the 
5-CSRTT. Another potential mechanism could involve striatal dopamine. It was shown that 
optogenetic enhancement of mPFC excitability diminishes the striatal response to dopamine 
and suppresses reward seeking behavior 218, while infusions of both D1 and D2-like 
receptor agonists specifically in the DMS increase premature responding in the 5-CSRTT 
219. Thereby, dopamine in the DMS may increase reward seeking and impulsivity, which 
can be controlled by mPFC inputs in a top-down fashion. Previous work suggests that this 
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projection may also be important for accuracy of responding 96. In our study, we targeted 
a more specific neuronal population, which could account for distinct behavioral effects.
We found no behavioral effect of inhibition of VMS-projection neurons. Previous 
functional disconnection studies targeting the mPFC and NAc shell, but not core, showed 
increased premature responding 104. Additionally, mPFC and contralateral NAc lateral core 
lesions increased premature responses after an error in the 5-CSRTT, suggesting a role of 
this pathway in adaptive control 86. However, we did not target a specific NAc subregion. 
Our neuroanatomical data shows axon terminals in the medial ventral caudate-putamen 
and NAc. Additionally, the NAc core receives top-down glutamatergic inputs from several 
other brain regions, such as the ventral hippocampus or insula 220,221. It has been shown 
that fast-spiking interneurons in the NAc core have different levels of activity leading up 
to correct and premature responses in the 5-CSRTT, indicating that this area is active 
during the task 18. We also find that NAc neurons show a depressing response to vmPFC 
input, and that VMS-projecting neurons do show delay-dependent kinetics of population 
activity, even though signal amplitude was not significantly increased from baseline. Hence, 
the vmPFC does project to the NAc, but it likely does not drive the behavior we studied. 
While activity parameters at times do not significantly differ from other projections, it is 
likely that this activity is not synchronized enough to yield significantly elevated activity 
windows during the delay. Whether sparse mPFC→NAc activity are involved in cognitive 
control remains to be tested.
Together, our findings show a functional distinction between prefrontal projection 
populations, where MDL-projection neuron activity drives responses, and MDM- and 
DMS-projections withhold responses during a delay period. Populations have distinct 
patterns of activity during a 5-CSRTT trial, and elicit distinct responses in postsynaptic 
neurons in the target area. This gives rise to a view of the prefrontal projection populations 
being central in several, but distinct pathways that lead to behavioral action or inhibition. 
This becomes especially relevant because abnormal prefrontal delta and theta activity have 
been associated with cognitive deficits in schizophrenia and Parkinson’s Disease 222,223. 
While we did not investigate single neuron activity in this study, studying these specific 
activity bands in circuits that involve prefrontal projection populations may provide more 
insight into the origin of these deficits. The various projection neuron populations within 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Lead contacts and material availability
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and 
will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Huibert D. Mansvelder (h.d.mansvelder@vu.nl).
Animals
A total of 172 rats (Charles River, Den Bosch, The Netherlands; Janvier, Le Genest-
Saint-Isle, France, control groups were vendor matched) were used across all experiments 
(overview in Table 1). For neuroanatomical tracing experiments, and ex-vivo 
electrophysiological validation, 29 male Long Evans rats (8 weeks old) were housed in 
pairs with food and water available ad libitum. For chemogenetic experiments, 84 male 
Long Evans rats (8 weeks old) were initially housed in pairs with food and water available 
ad libitum one to two weeks before surgeries, after which they were separated for training 
and testing in CombiCages 204. Rats were housed under a 12h light/dark cycle (lights off at 
12PM). For fiber photometry experiments, 29 male Long Evans rats were housed in pairs 
until surgery. After surgery for these experiments, animals were housed individually in 
CombiCages until finishing the testing protocol. For electrophysiology experiments, 26 
male Long Evans rats were used, which underwent surgery at 8 weeks of age, and were 
then housed in pairs until the start of experiment. All experimental procedures were 
in accordance with European and Dutch law and approved by the central committee 
animal experiments and local animal ethical care committee of the VU University and 
VU University Medical Center (Amsterdam, Netherlands).
Table 1 Overview of all experimental groups and number of animals
Experiment Groups Number of animals
Anterograde tracing Dorsal / ventral mPFC 1
Retrograde tracing (Retrobeads) MDL / MDM/ DMS / VMS 6 / 9 / 3 / 6
Double labeling Dorsal mPFC + DMS + MDL / 
ventral mPFC + VMS + MDM
2 / 2
Ex-vivo electrophysiology Dorsal mPFC + MDL 4
Chemogenetics (thalamus) MDL / MDM / eYFP 16 / 16 / 14
Chemogenetics (striatum) DMS / VMS / eYFP 12 / 14 / 12
Fiber photometry MDL / MDM / DMS / VMS / eYFP 8 / 4 / 7 / 6 / 4





Viral vectors and tracers
For anterograde tracing of dorsal and ventral mPFC projections, we infused AAV2-
CaMKIIα-eYFP (UPenn, USA, 0.483 µl, 4 × 1012 particles/ml). We used Red Retrobeads 
(0.138 µl, Lumafluor, USA) to anatomically label projection neurons in the mPFC. To 
retrogradely express Cre-recombinase in prefrontal projection neurons, CAV-2-Cre 
(IGMM, France) was infused in either DMS/VMS (0.483 µl, 1.25 × 1012 particles/ml) or in 
MDL/MDM (0.345 µl, 5 × 1012 particles /ml). For double labeling of projection populations, 
additional infusions with AAV-retro-EF1a-FLPo (0.483 µl, 1.25 × 1012 particles/ml, 
Addgene 55637) were performed in DMS/VMS. For double labeling with fluorophores in 
the mPFC, a mixture of 1µl containing AAV5-hSyn1-dFRT-mCherry (UZH, Switzerland, 
3.4 × 1012 particles /ml) and AAV5-EF1α-DIO-eYFP (UPenn Vector Core, USA, 2.1 
× 1012 particles /ml) was infused. The DREADD-receptor hM4D(Gi) was expressed in 
mPFC using AAV5-EF1α-DIO-hm4D(Gi)-mCherry (UZH, Switzerland, 0.483 µl, 3.6 × 1012 
particles /ml). DREADD control animals were infused with AAV5-EF1α-DIO-eYFP 
(UPenn Vector, 4.2 × 1012 particles /ml). For fiber photometry, we unilaterally expressed 
GCaMP6m in the mPFC using AAV5-CAG-FLEX-GCaMP6m (UPenn Vector core, 
0.483µl, 4.7 x 1012 particles/ml). Fiber photometry control animals were infused with 
AAV5-EF1α-DIO-eYFP (UPenn Vector Core, 0.483µl, 4.7 x 1012 particles/ml). For slice 
electrophysiology experiments, we unilaterally injected 278nl AAV9-Syn-Chronos-GFP-
WPRE-bGH (UPenn Vector Core, 1.13 × 1013 particles/ml) in the dorsal or ventral mPFC 
for DMS/VMS targeting and a mixture (~1:4, retrobead:virus) of red retrobeads and 
AAV9-Syn-Chronos-GFP-WPRE-bGH in the same dorsal and ventral mPFC locations for 
MDL/MDM experiments. Animals were not tested within three weeks of virus injection 
to allow for sufficient expression.
Surgery
For all experiments, rats were anaesthetized with 2.5% isoflurane gas mixed with air and 
oxygen and delivered with a flow rate of 1.2L/min. The rats were placed on a heating pad 
in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf, USA) and their skin of the scalp was retracted to expose 
the skull. A craniotomy was made at the location stated below and the virus/Retrobead 
infusion was done using a Nanoject II (Drummond Scientific, USA) via a glass micropipette. 
After the infusion, we held the pipette in place for 8 min to allow for diffusion, retracted 
it for 100 µm, waited 1 min, repeated this procedure, and then finally slowly retracted the 
pipette to minimize virus/Retrobead leakage. The following infusion coordinates (from 
bregma), under a 10° angle unless otherwise indicated. DMS: Anteroposterior (AP): +1.44 
mm; Mediolateral (ML): +/- 2.78 mm, Dorsoventral (DV): -4.47 mm. VMS: (AP +1.44 
mm, ML +/- 2.59 mm, DV 7.41 mm + 6.80 mm). MDL: (AP -3 mm, ML +/- 2.32 mm, DV 
5.89 mm). MDM: (AP -3.00 mm, ML 1.42 mm, DV 5.89 mm). Dorsal mPFC: (AP +2.76 
mm, ML +/- 1.30 mm, DV -2.90 mm). Ventral mPFC: (AP +2.76 mm, ML +/- 1.47 mm, 
DV: -4.87 mm. Slice electrophysiology in MD and striatum at a 0º angle: Dorsal mPFC: 
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(AP +2.76 mm, ML +/- 0.70 mm, DV -3.10 mm), Ventral mPFC: (AP +2.76 mm, ML +/- 
0.50 mm, DV: -5.10 mm). As indicated above in the VMS two infusions at different DV 
locations were made to cover the dorsal-ventral extent of this target region. Red Retrobeads 
and calcium indicators were infused unilaterally, whereas all other virus infusions were 
performed bilaterally. For the fiber photometry experiments, we implanted the fiber optic 
cannulas (pre-assembled from Doric lenses, NA 0.51, core diameter 400µm, fiber length 
4.5mm for dmPFC targets, 5.5mm for vmPFC targets) directly after, at the same location 
as the virus infusions. Additionally, we attached stainless steel screws (0.7mm diameter, 
Jeveka) to the skull to improve headcap stability. Fibers were fixed to the skull using UV-
cured dental cement (RelyX, 3M). To minimize suffering from surgeries, as an analgesic, 
Rimadyl (carprofen, 5 mg/kg), was administered a day before the surgery, on the day of 
the surgery and two days afterwards. Also, the analgesic temgesic (buprenorphine, 0.05 
mg/kg) was administered once, 30-60 min before the surgery. During surgeries, lidocaine 
(xylocaine) was used as local anesthetic. Immediately after the surgery, before waking up, 
animals received 1 ml 0.9% saline.
Histology and Immunofluorescence
Rats were anesthetized with Euthasol (AST Farma, The Netherlands) and perfused 
transcardially, first with 200 ml 0.9% saline followed by 300 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde. 
Brains were removed and kept in the same fixative for 24 h and were then transferred to 
PBS with 0.02% NaN3. Coronal sections of 50 µm were cut on a vibratome. Sections 
from the Retrobead experiments were directly mounted on glass slides using 2% Mowiol. 
Immunofluorescent stainings were performed for either NeuN, mCherry, GAD-67, and 
GFP. We used the following antibodies: mouse anti-NeuN (Abcam, 1:1000) with Alexa 
Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:400), rabbit anti-RFP (Rockland, 
1:1000) with Alexa Fluor 546 donkey anti-rabbit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:400), mouse 
anti-GAD-67 (Millipore, 1:1000) with Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, 1:400), and rabbit anti-GFP (Abcam, 1:1000) with Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-
rabbit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:400). The sections were washed and permeabilized in 
PBS with 0.25% Triton X before being incubated for 3 h with blocking solution containing 
PBS, 0.3% Triton X and 5% normal goat serum. Next, sections were incubated overnight 
with primary antibodies in blocking solution at 4° C. The following day, the sections were 
rinsed with PBS and incubated with secondary antibodies in blocking solution for 2 h at 
room temperature. Images were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse Ti confocal microscope.
SP-5-CSRTT task
Elaborate descriptions of the self-paced (SP-5)-CSRTT have been described previously 204. 
Briefly, we constructed CombiCages by connecting a macrolon home-cage to an operant 
chamber (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA) using a custom-made polymer tube 




LED stimulus lights and infrared beam detectors on one side. A food magazine, a red 
magazine light and a yellow house light were positioned on the opposite wall. This setup 
significantly reduces the number of days required to train an animal to baseline 5-CSRTT 
performance. Animals can initiate trials during a 2.5-hour window every day, and can 
perform hundreds of trials during a session, while still meeting performance thresholds 
normally used in conventional 5-CSRTT experiments. In some cases, animals can earn 
enough food to maintain their daily caloric intake, thereby avoiding the need for food 
restriction.
We placed the rats in the CombiCages 204 two days before the training in the task started. 
During training, animals earned their food in the form of precision pellets in the task 
(Dustless Precision Pellets, grain-based, F0165, 45mg, Bio-Serve, USA). To maintain the rats’ 
weight to an 85-90% food restriction regime, we provided additional standard food chow.
Acquisition of SP-5-CSRTT performance was established by different training phases. 
First, animals learned to associate pellet delivery with reward. In this phase, for 50 trials 
a pellet was delivered after a variable delay. Reward was signaled by the magazine light, 
and a magazine response started the next trial. In the subsequent phase, rats needed to 
nose poke in one of five illuminated cue holes to earn reward for 50 trials. Next, only one 
of the 5 cue holes was illuminated and responses into this hole after a delay of 5 s led to 
reward delivery. During this phase, incorrect or premature nose pokes were not punished. 
Animals needed to complete 100 trials in this stage.
In the final phase, the animals needed to respond to the cue after a fixed delay of 5 s. The 
cue hole was lit for a specific cue duration which was initially 16 s and was reduced to 1 
s in five steps. The rats had to nose poke during the cue within a 2 s limited hold period 
after cue presentation. A lack of response was considered an omission and resulted in 
a timeout period of 5 s. Premature responses, nose pokes during the delay, or incorrect 
responses were also punished with a 5 s timeout period. Correct responses were always 
rewarded with a pellet.
After a correct response, animals could start the next trial 5 s after reward collection of 
the pellet. Importantly, animals could only initiate during the first 2.5 h of the dark cycle 
204. In this final phase, the performance criterion to reach a following stage with shorter 
SD was a minimum of 50 started trials, accuracy (ratio of correct and incorrect responses, 
see below) > 80% and either omissions < 20% or correct trials > 200 in the current stage. 
The program monitored these parameters online using a sliding window of 20 trials. If 
rats passed performance criterion, the program automatically moved to the next shorter 
cue duration 204.
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Chemogenetic inactivation was performed in cognitively challenging sessions in which 
either the delay was randomly varied between 5, 7.5 or 12.5 s to test inhibitory control, 
or sessions in which the cue duration was varied between 0.2, 0.5 or 1 s to test attentional 
aspects of the task15.
Fiber photometry sessions were performed in similarly cognitively challenging sessions. 
In addition, rats were also retrained to baseline performance in an operant cage without 
homecage attachment, which was more suited to tethered recordings.
Drug administration
Two weeks before testing, animals were habituated to injections by giving them 
several saline injections. Directly before a testing session, Clozapine N-oxide (CNO) 
dihydrochloride (Hello Bio, UK) was dissolved in 0.9% saline and injected intraperitoneally 
(i.p.) 30 min prior to the start of the dark phase. Solutions were freshly prepared on each 
test day and doses were administered using a Latin square design. Animals received either 
0, 5 or 10 mg/kg CNO per testing session, in randomized order, based on recent work 
in rats 205.
Fiber photometry
Rats used for fiber photometry were trained in CombiCages until baseline performance, 
and then recorded for 4-6 sessions, each lasting up to 150 minutes. We used a setup 
based on the one used by Lerner et al. 137 (Figure S5B for schematic overview), centered 
around a lock-in amplifier (RZ5P, Tucker-Davis Technologies, USA) that controls two 
excitation LEDs (405nm at 531Hz, and 490nm at 211Hz; Thor Labs M490F1 and 
M405F1). This setup allowed us to use the isosbestic wavelength of GFP as a control 
for motion-induced and other systemic noise, since the 405nm channel will contain all 
incoming signal except specifically GCaMP-emission. Light was then led through a filter 
cube (FMC4_AE(405)_E(460-490)_F(500-550)_S, Doric Lenses) into the fiber optic rotary 
joint. Rats were tethered to the recording setup with a patch cord (MFP_400/440/LWMJ-
0.53.FC-ZF2.5, Doric Lenses) and a fiber optic rotary joint (FRJ_1x1_FC-FC, Doric 
Lenses). Emitted light from GCaMP6m was led back to the filter cube into a photodetector 
(Newport Femtowatt 2151), which then transmitted signal back to the lock-in amplifier 
which demodulated both incoming channels into separate signal traces. Data was then 
recorded on a dedicated recording PC using Synapse (Tucker-Davis Technologies). 
Incoming behavioral signals were also transmitted from the operant chamber to the lock-
in amplifier using a MedPC SuperPort card (DIG-726, MedAssociates) and corresponding 
cable (CMF, Tucker-Davis Technologies). Using this system, we could reliably perform 




Acute brain slice preparation
Coronal slices of rat MD or striatum were prepared for electrophysiological recordings. 
Rats (4–6 months old) were anesthetized (5% isoflurane, i.p. injection of 0.1 ml/g 
pentobarbital) and perfused with ice-cold N-Methyl-D-glucamin (NMDG) solution 
containing (in mM): NMDG 93, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4 1.2, NaHCO3 30, HEPES 20, Glucose 
25, sodium ascorbate 5, sodium pyruvate 3, MgSO472H2O 10, CaCl2*2H2O 0.5, at pH 7.3 
adjusted with 10 M HCl. Brains were removed and incubated in ice-cold NMDG solution. 
MD or striatum brain slices (250 µm thick) were cut in ice-cold NMDG solution and 
subsequently incubated for 15-30 min in 34 °C. Before the start of experiments slices were 
allowed to recover for at least 1 hour at room temperature in carbogenated (95% O2/5% 
CO2) ACSF solution containing (in mM): NaCl 120, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4 1.4, NaHCO3 25, 
Glucose 21, sodium ascorbate 0.4, sodium pyruvate 2, CaCl2*2H2O 2, MgCl*6H2O 1 
67. 
All recordings were made between 31.1°C and 33.6°C.
Electrophysiology
After obtaining a stable giga seal, a ramp current was injected from 0 to 500pA to assess 
baseline rheobase current. Spike frequency was determined both by increasing steps of 
current injection and by constant supra-threshold current injection. ACSF with 10 µm 
CNO was washed in for at least 5 min before rheobase current and spike frequency were 
determined again.
For voltage- and current-clamp experiments borosilicate glass patch-pipettes (3–5 MΩ, 
resulting in access resistances typically between 7 and 12 MΩ) were used with a 
K-gluconate-based internal solution containing (in mM): K-gluconate 135, NaCl 4, 
MgATP 2, Phosphocreatine 10, GTP (sodium salt) 0.3, EGTA 0.2, HEPES 10 at a pH of 
7.4. Reciprocally connected MD neurons were targeted using somatic expression of red 
retrobeads and striatal medium spiny neurons were targeted based on morphology. Data 
was sampled using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Axon Instruments) and pClamp software 
(Molecular Devices) at 20 kHz and low-pass filtered at 2 kHz. Neurons were filled with 
2-4% biocytin for reconstruction.
Chronos-induced postsynaptic currents (PSCs) were recorded in voltage clamp at -60mV. 
Chronos was activated by blue light (470 nm, 10 sweeps, 10Hz, 5 pulses of 1 ms) using 
a DC4100 4-channel LED-driver (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) as light source. The light 
source was directed as far away from the soma as possible (typically > 200 um) and the 
illumination area was limited using a diaphragm such that reliable but minimal activation 
was achieved. Light intensity was adjusted to elicit a half maximum amplitude (typically 
> 10pA) of the first EPSC to prevent overstimulation of the axon boutons 67.
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Exclusion criteria
12 animals with misplaced virus or retrobead infusions were excluded (MDL:3, MDM: 
6, DMS: 0, VMS: 3), as were 15 rats for the chemogenetic experiments that had unilateral 
virus expression or that did not establish stable baseline performance (MDL: 5, MDM: 
5, eYFP(MD): 1, DMS: 2, VMS: 2, eYFP(Str): 0). Additionally, for the photometry 
experiments, 9 rats with misplaced fibers or no virus expression were excluded (i.e., 
no GCaMP6m-positive neurons in the tissue volume that allows successful capture of 
emission, as found in Figure S4I-J; MDL: 1, MDM: 3, DMS: 2, VMS: 3, GFP: 0). For slice 
electrophysiology experiments, three outliers were removed, one had a capacitance above 
500 pF, and two had a Rinput above 340 MΩ, exclusion did not affect outcome.
Cellular quantification
For the Retrobead experiments, maximum intensity Z projections of 5 z-planes were made 
using ImageJ. Next, images were overlayed with a rat brain atlas at AP + 3.00 mm, +2.76 
mm or +2.52 mm. Subregions of the mPFC were included as ROIs. Layers of the PFC were 
determined using the Swanson brain atlas and were validated with NeuN sections. Cells 
were counted manually using ImageJ per ROI and area of the ROIs was determined. For 
the double labeling experiments, composite images were created for signal from eYFP, 
GAD-67 and mCherry. Cells were counted manually. For the DREADD experiments, 
the areas of virus expression were selected as a ROI in ImageJ. The area of the ROI was 
calculated and cells within the ROI were counted manually.
Chemogenetics and behavior analysis
Behavioral data were acquired with MED-PC software (Med-Associated, USA). All data 
analyses and statistics were done with custom written scripts in MATLAB (Mathworks, 
USA). We calculated the percentage accuracy as: #correct/ (#correct + #incorrect) * 100. 
Premature responses and omissions were expressed as a percentage of the total number 
of trials. All latencies were expressed in seconds. Trials with a magazine latency > 10 
s were excluded from further analysis 204. Normality of the data was tested with the 
Shapiro-Wilk test. Time-dependent effects of CNO were analyzed by splitting the 2.5 h 
session in five blocks of 30 minutes. Two-way mixed repeated measures ANOVAs were 
employed with time and dose as within-subject factors 204. To compare the effects of CNO 
in the different projection groups, three-way mixed repeated-measured ANOVAs were 
employed with dose and delay or cue duration as within-subject factors and group as 
between-subjects factor. Additional parameters, such as number of started trials, were not 
dependent on delay or cue duration and effects of CNO were tested with two-way mixed 
repeated-measures ANOVAs with dose as within-subject factor and group as between-
subject factor. Post hoc testing was done using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests or t tests with 
Benjamin-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) to adjust p values for multiple comparisons. 




in mediolateral distributions between projection populations in dorsal and ventral mPFC. 
In the ex-vivo electrophysiological experiments, a non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U test 
was used to assess the effects of CNO on mCherry (putative DREADD)-positive cells versus 
control neurons. To test the effects of CNO on the distribution of premature responses, 
paired Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were performed between the doses and p-values were 
corrected for multiple testing. In all cases, the significance level was set at p < 0.05. Data 
are presented as mean +/- SEM throughout the main text and figures and as mean +/- SD 
in the supplementary tables.
Fiber photometry analysis
Fiber photometry data was analyzed using custom made MATLAB scripts. In short, raw 
data from the TDT RZ5P recording system was first corrected for motion and other 
systemic noise by fitting the 405nm-channel to the 470nm-channel and dividing, resulting 
in a raw δF/F (F being the adjusted 405nm-channel). We then lowpass filtered the signal 
on 1Hz and highpass filtered on 30Hz. We then performed a spectral analysis to correct 
for remaining low frequency noise. Finally, we down sampled the signal by a factor of 64, 
yielding a final frame rate of around 16Hz, which was our final δF/F. For all subsequent 
analyses, we used small time windows around the trial. To be able to standardize signals 
and look only for changes in population activity associated to the task, we aligned every 
trace to a baseline period between -5 and -1 seconds before the start of each trial. Since 
we included a 10 second inter-trial interval after each trial where rats could not initiate a 
new trial, the baseline should not include any trial-related signals. To test differences in 
signal between delay periods, we only looked at signal between trial initiation and the cue 
presentation time of the longest delay (12.5s). We either used Friedman test (comparison 
between trial outcomes within group), or Kruskal Wallis one-way ANOVAs (comparison 
between groups), with post hoc Dunn-Sidak multiple comparison tests and Benjamini-
Hochberg false discovery rate to adjust p values. Significance for ANOVAs was set on p < 
0.05. To assess difference from baseline, we calculated bootstrapped confidence intervals 
with 5000 iterations and alpha of 0.001. In short, we randomly sampled mean signal 
traces for each outcome type for each rat and took the mean of each random sample (each 
random sample being the same as the total number of rats in the group), and repeated 
5000 times. We then took a confidence interval with an alpha of 0.001 of all 5000 mean 
traces of a given trial outcome, yielding an interval between the 99.9th and 0.01st percentile 
value for each data frame, which we considered as boundaries between which the signal 
could be. We then took averages of the upper and lower confidence interval bounds of 
all rats to construct the group confidence interval. To study differences between signal 
traces of two experimental groups or two outcomes, we performed permutation tests 
that compared distributions at every data point. For each data point, we considered the 
distributions significantly different if the alpha was < 0.01. For both the bootstrapping 
and permutation tests, singleton significant points (i.e. data points with no neighbors that 
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were also significant) were filtered out of the data set. One data frame corresponded to 
approximately 125ms.
Electrophysiology analysis
Chronos-evoked PSCs were calculated by taking the median over 10 sweeps that were 
corrected for drift using a robust regression fit. Paired-pulse-ratios were calculated by 
dividing the peak of PSCN by PSC1. Chronos-evoked PSC latency was calculated as time to 
reach 80% of peak value from light onset. Input resistance was calculated using the slope 
of the linear fit to the current-voltage curve using negative current steps between 0 and 
-100 pA (15 or 20 pA increments, 0.5 or 1 s duration), using the steady state voltage in the 
last 200 ms of the step. The membrane time constant tau determined by the median over 
fitting a first order exponential function (only goodness of fit > 0.8 used) to the first 300 
ms to the voltage trace in response to three negative current steps between 0 and 50 pA (15 
or 20 pA increments, 0.5 or 1 s duration). Capacitance was calculated as input resistance 
over membrane time constant. Sag was calculated as the percentage difference between the 
Δ peak voltage and Δ steady state (last 1/5th of the step duration) from baseline in response 
to a negative step current (0.5 or 1 s) that elicited a Δ peak voltage closest to -20mV. Burst 
and steady state firing frequency were calculated based on the number APs (threshold at 
0 mV) in the 50 ms after the first AP (burst) or the last 200 ms (steady state) of positive 
current steps between 0 and 200 pA (50 pA increments, 0.5 s duration). Some neurons were 
recorded with 15 pA increments, here steps with less than 5pA difference from the 50 pA 
increments steps were used. Biocytin-filled neurons were reconstructed in Neuromantic 
software (V1.6.3) and plotted for illustrative purposes using the Neuroanatomy toolbox 
in ImageJ. Offline data analysis was performed in Graphpad Prism 6 and Matlab 2019a. 
No assumptions were made about the data distribution and all analyses were done using 
non-parametric Friedman with post-hoc Dunn’s and Benjamini-Hochberg’s false discovery 
rate corrected Mann-Whitney U-tests for repeated measures and Mann-Whitney U-tests 
for simple comparisons, significance set at P < 0.05.
Data availability
Datasets are available upon reasonable request.
Code availability






Supplementary Figure 1. Viral tracing in corticostriatal and corticothalamic projections.
a) AAV2-CaMKIIa injection protocol for anterograde tracing experiments.
b) Prefrontal cortex eYFP expression following dorsal (left) and ventral (right) virus injections.
c) eYFP expression in corticostriatal axon terminals. Left: Injections and expression of eYFP in 
dorsal mPFC result in eYFP positive axon terminals in dorsal striatum. Right: Ventral mPFC eYFP 
expression leads to eYFP positive axon terminal fields in ventral striatum.
d) eYFP expression in corticothalamic axon terminals. Left: In the MDT, lateral portions (MDL) 
show positive axon terminals following injections and expression of eYFP in dorsal mPFC. Right: 
Medial portions of MDT show positive axon terminals after virus injection and eYFP expression 
in ventral mPFC.
e) Top: Cav2-Cre injection protocol for retrograde tracing MDL-projecting neurons.
Bottom left: eYFP expression in dmPFC.
Bottom right: eYFP expression in MDL.
f) Same as (e), but for MDM-projecting neurons.
g) Same as (e), but for DMS-projecting neurons.
h) Same as (e), but for VMS-projecting neurons.
Scale bars 1 mm.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Electrophysiological properties of dorsally and ventrally PFC-innervated 
MD and striatum neurons.
(a, c) Capacitance.
(b, d) Sag, calculated as percentage difference between Δ steady state (SS) and Δ peak from a 
hyperpolarizing current step resulting in a peak voltage change closest to -20mV. Left: example 
trace, right: summary plot.




Supplementary Figure 3. DREADD-mediated hypofunction of specific PFC projection populations.
a) Experimental design for expression of hM4D(Gi) receptors with mCherry-tag in prefrontal 
projection populations.
b) Left: raw traces from a mCherry-positive and negative (control) neuron resting membrane potential 
before and during CNO bath application.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Continued
Right: Quantification of CNO-induced resting membrane potential change. * p < 0.05 Mann-Whitney 
test. mCherry+ n = 6, control n = 4.
c) Left top: Raw trace from mCherry+ neuron.
Left bottom: Spike frequencies in 10s bins.
Right: Quantification of spike frequency during aCSF or CNO application. * p < 0.05 Wilcoxon 
signed rank test, n = 6 cells.
d) Left: raw trace of mCherry+ neuron during aCSF (black) and CNO (blue) bath application. 100 
pA ramp current injection. Right: rheobase quantification. * p < 0.01 paired t-test, n = 10 cells.
e) Spike frequency induced by different current steps. * p < 0.01 main effect bath application aCSF 




Supplementary Figure 4. Additional behavioral parameters after DREADD treatment during SP-5-CSRTT
a) Accuracy in variable cue duration sessions. ***p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA. Main effect: 
F[2,20]=207.76, p<0.001.
b) Virus injection protocol for expression of hM4D(Gi) receptor in MDL-projecting neurons.
c) Distribution of premature responses after saline and CNO injections in 2.5-hour variable delay 
sessions, divided into 30-minute blocks. * Main effect dose repeated measures ANOVA: F[2,20]=11.20, 
p<0.001, dose x time: F[8,80]=1.57, p=0.15. Only data for MDL-projecting neurons shown.
d) same as c), for omissions in variable delay sessions. * F[2,20]=8.00, p<0.01, dose x time: 
F[8,80]=0.92, p=0.50.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Continued
e) same as (C), for accuracy in variable cue duration sessions.
f) same as (D), for omissions in variable cue duration sessions.
g-l) Proportion of premature responses during 1s bins in 12.5s-delay trials. Friedman test: MDL 
χ2[2,41]=0.14, p=0.93, DMS χ2[2,41]=1.71, p=0.42, MDM χ2[2,41]=1.00, p=0.61, VMS χ2[2,41]=0.14, 
p=0.93, eYFPThal χ2[2,41]=1.00, p=0.61, eYFPStr χ2[2,41]=0.14, p=0.93,
m) Difference in accuracy between CNO sessions and saline during variable cue duration sessions 
in mPFC-MD projections. Dose x group: F[4,64]=0.26, p=0.90, dose x group x cue duration: 
F[8,128]=0.79, p=0.67.
n) Same as for m), but for mPFC-striatum projections. DMS n = 10, VMS n = 12, eYFP n = 12.
(o-p) Similar as panel m) and n) but for the change in omissions. MDL: Dose x group: F[4,64] = 3.71, 
p<0.01, dose x group x cue duration: F[8,128]=1.12, p=0.36. Dots are individual datapoints, bar 




Supplementary Figure 5. Behavioral parameters, equipment, viral expression and signal dynamics 
during fiber photometry experiments.
a) 5-CSRTT performance parameters during fiber photometry recording sessions. Bars are mean 
+- SEM. Dots are sessions. * p < 0.01 one-way ANOVA.
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b) Schematic representation of fiber photometry setup.
c) Experimental procedure for GCaMP6m expression in prefrontal projection populations.
d) Top: Examples of GCaMP6m expression in somata of prefrontal projection neurons. White dashed 
line: Brain atlas overlay. Yellow dashed lines: fiber tract. Scale bar 500µm.
Bottom: Examples of GCaMP6m expression in axon terminals in target areas. White dashed lines: 
Brain atlas overlay. Scale bars: 500µm.
e) Example heatmaps for animals with either GFP (left), or GCaMP6m expressed in projection 
populations. Only sessions with variable delay, but all trial outcomes and delays have been pooled 
together. Data are z-scored to baseline (t-5 to t-1 from trialstart).
f) Cumulative density plot for bins that are >2std above or below baseline. X axis is number of bins, 
Y axis is cumulative proportion of trials.
g) Receiver operator characteristic for trials made by GFP-expressing rats vs each projection 
population. AUC indicates area under curve for each population.
h) Population averages for GFP rats and projection populations.
i) Experimental procedure for determination of excitation light tissue coverage.
j) Proportion of fluorescence compared to maximum fluorescence measured in recording session. 





Table S1 Effects of chemogenetic corticothalamic inactivations during variable delay and variable 
cue duration sessions. Summary of behavioral parameters from variable delay and cue duration 


















































































































































































































































































































 Specific roles for prefrontal projection populations in cognitive control
Table S1 Continued

















































































































































































































































Green colored cells represent significant increases compared to saline after dose x group 
interaction. Red/green colored and underlined parameters reflect significant decreases/increases 
compared to saline respectively after dose x group x delay /cue duration interaction.
Post-hoc tests are FDR-corrected for multiple testing.
CNO5: CNO 5 mg/kg. CNO10: CNO 10 mg/kg injection.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table S4 Effects of chemogenetic cortico-striatal inactivations on general task parameters. Summary 












































































































































No significant differences compared to saline were found for any of the parameters.
CNO5: CNO 5 mg/kg. CNO10: CNO 10 mg/kg injection.
Data are expressed as mean ± SD.
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In this thesis, I have explored the role of subregions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 
and specific projection neuron populations in attention and inhibitory control. In Chapter 
2, we showed in a series of optogenetic inhibition experiments that ventral and dorsal 
prefrontal subregions support distinct processes that contribute to successful attention 
and inhibitory control. The dmPFC takes on a proactive, integrative role, and its activity 
is required throughout the delay period in 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT) 
trials. In contrast, the vmPFC seems to be more reactive and is only necessary towards 
the end of the delay period. Next, we show in Chapter 3 that within the mPFC, dorsal 
and ventral regions develop distinct activity profiles during 5-CSRTT trials. Additionally, 
as animals become more acquainted to the task contingencies, activity in both mPFC 
subregions decreases. All in all, these chapters provide evidence for the notion that dmPFC 
and vmPFC drive behavior in specific, yet different ways.
In chapter 4, a home-cage based and self-paced version of the 5-CSRTT (CombiCage) is 
tested and validated for use in rats. We found that rats performed more trials per day, 
and progressed through learning stages more quickly when compared with conventional 
training methods. When given unlimited access to the task, rats would learn quickly and 
required no food restriction. However, their task performance was not entirely similar to 
conventional training, since rats made significantly more omissions. Therefore, we added a 
time-restricted protocol, which only allowed for 2.5 hours of training per day. Using these 
parameters, rats showed similar behavioral performance to conventional training, except 
they mastered the task around five times faster. Pharmacological inhibition of muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptors, an intervention known to affect attention and increase impulsivity 
in a conventional setting, had the same effects in the time-restricted version of the task. 
Hence, we conclude that the time-restricted self-paced CombiCage protocol is an improved 
version of the 5-CSRTT, and has many benefits over conventional training methods.
In chapter 5, we further disentangle the role of the prefrontal cortex in attention and 
inhibitory control by investigating projection-specific populations. We identified four 
distinct populations that project to thalamic and striatal subregions. Chemogenetic 
inhibition of each of these populations revealed a bi-directional command of inhibitory 
control in these populations. Neurons projecting from the dmPFC to lateral portion of 
the mediodorsal thalamus (MDL) had an opposing role on inhibitory control to neurons 
projecting from the dmPFC to the dorsal striatum (DMS), and neurons projecting from 
the vmPFC to the medial mediodorsal thalamus (MDM). Investigation of neuronal activity 
in each of these populations showed that they had distinct activity profiles, with dorsal 
projections being active for larger portions of the delay period than ventral projections. 
Finally, we show that prefrontal input is processed differentially in each target area. All in 
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all, this set of experiments indicates that prefrontal projection populations govern distinct 
parts of cognitive control of behavior.
In summary, this thesis progresses from global investigations to highly targeted and 
temporally precise experiments to unravel the neural mechanisms that underlie attention 
and inhibitory control.
The prefrontal cortex in cognitive control
The mPFC is required for attention and inhibitory control in the 5-CSRTT. Ample evidence 
exists for compartmentalization of functions between dorsal and ventral subregions of the 
mPFC 16,43,50,216. In Chapters 2, 3, and 5 of this thesis, we provide evidence that supports 
this view, and paints a picture where a proactive dmPFC and a reactive vmPFC steer 
behavior towards a goal, by imposing inhibitory control and attention onto the rest of 
the brain.
It seems that upon trial initiation, the dmPFC is quickly recruited and remains active 
during the delay period. This delay activity develops early on in the task, where population 
engagement shifts towards earlier portions of the delay period. Earlier work has shown 
that prefrontal engagement decreases as actions become more habitual 14,47,48. Reduced 
dmPFC activity could indicate that cognitive load is shifted onto different brain areas, 
such as sensorimotor circuits involving the dorsolateral striatum 14,159,224–226. Thus, the 
decrease in delay activity could indicate that prefrontal input is less required for successful 
task performance, which is in part driven by striatal circuits in later stages of the task. An 
interesting avenue for future research would be to study connections from the mPFC to 
dorsomedial and dorsolateral striatal regions, which should show development of distinct 
activity profiles.
When task parameters become more stringent, delay activity in mPFC subregions decreases 
and becomes more biased towards trial initiation. While population activity of vmPFC 
neurons seems to respond equally quickly to trial initiation, it is less biased towards the 
earlier half of the delay period when compared to dmPFC activity. The activity profiles 
we found in Chapter 3 could thus explain why our optogenetic experiments in Chapter 
2 show that only interfering with the last seconds of the delay period in vmPFC distorts 
task performance: dmPFC activity is to a significantly larger extent targeted to the earlier 
portions of the delay period compared to vmPFC activity. This suggests that manipulation 
of early delay activity will likely have more impact on dmPFC function. It is hypothesized 
that this activity could underlie maintenance of task- or rule-related information, which 
is kept online in the mPFC, allowing it to guide actions in a top-down manner 5. Indeed, 
persistent activity in both vmPFC and dmPFC is related to attention and cognitive control 




Prefrontal activity can be induced by cortical or thalamic driver input 227,228. Input strength 
could be adjusted by neuromodulators, such as acetylcholine (ACh) or dopamine. It has 
been shown that recurrent activity in corticothalamic loops is kickstarted by rule initiation 
signal that originates in mPFC. This starts a multisynaptic loop that includes neurons 
in several prefrontal layers, and thalamic relay neurons, which could maintain elevated 
activity in the dmPFC throughout the delay period 67,229. Thalamic or other driving input 
can be exacerbated by neuromodulators, which can alter excitability in a network. The 
prefrontal cortex receives cholinergic input from local and distal sources, both of which 
have been associated with attentional processing in the 5-CSRTT 160,163,230. It is thought 
that acetylcholine release could induce a state of arousal, enabling the prefrontal network 
to respond more readily to internal or external stimuli that require top-down attention 
160,163. Perturbation of ACh function causes attentional deficits, and in our CombiCage 
validation experiments in Chapter 4, we again show that interventions with drugs that 
target muscarinic acetylcholine receptors, such as scopolamine, affect attention. Similarly, 
VTA neurons show increased firing rate in the delay period, dopamine inputs from the 
midbrain have been shown to affect task performance in the 5-CSRTT 231. Hence, a 
combination of modulatory input and driving input could underlie elevated activity during 
the delay period.
The prefrontal cortex is a large and heterogenous brain region. While our data, as well 
as a considerable number of other studies, show that dorsal and ventral subregions drive 
distinct types of behavior, it is far from clear how the specific layers, cell-types or projection 
populations contribute or cooperate to generate behavioral output appropriate to the 
needs of the environment. An increasing body of evidence shows that specific prefrontal 
projection populations can underlie discrete behavioral phenotypes 14,80,122,207. Hence, even 
if the global function of the vmPFC and dmPFC is relatively well-characterized, how do 
these heterogenous brain areas influence activity in other brain areas?
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, I anatomically identify four discrete projection-specific neuron 
populations in the mPFC. Neurons in the dmPFC project to the DMS and MDL, while 
vmPFC projection populations target the MDM and VMS. Within the dmPFC and vmPFC, 
corticostriatal circuits originate in superficial layers, while corticothalamic projections 
are situated in deep layers. This supports earlier reports of discrete and layer-specific 
localization of projection neurons 25,29,232. Each of the projection areas we investigated has 
been associated with attention and inhibitory control 16,18,46,127,233. In Chapter 5, I describe 
experiments aimed at functionally characterizing these different projection populations 
through chemogenetic inhibition, fiber photometry, and slice electrophysiology. All 
projection populations show task-related activity profiles and all but the vmPFC-VMS 
projecting neurons are activated at a level significantly above baseline during an extensive 
portion of the delay period. Moreover, inhibition of MDL-, MDM-, and DMS-projecting 
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neurons affected premature responding, and only MDL-projecting neurons could be 
ascribed a role in attention. Perturbation of projections also affected inhibitory control 
in different ways. Finally, we found that prefrontal input was processed distinctly by 
postsynaptic neurons in target areas. Based on these data, I will hypothesize about how 
each projection contributes to a final behavioral response. I will also address a number 
of questions that our data give rise to: Why and how do specific dmPFC projection 
populations guide inhibitory control differentially? And why is attention relatively 
unaffected by manipulations in each of these projections?
Corticothalamic projections in inhibitory control
We show that both dmPFC-MDL and vmPFC-MDM projecting neurons are implicated 
in maintenance of activity in both cortical and thalamic regions. Earlier work already 
suggested persistent and recurrent activity in a circuit between the mPFC and MD in 
attention and cognitive control 126,127. However, investigations into behavior associated 
with MD function have often not made a distinction between lateral and medial subregions 
of the MD 126,127. Additionally, functional studies on physiological properties of neurons 
in these two regions have not been performed. In chapter 5 of this thesis, we find that 
inhibition of MDM- and MDL-projecting neurons produces opposite behavioral effects. 
Neurons in these two subregions also show distinct electrophysiological responses to 
prefrontal input. Therefore, our results suggest that MDL and MDM process incoming 
information differently, and may be incorporated into distinct brain networks with 
opposite behavioral consequences.
Recurrent activity between the mPFC and MD is thought to underlie active maintenance 
of task-relevant information 123,127. Engagement of this circuit is initiated in the mPFC, 
where excitatory neurons in layer 6 project information onto relay neurons in the MD 67,234. 
These neurons project back to the mPFC, where the signal is transferred back to layer 6 
MD-projecting neurons through a local microcircuit 67. This circuit is thought to contribute 
to maintenance of task-relevant information, and remains active until task-related actions 
must be executed 67,127. The activity recordings in chapter 5 corroborate this view, since 
both MDL- and MDM-projecting neurons remain active for a significant portion of the 
delay period, and cease activity upon cue presentation
Neurons that project from the dmPFC to MDL show persistently elevated activity during 
the 5-CSRTT delay period. Moreover, activity was decreased in trials that ended in a 
premature response, indicating that a certain level of projection engagement is required for 
appropriate task performance. Finally, a disruption in the information flow from dmPFC 
to MDL affects inhibitory control. These findings fit into the view of the MDL being 




Surprisingly, animals made less premature responses when the dmPFC-MDL circuit was 
disrupted. This gives rise to several interpretations. First, circuit activity could be part of 
a larger ensemble that steers the brain to drive actions. Reduced activity in such a circuit 
would then explain both the decrease in premature responses and increase in omissions: 
the animal is slower, or less inclined to perform an action at all. Studies in monkeys show 
that the MD has connections to the claustrum, a brain area that has been associated with 
attention in the 5-CSRTT 138,235. Alternatively, prolonged mPFC activity, driven by input 
from the MD, could stimulate other projections that drive actions. Second, collateral 
projections to other thalamic nuclei, such as the ventromedial (VM) thalamus 67, could 
be responsible for the behavioral effect we found. Reduced stimulation of thalamic nuclei 
would reduce excitatory drive on cortical pre-motor areas, such as the anterior lateral 
motor cortex (ALM) 236, which could lead to reduced responding. Several studies have 
attributed deficits in motor planning to diminished function in both the VM and the ALM 
236–238. Third, task-relevant information represented by dmPFC-MDL circuit activity could 
carry more subtle portions of information than the complete set of data necessary for 
adequate inhibitory control. Hence, the suggested role of dmPFC-MDL projections gives 
rise to several new hypotheses about the role of the circuit within a larger brain network 
that guides actions.
How would the MDM regulate inhibitory control? It is possible that the vmPFC-MDM 
circuit is also marked by recurrent activity that serves to maintain relevant information 
online until action is required 126,127. However, MDM-projecting neurons are activated later 
in the delay period, which likely reflects the more reactive role of the vmPFC, assuming 
that activity in the circuit is initiated by prefrontal neurons 67,127. A possible circuit through 
which the vmPFC and MDM govern inhibitory control could include several other 
brain regions. The vmPFC is also known to project to the basolateral amygdala (BLA). 
Optogenetic activation of the BLA decreased premature responding 239. Additionally, the 
ventral hippocampus is interconnected with the vmPFC and is also reported to be active 
during inhibitory control in the 5-CSRTT and other paradigms 221,240–242. The BLA is also 
interconnected with both the MDM and ventral hippocampus 243–245, which suggests that 
these brain regions could be functionally related. A network that incorporates each of 
these areas has been suggested 246. Hence, the MDM could be part of a larger network 
that generally drives restraint of actions.
Several unanswered questions still remain. Projections from the mPFC to the MD have 
classically been divided into driver and modulatory inputs 102,109. In our experiments, we 
made no such distinction. It is likely that within the specific projection population, further 
distinctions need to be made to fully understand the role of the MD. Additionally, in 
Chapter 5 we describe that population activity in MDM-projection neurons is lower in 
omitted trials, compared to correctly responded trials. This suggests that the projection 
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may have a role in attention, as well as inhibitory control. Similarly, we show that 
inhibition of MDL-projections also has modest attentional effects. It is possible that a 
further distinction between projection cell-types will enable researchers to better define 
the exact roles of each projection.
To conclude, the role of MDL- and MDM-projection neurons may be to keep their 
respective circuits active. This could ensure that a mental representation of task-related 
information, or rules, remains at hand until the environment calls for a decision moment. 
Behavioral outcomes associated to each projection could be attributed to the larger brain 
networks that each area is part of (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Characterization of corticothalamic circuits during inhibitory control.
Corticostriatal projections in inhibitory control
Through which mechanisms do corticostriatal projections underlie inhibitory control? 
Projections from both the vmPFC and dmPFC to the striatum are active during 5-CSRTT 
delay periods and are important for appropriate inhibitory control 45,46,106. In Chapter 5, 
we show that DMS-projecting neurons are active during the 5-CSRTT, and that inhibition 
increases premature responding. It has also recently been shown that individual neurons 
in this pathway are less active before premature responses 106. Hence, it can be stated that 
the DMS at least requires sufficient prefrontal input to guide inhibitory control.
Direct- and indirect-pathway striatal medium spiny neurons (MSNs) have been 
hypothesized to represent competing “stop” or “go” signals 70. At the same time, top-down 
input from the dmPFC is thought to be able to steer internal striatal decision making into 
a certain direction 71. We find that diminished activity in specific dmPFC-DMS projections 
increases premature responding. Hence, the most straight forward interpretation would be 




reduced prefrontal input may give rise to a relative increase in strength from other inputs 
to the DMS, which could further contribute to the imbalance in basal ganglia output.
To further study the role of this projection, several features of dmPFC-DMS projecting 
neurons need to be unraveled. First, it is not clear to what extent prefrontal projections 
target D1R- or D2R-expressing medium spiny neurons. Unbalanced input to either pathway 
can cause inappropriate behavior through insufficient or surplus output of the basal 
ganglia 70,247. Second, collaterals from the hyperdirect pathway, which consists of dmPFC-
subthalamic nucleus (STN) neurons, terminate onto MSNs in the DMS. These projections 
have been linked to attention themselves 248. This means that prefrontal projection neurons 
exert influence on various levels of striatal processing. Additionally, prefrontal projections 
targeting striatal matrix or striosomes have distinct downstream targets and roles in 
behavior 70,81. Finally, intratelencephalic and pyramidal tract (IT and PT) neurons have 
distinct patterns of DMS connectivity. Due to their distinct connectivity, each of these 
types of projection neuron could have a distinct role in behavior. To fully understand the 
role of corticostriatal projections, all of these groups need to be separated.
More insight into these different pathways of corticostriatal innervation should also 
provide insight into the rest of the circuitry. There is profound connectivity between 
the basal ganglia to several higher order thalamic nuclei 105,186. Diminished or increased 
input to each of these nuclei could therefore lead to altered activation in cortical regions 
governing motor control, such as M1 or M2, causing inappropriate motor actions. This 
might materialize as premature responses in the 5-CSRTT. DMS-projecting neurons can 
thus be placed in a broader brain network that steers the brain towards refraining from 
an action.
In contrast to neurons that project to the DMS, the population of VMS-projections 
shows little engagement during 5-CSRTT trials. Earlier studies have associated both the 
vmPFC and ventral striatal structures, such as the NAc core and NAc shell, with impulsive 
actions in the 5-CSRTT 16,18,44,86. What could explain that we find only modest population 
engagement of vmPFC-VS neurons during the delay period, and that inhibition of the 
projections has no behavioral consequences?
The NAc core and shell can be distinguished both anatomically and functionally. Previous 
work has indicated that these subregions of the accumbens have distinct roles in behavior, 
suggesting a role for the NAc shell, but not NAc core, in premature responding in the 
5-CSRTT 44,93. Moreover, the core and shell are at least partially incorporated in distinct 
networks, as shown by differences in downstream connectivity in the basal ganglia, as 
well as axonal targeting to dopaminergic midbrain nuclei 78. Chapter 5 of this thesis 
focuses primarily on NAc core-projecting neurons in the vmPFC. Significant portions 
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NAc shell-targeting projections were not investigated with our approach. It is therefore 
possible that vmPFC-NAc shell-projecting neurons underlie inhibitory control. vmPFC-
NAc core neurons might not be required successful execution of the behavior required for 
the 5-CSRTT, even though they did show task-related activity.
Several of the distinctions that can be made between DMS-projecting neurons can also be 
made for NAc-projecting neurons. Besides making a distinction between core and shell, 
it is therefore also important to consider each input modality separately: Is there bias in 
targeting of D1R-expressing or D2R-expressing neurons 70,102? And to what extent are PT 
and IT neurons involved? One potential answer could lie in differentiation of firing patterns 
in prefrontal projection neurons. It is known that corticostriatal neurons show a ramping 
pattern of activity during delay periods 45,46,62,64. Moreover, in dmPFC-DMS projecting 
neurons, it was shown that projection populations could be either persistently silenced or 
activated during the 5-CSRTT delay 106. Neurons that showed task-related activity showed 
earlier and reduced changes in firing rate from baseline during premature responses, 
suggesting that both increased and decreased corticostriatal input can alter behavior 106. 
It is possible that vmPFC neurons have similarly distinct roles and subsequent targeting 
of D1R- and D2R-expressing neurons. Finally, we find that postsynaptic responses to 
prefrontal input diverge in striatal MSNs. Taken together, these findings suggest that many 
cell-type specific functions still need to be discovered, both on the sending and receiving 
end of corticostriatal projections.
In future experiments, the vmPFC-NAc shell pathway needs to be investigated in a similar 
way as our investigation of other projection populations. Furthermore, single cell recordings 
through calcium imaging or optogenetic identification in vmPFC-NAc projecting neurons 
will reveal whether the vmPFC also holds distinct populations of persistently activated 
neurons. Slice electrophysiology could reveal how D1R- and D2R-expressing neurons 
specifically respond to input from prefrontal projections.
To summarize, we show that some corticostriatal projections play a role in inhibitory 
control (Figure 2). The dmPFC-DMS projection is likely part of a larger brain circuit that 
involves other nuclei in the basal ganglia and downstream thalamic targets. Based on my 
results, I hypothesize that corticostriatal innervation regulates inhibitory control by adding 
bias onto an information stream that leads to refraining from actions. Ventral prefrontal 
projections to the NAc core and shell need to be carefully distinguished to further elucidate 




Figure 2. Characterization of corticostriatal circuits during inhibitory control.
Is attention also driven by specific prefrontal projection populations?
While the results presented in Chapter 5 indicate that MD-projecting neurons may have 
a modest role in attention, it might seem surprising that we did not find a stronger effect 
of our manipulations on attentional performance. Or is it? The most straight forward 
explanation for the absence of attentional effects of the chemogenetic perturbations in 
chapter 5 is that attentional processing in the mPFC is governed by multiple different 
projection populations. All experimental evidence that supports a role for the dmPFC 
in attention originates from studies where large and nonspecific areas of the mPFC 
were targeted, which would inevitably dilute any behavioral effects of more specific 
projection populations. The dmPFC contains several likely candidate populations for a 
role in attention. Projections from the dmPFC to the claustrum have been shown to affect 
attentional processing 138,249,250. Similarly, connections between the anterior cingulate 
cortex and visual cortex subregions have been implicated in development of visual attention 
251. Finally, neurons projecting from the dmPFC to the STN and lateral hypothalamus 
have also been shown to affect cognitive control of behavior 248. A network including the 
BLA and ventral hippocampus, which could underlie vmPFC regulation of attention, has 
been described previously in this discussion. Hence, specific roles for prefrontal projection 
neurons in attention may be substantiated in several other brain networks. Applying the 
multimodal projection specific approach that we have utilized in chapter 5 to these different 
projection populations could shed more light onto attentional processing by the mPFC.
Future directions
Neuroscientific research is currently conducted on various levels, from studying a small 
synaptic protein to deciphering EEG recordings. The ultimate goal – understanding how 
the brain controls our actions, feelings and thoughts – still appears to be locked behind 
a number of challenges. First, ambiguity in terminology complicates communication and 
experimental design. Second, we currently lack resolution (spatial, temporal, or both) 
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to properly investigate neuronal ensembles associated to a behavior. Third, the body of 
experimental results keeps growing, and it becomes increasingly difficult to interpret new 
insights in a meaningful way.
It is not trivial to distinguish specific types of behavior. For instance, it is currently not 
possible to establish whether attention and inhibitory control are fundamentally different 
behaviors, or two manifestations of an underlying brain circuit. There is often little 
consensus in neuroscience about how to use a behavioral construct. If the field doesn’t 
agree on what it is that it is studying, it becomes even more difficult to interpret any 
results. Hence, the first challenge to overcome is to develop a method to standardize how 
we refer to, or describe behavior, to be able to actually understand the enormous body of 
experimental neurophysiological data the newest techniques allow us to produce.
This would entail several advances in experimental and technological design. The 5-CSRTT 
has been used to study a wide range of behaviors, and there is no sound argument why 
it should revolve around attention, or which type of attention. One solution would be to 
use simpler paradigms, although with this the understanding of behavioral richness would 
be sacrificed. Alternatively, the development of powerful deep learning-based behavioral 
analysis, such as DeepLabCut, enables a much better discrimination of behavior 252. Adding 
such extensive behavioral analysis to the multimodal experimental design described in this 
thesis might make it easier to link brain activity specifically to a certain type of action.
This automatically leads to the next challenges. In this thesis, I distinguished neurons 
based on their projection target. While I narrowed my scope from entire populations 
to smaller groups of projection-specific neurons, it will still not provide a final answer. 
Large-scale single-cell recordings, preferably across many brain regions, will allow for 
better characterization of neuronal ensembles and their function 55–57. Paired with detailed 
behavioral analysis, these large-scale investigations of brain activity may provide insight 
into how the brain controls actions.
Recent developments in cell-typing have provided an unprecedented view into the diversity 
of neuronal specialization and characterization 52,58,59. It remains to be seen what a 
meaningful functional categorization will look like, but it will undoubtedly provide a 
better handle at the underlying rules that govern brain activity. Developments in machine 
learning and big data analysis, combined with sensible guidelines for computer models 





Hence, even though it still not really clear what exactly makes me stand still and wait for 
a starting gun before an ice skating competition, I am confident that robust behavioral 
monitoring and rigorous motion analysis, paired with targeted manipulations of population 
activity, clever methods of big data analysis of neurophysiological data, and clustering of 
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Cognitive control of behavior is essential for successful goal-directed behavior. Often 
used as an umbrella term for top-down instructions on behavior. For instance, inhibitory 
control allows us to inhibit unwanted actions, and attention lets us be vigilant to specific 
cues in our environment. While these processes are the result of coordinated activity 
between many brain regions, the prefrontal cortex is often a main player in these circuits. 
In this thesis, I present research aimed at various components of cognitive control, such 
as inhibitory control and attention. Additionally, the role of the mPFC is characterized 
by investigating meaningful subpopulations, based on position on the dorsoventral axis, 
or based on neuronal projection targets. All in all, it appears that the mPFC contains 
subpopulations of projection-specific neuron populations, which each have their own role 
in inhibitory control and attention.
In Chapter 2, we show that the dorsomedial and ventromedial mPFC (dmPFC, vmPFC, 
resp.) have distinct roles in a cognitive control paradigm. Rats were trained in the 
5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT). Upon reaching threshold performance, 
we optogenetically inhibited either the dmPFC or the vmPFC. We found that both areas 
are required for task accuracy, and that the vmPFC is also involved in inhibitory control. 
Moreover, the timing of activity in each brain region appeared to be different. Dorsal 
mPFC activity was required for the entire delay period, while vmPFC activity was only 
necessary for the last part of the delay. This suggests that both brain regions are responsible 
for a distinct set of behaviors and are to a certain extent part of distinct networks that 
underlie cognitive control.
Next, we investigated mPFC activity during acquisition stages of the 5-CSRTT using 
fiber photometry. We show in Chapter 3 that neuronal activity in the dmPFC and vmPFC 
does indeed show distinct patterns, and that this activity develops differently. Activity in 
both brain regions is shaped towards faster activation, and becomes more biased towards 
earlier portions of the delay period in general. Dorsal regions appear to be more active 
than ventral regions, especially in the first half of the delay periods. Moreover, it appeared 
that total prefrontal activity decreases as animals progress through the learning stages. 
Together, these findings indicate that prefrontal activity in dorsal and ventral regions 
develops during learning stages.
In Chapter 4, we present a new version of the conventional 5-CSRTT. Conventional 
settings require extensive training periods, which may complicate studies that involve 
chronic recordings or manipulations, and often necessitate implementation of food 
restriction protocols to motivate the animals. Therefore, we developed the CombiCage, 
a homecage-based paradigm. Using a time-restricted approach, where animals could 
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only start trials during a specific time window during the day, we found that behavioral 
performance was similar to conventional settings. Animals fully progressed through the 
learning stages within a week, and often earned enough food to preclude use of food 
restriction. Taken together, the CombiCage significantly reduces training time, requires 
less researcher interference, and reduces the need for food restriction.
Finally, we further explore the role of the mPFC in cognitive control, by characterizing 
and investigating projection-specific neuronal populations during the 5-CSRTT in 
the CombiCage. We anatomically define four distinct and discrete mPFC projection 
populations to subcortical nuclei, such as the mediodorsal thalamus and striatum. Next, we 
show that these projections elicit distinct postsynaptic responses in target neurons. We then 
trained animals in the CombiCage, and chemogenetically inhibited each of the projections, 
unraveling distinct roles for each projection population. Besides distinct behavioral roles, 
each of these projections had a unique activation pattern during in 5-CSRTT trials. All 
in all, we show in this chapter that the mPFC orchestrates cognitive control of behavior 
through specific neuronal circuits.
All in all, this thesis highlights the role and complexity of mPFC activity during cognitive 
control of behavior. Our findings suggest that prefrontal subregions, especially projection-
defined populations, have distinct roles in behavior. These populations are likely part of 




Een zekere mate van cognitieve controle over ons gedrag is essentieel in ons dagelijks leven. 
Cognitieve controle wordt vaak gebruikt als overkoepelende term voor alle instructies 
die onze hersenen aan ons lichaam geven, maar ook processen als aandacht als het 
onderdrukken van impulsieve acties kunnen tot cognitieve controle gerekend worden. 
Het is bijvoorbeeld wel handig om ongewenste of impulsieve acties zoveel mogelijk te 
onderdrukken. Daarnaast is aandacht van belang om ons te focusen op specifieke 
signalen in onze omgeving. Deze processen zijn over het algemeen het resultaat van 
gecoördineerde activiteit tussen veel hersenregio’s, maar de prefrontale cortex is vaak een 
van de hoofdrolspelers. In dit proefschrift belicht ik de rol van de mPFC in verschillende 
componenten van cognitieve controle, zoals impulscontrole en aandacht. Daartoe wordt 
de rol van de mPFC gekenmerkt door het bestuderen van zinvolle subpopulaties, gebaseerd 
op positie op de dorsoventrale as, of op neuronale projectiedoelen. Al met al lijkt het erop 
dat de mPFC subpopulaties bevat van projectiespecifieke neuronenpopulaties, die elk hun 
eigen rol hebben bij impulscontrole en aandacht.
In Hoofdstuk 2 laten we zien dat de dorsomediale en ventromediale mPFC (dmPFC, 
vmPFC, resp.) verschillende rollen hebben in gedragstaak. Ratten werden getraind in de 
5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT), een taak om aandacht en impulscontrole 
in proefdieren te meten. In deze taak moeten ratten wachten op een lampje dat ergens in 
hun omgeving aangaat, waarna ze moeten op tijd moeten reageren door hun neus in een 
gaatje te houden. De taak is gebaseerd op een taak voor mensen, en het idee is we hiermee 
cognitieve controle van de rat aanspreken. Vervolgens hebben we hersenactiviteit in de 
dmPFC of de vmPFC optogenetisch gemanipuleerd. We ontdekten dat beide gebieden 
nodig zijn voor aandacht, en dat de vmPFC bovendien ook betrokken is bij impulscontrole. 
Daarnaast bleek de timing van activiteit in elk hersengebied te verschillen. Activiteit in 
de dmPFC was vereist tijdens de hele wachttijd, terwijl vmPFC-activiteit alleen nodig was 
voor het laatste deel. Dit betekent dat beide hersengebieden verantwoordelijk zijn voor een 
verschillende reeks gedragingen en tot op zekere hoogte deel uitmaken van verschillende 
netwerken die ten grondslag liggen aan cognitieve controle.
Vervolgens hebben we gekeken naar mPFC-activiteit tijdens de trainingsfase van de 
5-CSRTT, door met calcium imaging te kijken naar activiteit in dorsale en ventrale 
gebieden. In Hoofdstuk 3 laten we zien dat activiteit in de dmPFC en vmPFC inderdaad 
verschillende patronen vertoont, wat de resultaten in Hoofdstuk 2 al impliceerden, en dat 
deze activiteit zich anders ontwikkelt in de verschillende hersengbeieden. De ontwikkeling 
van activiteit in beide gebieden wordt gekenmerkt door een snellere activatie, en de totale 
bulkactiviteit schuift ook verder naar voren in de wachttijd. Dorsale gebieden lijken 
bovendien actiever te zijn dan ventrale, vooral in de eerste helft van de wachttijd. Bovendien 
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bleek dat de totale prefrontale activiteit afneemt naarmate dieren meer getraind worden. 
Deze resultaten suggereren dat prefrontale activiteit in dorsale en ventrale delen van de 
mPFC zich ontwikkelt tijdens trainingsstadia in een gedragstaak.
In Hoofdstuk 4 presenteren we een nieuwe versie van de ‘conventionele’ 5-CSRTT. Het 
kostte veel tijd om ratten te trainen in de conventionele versie, wat onderzoeken met 
chronische opnames of manipulaties er niet makkelijker op maakte. Daanaast was er 
vaak voedselrestrictie nodig om dieren te genoeg te motiveren om te taak te doen. De 
CombiCage omzeilt deze problemen grotendeels. De thuiskooi wordt verbonden met de 
testkooi, waarin ze de taak kunnen doen, zodat ze niet meer handmatig overgezet hoeven 
te worden. Dieren konden vervolgens elke dag een bepaalde periode de taak doen. In 
deze omgeving waren ratten ongeveer even goed in de taak als dieren die op de ‘oude’ 
manier getraind werden. Echter, in de CombiCage waren de dieren vaak in een week 
klaar met de training en verdienden ze bovendien dermate veel voedsel dat het gebruik 
van voedselrestrictie niet meer nodig was. Bij elkaar genomen verkort de CombiCage de 
trainingstijd aanzienlijk, vereist minder tussenkomst van onderzoekers en vermindert de 
behoefte aan voedselbeperking.
Ten slotte onderzoeken we de rol van de mPFC in cognitieve controle, door projectiespecifieke 
neuronale populaties te karakteriseren en te onderzoeken tijdens de 5-CSRTT in de 
CombiCage. We definiëren vier verschillende en discrete mPFC-projectiepopulaties naar 
subcorticale gebieden, zoals de mediodorsale thalamus en striatum, met neuroanatomische 
techinieken. Vervolgens laten we zien dat deze projecties verschillende postsynaptische 
reacties teweegbrengen in hun doelgebieden. Vervolgens hebben we dieren getraind 
in de CombiCage en hebben we elk van de projecties chemogenetisch gemanipuleerd, 
waarbij duidelijk werd dat elke projectiepopulatie een specifieke rol had. Bovendien had 
elk van deze projecties een uniek activiteitspatroon tijdens de taak. Al met al laten we in 
dit hoofdstuk zien dat de mPFC cognitieve controle van gedrag reguleert via specifieke 
neuronale circuits.
Dit proefschrift belicht de rol en complexiteit van mPFC-activiteit tijdens cognitieve 
gedragscontrole. Onze bevindingen suggereren dat prefrontale subregio’s, met name 
populaties die gedefinieerd worden door hun projectiegebied, een unieke rol in gedrag 
hebben. Deze populaties maken waarschijnlijk deel uit van verschillende grotere netwerken, 




En dan is het boek opeens klaar. Ik voel mee beetje als Basil Fawlty die met zichzelf praat:
“Zoom.”
“What was that?”
“That was your life mate.”
“Oh, that was quick. Do I get another?”
“Sorry mate.”
Als ik eerlijk ben voelt deze PhD nu wel ongeveer zo. Klinkt misschien zelfs wat zwartgallig, 
maar niets is minder waar: Als ik zo terugkijk heb ik echt een schitterende tijd gehad! 
Op het moment van schrijven zijn de uren in de donkere kelder of koude operatiekamer 
natuurlijk alweer wat weggezakt – het was in elk geval een goede training voor een 
lockdown, laten we maar zeggen – en overheerst een soort mix van blijdschap en verbazing. 
8 jaar op de VU, waarvan 6 als promovendus in het lab, en het is voor mijn gevoel voorbij 
gevlogen. Dat is natuurlijk voor een groot deel toe te schrijven aan de omgeving waarin ik 
me heb mogen bevinden. Tijd voor een dankwoord van formaat dus!
Een promotor die The Big Lebowski zó goed vond dat hij ‘m na het zien meteen nog een 
keer in de bios is gaan kijken – wat kan een promovendus zich nog meer wensen. Misschien 
toch een keertje die filmavond doen, en dan mag die gekke Servische film natuurlijk ook. 
Huib – dank voor al je tijd, snelle feedback, open gesprekken en lachsalvo’s, en vooral ook 
voor alle mogelijkheden die je me gedurende mijn hele PhD hebt gegeven. Ik kom er als een 
rijker mens uit, en dat is zeker toe te schrijven aan de manier waarop je me vrij hebt gelaten.
Achter een goede promotor staat natuurlijk altijd een goede co-promotor. Rogier, ik vind 
het erg fijn dat je altijd tijd had voor goede en gedetailleerde feedback. Je hebt je afgelopen 
jaren behoorlijk verdiept in mijn experimenten en resultaten - en passant ben je volgens 
mij inmiddels een behoorlijke expert op het gebied van de 5-choice, combicages, en in 
vivo technieken. Ik heb erg veel aan je vriendelijke en constructieve houding gehad, en dat 
is nog los van de wekelijkse gniffel die je met je doner Thursday wist los te maken. Veel 
dank voor de mooie tijd!
I would also like to especially thank the reading committee, Roger Adan, Christian 
Lohmann, Nelson Totah, Aleksandra Badura, Helmut Kessels and Ingo Willuhn for the 
time you invested to read my thesis and provide useful scientific insights.
Mensen kunnen zich soms alleen en verloren voelen tijdens hun PhD. Gelukkig had ik altijd 
mijn mede-Optoboys aan mijn zijde, daardoor kon het eigenlijk al niet meer misgaan. Vanaf 
het prille begin deelden we lief en leed, code, CombiCages, goede discussies, maar vooral 
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natuurlijk de schaamteloze zelfhype voor onze brand. Bastiaan, de eenzame barbecuer op 
het wad. Wat relaxed om al die jaren lekker op een lijn te zitten samen (behalve ONWAR 
afterparties op onze kamer misschien – scusi)! Erg fijn om altijd een partner in crime te 
hebben die lekker meedeed met dingen organiseren. Maar nog meer was (en ben) ik altijd 
onder de indruk van de mate waarin je alles goed voor elkaar had (en hebt). Ik wist in elk 
geval altijd zeker dat jij wel antwoord had op een vraag waar ik mee zat. Dank voor alle 
mooie tijden op het lab, maar zeker ook in Berlijn, de Basket of gewoon in de Bastille! En 
Huub, de technische man. Waanzinnig om te zien hoe je altijd bezig kon zijn met je probes 
en je gadgets. Je doorzettingsvermogen was een inspiratie voor mij, en vast voor velen in 
het lab. Maargoed, dat had je natuurlijk meteen al laten zien toen we kop over kop over 
de Afsluitdijk aan het rammen waren op weg naar weekend, of in de Alpen, of gewoon op 
de Bosbaan op de schaats. Heren, het was me een eer en genoegen!
Na de ene generatie komt natuurlijk weer de volgende. Ik ben hartstikke blij en trots op de 
nieuwe lichting Opto... girl & boy... people? We komen er nog wel uit. Vini, you’ve been a 
super insightful student and will do great as a PhD student the coming years. It was great 
to see you develop as a scientist and Matlab-expert, as shown by the course you set up 
so well last fall. I didn’t even know then that you were also a talented calligraphist and 
broadcaster. Please keep it up man, I am looking forward to your achievements! Lotte, ik 
heb ook met jou een prachtige tijd gehad, als supervisor en ook als collega. Voor jou geldt 
eigenlijk hetzelfde, ik weet zeker dat je met jouw organisatie en capaciteiten het helemaal 
gaat redden. Maar nog belangrijker – ik heb echt genoten van al je verhalen over obscure 
optredens, kennissen of genante vertoningen. It was an absolute honor to have you both 
as my students, and now as successors! Emma, jij bent natuurlijk ook erg nauw betrokken 
geweest bij ons team, en ook jij hebt de stap gemaakt van stagiair to collega. Ik ben blij 
dat jij me vaak scherp hebt gehouden met je scherpe inzichtelijke vragen en me meermaals 
verrast hebt door bijvoorbeeld een solo’tje weg te geven op de piano of door de karikaturen 
die je van de Optoboys hebt gemaakt. Ik had het voorrecht om veel studenten te begeleiden, 
en dus wil ik ook nog Jeroen, Rashel, Gui, en Sanne bedanken voor hun inzet. Zonder 
jullie allemaal als studenten was mijn PhD nog niet half zo mooi geweest!
Er wordt wel eens gezegd dat we op schouders van reuzen staan. Mensen wiens kennis 
je absoluut nodig hebt om iets te presteren. Hans, jij was natuurlijk zo iemand. Als een 
ware Ludolf wist jij waar elk schroefje, kabeltje of versterkertje zich bevond. Zonder jouw 
kennis had ik waarschijnlijk nog steeds met een hoop plannen en geen techniek gezeten! 
Jaap, voor jou geldt natuurlijk hetzelfde. Jij was er in de kelder, maar zeker ook voor goede 
gesprekken, of gewoon om toevallig tijdens de finale van een Touretappe even langs te 
waaien om de laatste daden van de renners te bespreken. En natuurlijk Tim, onmisbaar 
voor zo ongeveer elk experiment. Ik geloof dat je aan al mijn projecten op de een of andere 
manier hebt meegeholpen. Zonder jouw patchkennis was het natuurlijk nooit goedgekomen 
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– en dan hebben we het nog niet eens over jouw aandeel in de Doner Thursday gehad! 
En dan natuurlijk Anna! Ik vond het altijd een feestje om weer bij je binnen te banjeren 
en je veel te lang aan de praat te houden. Ik heb ontzettend genoten van onze praatjes en 
koffietjes! Chris, chief, sorry voor alle keren dat ik je op de kast heb proberen te krijgen, ik 
heb echt ontzettend genoten van ons contact de afgelopen jaren. Ik heb je ervaren als een 
ontzettend begane en toegewijde collega, en ik vind het schitterend te zien hoe trots je kunt 
zijn op anderen. Ga zo door! Tenslotte nog een woord van dank naar Tinco, Rogier, Pieter, 
en Rob. Jullie weten natuurlijk dat zonder jullie kunde er ook niets van mijn werk terecht 
was komen. Het heeft onder andere geleid tot onze prachtige OptoBoy 4000 CombiCages... 
Wat wil een mens nog meer! Allen, veel dank voor het mogelijk maken van mijn PhD!
In den beginne was er niets. Maar niet op de VU, daar was namelijk gewoon sensei 
Antonio. Dank voor de vele uren die je me hebt bijgestaan in de OK, of in de kelder, of op 
het lab. Je hebt een nieuwe generatie Optoboys grootgebracht, en ze tegelijkertijd geleerd 
dat provolone écht beter is dan parmigiano. Onmisbare kennis!
When the Optoboys were out on tour, they’d often be in company of an.. Optogirl? We’ll 
allow it. Madi, we’ve seen each other develop and work through our PhDs. I usually had 
a small army of students; you usually had a larger one. No surprise that you are doing 
such an excellent job with the MSc students now! Your enthusiasm and creativity were 
always great to have around!
Als jonge PhD student kan de nieuwe omgeving, met al die wijzere ouderejaars collegas, 
soms wat intimiderend overkomen. Als één van die lui je er ook nog eens vierkant uitfietst 
helpt dat niet mee. Josh, ik heb je vaak vervloekt als je weer eens harder fietste dan me 
lief was, maar bovenal was je natuurlijk een prachtige vent om naast me te hebben. Ik heb 
genoten van de momenten waarop het kantoor volstond met fietsen, of dat we weer eens 
een hele middag wielrennen aan het kijken waren. Roel, jij was een soort Matlab-wizard, 
en daarin ook meteen een voorbeeld van hoe ik het zelf zou moeten kunnen. Dat was goede 
inspiratie, en ik ben er toch aardig in thuis geraakt. Belangrijker was misschien wel dat 
jij in elk geval altijd mijn referenties snapte en ze vaak met een goede dosis platte humor 
wist uit te breiden. Heb veel gelachen! En dat met die referenties, dat gold misschien nog 
wel meer voor Tim. Misschien dat ik soms wel iets meer mijn best deed om een karikatuur 
te zijn, maar je reactie was al een beloning op zich. Ik denk dat ik nooit meer serieus met 
die twee vingertjes kan wijzen! Heren, jullie blijven toch altijd de wijze seniors, maar ik 
heb wel echt genoten van jullie gezelschap, met als uitschieter ons ‘werk’tripje naar de 
Alpen. Veel dank!
Many thanks of course also go to the inhabitants and frequent visitors of room B427. You 
had to endure our Optoboys propaganda and didn’t even complain once! I had a ton of 
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fun discussing our million-dollar business plans, Jean. Not only that, but I feel like every 
time you were around, we’d mostly just devolve in endless conversations about pretty much 
anything (honorable mention to Isabel and Anna as well). I hope we can keep having these 
thought experiments – and hopefully someday actually start executing some of these plans 
and get our Bahama yachts! René, as has happened for the last 20 years or so, I can rest 
assured that you’ll end up working at the same place as me again. I’ll make sure to find 
someplace nice! Djai, thanks for contributing to a ton of hangovers! Arthur, you have 
repeatedly surprised me with your original insights and it was cool to see you develop your 
model and story-telling over the years! Simon, had great fun discussing cycling stuff with 
you, I’m sure we’ll meet each other on the roads in the future. Also to Sarah, Mohit, Eline, 
Natalia, Ayoub, Suman, Klaus, Sonja, Hemanth, Eelke, Ioannis, Romy, many thanks for 
the great time at the INF!
A significant amount of PhD time was spent in a dark basement. Fortunately, there were 
some people around to keep me sane. Thank you, ANW! Yvar, Marcel, Dustin, thanks 
for all the help and chitchat in the A-kelder. I’m also happy that my photometry-legacy 
lives on in the capable hands of Isis, Allison and Nathan! I’m sure you will do a great job! 
Tommy, from organizing conferences to drinking cocktails in NEMO with some of your 
Noordmannen friends, our paths have crossed frequently over the years. Thanks for all 
the insightful feedback on my work and all the nice moments!
Het kan er vaak vrij kritisch aan toe gaan in de wetenschap. Hoe fijn was het dan ook 
altijd om tussendoor ook nog iets te doen waar je alleen maar positieve feedback voor 
terugkrijgt. Ik heb me de afgelopen jaren met heel veel plezier voor Brein in Beeld ingezet, 
en hoop dat nog veel langer te doen. Hanneke, Ellen, Laura, Julia, Marie-Anne, Birgit 
en natuurlijk alle andere vrijwilligers – heel veel dank, samenwerken met jullie was een 
enorme verrijking voor mijn PhD!
Toch is het af en toe ook wel lekker om even je ervaringen te delen met andere PhDers 
die hetzelfde doorstaan, maar dan op een andere plek. Mooi dat dat studentenhok op het 
NIN toch nog ergens goed voor was! Marjolein, Jack, Inger, Lizz, ik heb altijd genoten 
van onze etentjes en leuke avonden! Zelfde geldt natuurlijk voor de PhDriathlon’ers! Of 
het nou op de fiets, in de late uurtjes op ONWAR of op zelf georganiseerde data meetings 
was, vond het altijd leuk om onze ervaringen te delen en te lachen! Esther, Bastijn, Koen, 
Julien, Fran, Danielle, dank voor het mooier maken van mijn PhD tijd!
Sommige groepen werken gewoon goed als iedereen makkelijk om elkaars slechte grappen 
lacht. Los van dat lachen leuk is, leidt het natuurlijk ook gewoon lekker af van de sores van 
een PhD. Robin, Willem, JW, we gaan alweer 13 jaar mee sinds ons prille begin op de Club, 
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maar ik ben al die tijd hartstikke blij dat ik altijd terug kan vallen op onze vriendschap. Ik 
kijk uit naar nog veel keuvelcalls en nog veel meer slechte grappen komende jaren!
Als PhD kun je je redelijk verliezen in alle onderzoekstechnieken en experimenten, dus 
ik ben behoorlijk blij dat ik de afgelopen jaren nog een beetje sane gebleven ben door de 
grote hoeveelheid fietsvakanties, -tochten en competities. Dop, Roel, Daan, Max, TJarc, 
en natuurlijk de rest van de sekte: ik vond (en vind) het prachtig om in jullie gezelschap de 
mooiste plekken van Europa te verkennen om vervolgens na afloop weg te bubbelen in een 
van de jacuzzi’s die op de een of andere manier ook altijd bij het vakantiepakket zaten. Ik 
hoop dat nog vele jaren met jullie te gaan doen!
“Ja en dat is Sybren, hij doet onderzoek naar nicotineverslaving. Met muizen”. Beter kun 
je niet geintroduceerd worden na 120km schaatsen op de Weissensee. Mannen van de 
LSSV, ik heb geweldig genoten van alle uurtjes op het zonneterras van Alte Sage, bingo’s, 
Bachmuziek, discussies over de grote rugspier, en alle andere fratsen de afgelopen jaren. 
De Weissensee was elk jaar weer iets om naar uit te zien, en ik kijk uit naar het weer back 
in town zijn van de boys in 2022!
“Syb, we zouden echt nog wat meer als Tim en Bart moeten zijn”, nemen An & ik ons 
soms wel eens voor. Tim en Bart, sinds we onze business case bij Arjen neerlegden en 
grootse plannen hadden voor een post-master traject heb ik ontzettend veel gehad aan onze 
vriendschap en jullie sympathieke en slimme karakters en kon ik me altijd mooi optrekken 
aan jullie wetenschappelijke prestaties en ervaringen. Hoewel ik jullie natuurlijk alle 
academische achievements in Brisbane en Boston van harte gun, tel ik de dagen natuurlijk 
wel af tot jullie op een zeker moment weer terugkomen naar Nederland!
Je hoort wel eens mensen klagen over schoonouders. In mijn geval kan ik echt alleen maar 
precies het tegenoverstelde doen, en alleen lovende woorden schrijven. Gert en Marijke, 
de mate waarin jullie begaan zijn met jullie omgeving, waaronder An & mijzelf, vind ik 
bewonderenswaardig en ik ben ontzettend dankbaar voor de manier waarop jullie mij altijd 
verwelkomd hebben. De reizen naar Agay, Chatel, IJsland, maar ook gewoon de lunches in 
Reeuwijk, en dan met jullie gezelschap in het bijzonder, hebben me elke keer weer de boost 
gegeven die ik nodig had om weer vol goede moed verder te kunnen met mijn proefschrift!
De meeste PhDs hebben een promotor en een copromotor, maar ik had de luxe dat ik ook 
altijd bij m’n ouders aan kon kloppen voor hulp. Dat ik dan uiteindelijk ook in de “family 
business” (J. Seckl, 2018) ben gegaan mag ook niet echt een verrassing zijn. Het heeft in 
elk geval geleid tot prachtige publicaties zoals het De Kloet, De Kloet, De Kloet, & De 
Kloet paper, of samen rondbanjeren op de FENS, in Boston, of de Dutch Neuroscience. Pap 
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& mam, ik ben ontzettend dankbaar dat jullie me altijd zo hebben geholpen en gesteund 
waar ik dat nodig had of wanneer ik erom vroeg.
En dan is er is één persoon zonder wie het sowieso allemaal niet gelukt zou zijn. An, wat 
ben ik blij dat ik jou aan mijn zijde heb. Ik heb misschien wel eens geklaagd thuis, maar 
jij bent er altijd als het nodig is, verzorgend of met humor, of anders met een interessant 
verhaal over een of ander beestje. Ik bewonder de passie en het doorzettingsvermogen dat 
je hebt voor de dingen die je aan het hart gaan, en het inspireert mij nog steeds om mijn 
dingen zelf ook nog meer tot de bodem uit te zoeken. Ik heb ontzettend veel aan je gehad 
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